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--- T'lIEN the present Board first undertook the task of publishing; a Legenda for the111 Class of '94, it was with a very definite idea of what a Legenda should be.
^J-^ We believed that it was primarilv intended as a memor\' book for the students,
wherein they might find the record of one vear of College life; and that, like all
memory books, it should deal principally with the lighter side of that life, — the pleasant ex-
periences and amusing incidents, rather than the academic work and intellectual growth.
In our attempt to embody this idea in concrete form, we have, of course, n:elwithmany
practical difficulties. One of the matters which have been most perplexing to us is that of
personalities. When last spring the Class of '94 asked permission to publish a Legenda, it
intimated its intention of excluding from the book all "personal grinds." These the present
Board understood as meaning cjuotations with names or initials attached. In the course of
our work the suggestion came to us that some might understand the term as meaning any
allusion to personal peculiarities or weaknesses, whether in the form of quotations or other-
wise. There had been, and is, not only in the Board, but among the students at large, so
strong a sentiment against such allusions that it had not occurred to us to define our position
in regard to them. They had been excluded as a matter of course. We were therefore per-
fectly willing to accept this new definition, which, though wider, reallv limitetl us less than
the other, but we still considered ourselves bound by our first interpretation. With this
exception, the whole matter of jokes has been left largely to our own discretion, and we
have conscientiously tried to make our book satisfactory to both Faculty and students.
We feel, therefore, that whatever our mistakes, they are not due to a lack of effort or of
desire to please.
To those members of the Faculty who have aided us liv their interest and sympathy, to
our classmates of '94, and to other students who have rendered us assistance, we wish to
extend our hearty thanks.
The Editors.
HEHRY FOWLE DURAHT, JR.
HENRY FOWLE DURAHT. PAULINE A. DURANT.
Tt)e Poanders of UJeUesleY.
HE beautiful storv of tlie founding of Welleslev College is widely known. Sketches
of Mr. Dinant's remarkable career have not infrec[uentlv appeared in print. The
present article aims to be SLipplemental rather than complete in itself, presenting
somewhat fully, eyen at the expense of proportion, such data as are new. More-
over, previous accounts of the foimding of Welleslev have, naturally enough,
thrown the man's work and the man's life into the foreground. But Mr. Diaant
himself would not have had it so. Xone recognized more clearly than he the
equal share borne bv ]Mrs. Durant in all the sacrifice, thought, and labor \vhich went to the
making up of their great joint gift. In the will of 1S70 occurs the emphatic sentence : "All
the provisions in this will are made with the knowledge of mv beloved \vife, and to carr\' out
our mutual plans and wishes." Welleslev has two founders. It is proposed in the present
sketch to deal more particularly with the woman's life and work. Yet, in reality, the two
histories are one. The separate life-streams early blend into a single river, known by music
and bv shining, by burdens borne and toils promoted, by happy countries watered, bv fear-
less flow through sun and shadow to the eternal sea.
^Irs. Durant comes of a distinguished ancestry. Her mother's family bore the name of
de Cazenove, honorabh known in France for nearly a thousand years. The Huguenot
branch withdiew from their native land at the Revocation of the Edict of Xantes, and estab-
lished themselves in Geneva as bankers, dropping their titles as inconsistent with a business
career. The deep religious feeling, innate in their Huguenot blood, no less than their
financial station and authority, and their alliance with the nding families of Geneva, soon
gave the de Cazenoves a high influence in that "stronghold of religious liberty." Presently
there were to be numbered among them not onl\' successors to the office of Premier Syndic,
and other powerful positions, but theologians of eminence. Mrs. Durant's grandfather,
Antoine Charles Cazenove, was educated for a military career, but developed a taste for
financiering. Going to England, he spent three years in the great banking house of the
Cazenoves, then ranking with the largest bankers of London. He returned to Geneva on the
eve of the Jacobin Revolution,—a miniature copy of the Reign of Terror. He himself, with
his father and elder brother, were seized by the mob and thrown into prison, several hundi'cd
other leading citizens of Geneva sufTering the samfe outrage. Not all of the Genevan aris-
tocrats were so fortunate as the Cazenoves, who were acquitted and released, their reputation
for goodness standing them in stead. Recognizing the precariousness of the times, and
seeing the business of the city in confusion, they escaped to Holland, and thence to America.
In Philadelphia the brothers met two sisters resident in that city, although natives of Balti-
more, whom they afterwards married.
Mrs. Durant's grandmother was Hogan bv name, of Scotch-Irish extraction, of American
birth, of the Roman Catholic faith,
—
yielding in later life to the Protestant,—and of culture
quite exceptional for the women of her day. The perfection of her French is a family tradi-
tion and example. She was an excellent Latin scholar, trained by her father, a teacher of
eminence, and she was widely read in history' and literature. Her husband, in facing the
rude American conditions of a century ago, displayed the characteristic energy and enterprise
of his family. This young Swiss refugee, in company with the Hon. Albert Gallatin,
carried the first millstones across the Alleghanies, established flouring mills in the backwoods
of Western Pennsylvania, and set up at Uniontovvn the first glassworks in this coimtrv. John
Jacob Astor oflered him partnership in his great fur venture ; but ]Mr. Cazenove decided to
try his fortunes as a shipping merchant, and would gladly have settled in Philadelphia, then
the most considerable seaport of the United States. He was deterred, however, by the
ravages of yellow fever there, his wife's younger brother being among the victims. The
horror of this pestilence, as it raged throughout Philadelphia and New York at intervals
during the last decade of the preceding century, may still be realized from the graphic
descriptions of our first American novelist. Reading Charles Brockilen Brown's "Arthur
Mervyn," or "Ormond," one does not wonder that ]Mr. Cazenove .sought a safer home in Alex-
andria, Virginia. The five sons and five daughters who in time enriched the household had
the benefit of unusuallv good schools, kept, in part, by women from Massachusetts. Mrs.
Diuant's mother received her earlier education in these, but was sent, like her sisters, to
Mme. Greleaud's boai'ding school in Philadelphia, for the accomplishments, while the
brothers were despatched to Geneva. On a visit to Boston, in the winter of 1S30, Miss
Pauline Cazenove, singularly fair and winning, met Major Fowle, of the United States Army,
and after some months consented to become his wife.
The Fowles of Watertown were no less interesting a familv than the Cazenoves of Alex-
andria. Captain John Fowle, of English descent, had done good senice in the War of the
Revolution, which swept away most of his propertv, together with that of man}' another
patriot. He was a man of lofty principles, " not only hating evil, but despising it." Captain
Fowle and his wife were reputed to be the handsomest bride and groom ever married in
Newton; and their eight children, especially three of the daughters, were famed for extraor-
dinary- beauty- It is said that the father would sometimes steal out of the house and close the
blinds to shelter his three Graces, as they sewed or read by the window, from the lingering
looks of the passers-by. The standing toast through Middlesex County was the couplet, origi-
nating with Robert Treat Paine,
—
"To the fair of every town,
And the Fowle of Watertown.'"
It was on many accounts a remarkable family, and one of peculiar interest to Wellesley
College. The mother, Mary Cooke of Newton, was the daughter of Abigail Durant of
Newton, from whom our founders take their name, and the sister of Susanna Cooke, who
married Dr. Walter Hunnewell of Watertown, a Harvard graduate of 17S7, these being the
parents of our neighbor across Waban. The youngest Miss Fowle, the all-admired Adeline,
married Mr. Samuel Welles, who came to be the leading American banker in Paris. Mr.
Welles was born in Natick, and from his father's family the town of Wellesley received its
name. A sister of Mr. Welles, tiie banker at Paris, married her first cousin, Arnold Welles
of Boston; and the Welles estate, now enlarged and known as the Hunnewell estate, was
inherited by their daughter, the late wife of the present proprietor.
But we must not let these fascinating Fowles fly away with us. Our concern is not with
the beautiful Charlotte, who married Benjamin Wiggin, a successful American banker
resident in London ; nor with the gentle Maria, whose husband dreamed of the burning of
Moscow at the verv time wlien the conflagration was in progress; nor with the gallant young
midshipman who fell in a duel with a British naval officer; nor with the graceful Eliza, who
was said to be the only woman in Boston who could wear the long shawl elegantly; nor with
the dazzling Adeline of Paris and Versailles, who, after the death of her husband, Mr. Welles
the banker, married the Marquis de La Valelte, a diplomat who rose under Napoleon III. to
be Minister of Foreign Affairs, and, later, Ambassador to the Court of St. James. But there
are two of this brilliant household group in whom Wellesley has ever)' right to be interested :
Harriet, most intellectual of all the children, a passionate lover of books, the soul of honor,
impulsive and imperious, with an irresistible charm of her own, who became the mother of
Mr. Durant; and John, the Major Fowle already mentioned, who became the father of Mrs.
Durant.
Major Fowle was a man of two-score years when he made the acquaintance of Miss
Cazenove. He had served in the War of 1S12 on the New York frontier, and had taken part,
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witli tliat illustrious corps known as Scott's ]5rigade, in the Niagara Campaign, remaining at
the head of his company through the battle of Lundy's Lane, regardless of the wound he had
received early in the action. He was much engaged, later, in the Indian wars on the frontier,
in Arkansas and Minnesota. He was, like his father, a man of purest integrity, his nickname
being Honest Jack. A strict disciplinarian, he was a commander who could command him-
self. Card-playing, for instance, had been an accustomed pastime at home, but as soon as he
noted its demoralizing effect upon the soldiers in garrison, he woidd no longer allow it either
to his men or to himself. He made it understood that he counted it an aHVont to he invited to
a card party; and so resolute and consistent was his opposition to cai'ds in garrison, tliat his
superior officers were embarrassed to be discovered b3- him in a game. There was nothing
petty in his natme. Even the keeping of accounts was given up by him, because he would
not, as he said, "attach such consequence to a sixpence." Major Fowle exemplified the truth
of the poet's words, "The bravest are the tenderest." He appears to have been cjuite the
ideal lover, yet with a margin of courtesy and kindness for others than the sovereign lady. A
sister of his betrothed refers to him, in a letter now vellowed with the years, as "the most
thoughtful and considerate man for one in love we ever knev\-."' And another of these
treasured letters of long ago bears this enthusiastic testimony : "Sophia, Charlotte, and myself
have unanimously agreed that since the creation of the world no lover ever was half so
attentive and agreeable as the Major."
The marriage took place in May of 1S31, and on the thirteenth of June in the following
year was born, in Alexandria, the daughter without whcjm Welleslev College would never have
been. She was a traveled baby. At the age of three months she journeyed on a pillow to
Sault Ste. Marie, where Major Fowle was stationed. It was no easy trip in those early days.
There was one little strip of railroad in Western New York, but apait from that and boats of
one sort and another, the travelers had to depend on such rude vehicles as they coidtl obtain
over frightful roads with gaping holes, of which it was said you could lose a wagon in anv one
of them and never miss it.
The little party went to Fort Brady by the last boat of the fidl, and were ordered to take
their departure by the first boat of spring. The conditions of life there at the Sault were
rough and primitive. Yet by the infrequent mails, carried on snowshoes or by dog teams,
cheery letters went out from the brave young bride and her proud husband to the anxious
people at home. The playful tone of the letter from which the following extracts are taken,
a letter from Major Fowle to one of his wife's sisters, written in midwinter from the icebound,
fort, shows how warm and happy were those wedded hearts among the snows.
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My dear Sister : I have been trying in vain to get my wife to give vou some account of her sudden
change as respects her opinions of the natives ; therefore I must do it mv-self. A few days after our arrival
here we walked out, to see and be seen. We came in sight of a number of wigwams; I proposed we
should go and visit them. We went to the opening of one and found it occupied by a number of male
Indians. After looking at them for a few moments we proceeded to another, and found it filled with
females (Indians). Pauline entered into conversation with them in Frencli, and I assisted with Indian;
at last one of them said, in English, that she (Pauline) was very beautiful. This, of course, I agreed to.
But it is astonishing what a change it has wrought. She never speaks of the Indians except she remarks
what shameful treatment they have received from the whites, and, finally, by saying she feels for them,
and they are a much-injured people, etc. . . . The two Paulines are in good health, and are quite contented
with their situation. The little pet is very good-looking (the mother says, a great beauty), and looks, as
all say, very much like her father. . . . Pauline has found lier French of some use here. A Frenchman
came one day to sell some partridges ; he could not speak Engli-sh, and she was called upon to make a bar-
gain with him. The poor fellow was delighted to find she could speak French, and said he would come
frequently to sell to her, and that his wife was very sick, and she would be much pleased to talk with her. I
presume he thought his wife would be recovered by Pauline's conversation. As for making bargains, your
sister is a very good Cazeno\'e at it; our money here is bread tickets, say two and a quarter poimds, which
cost us five cents.
In the spring of 1S33, Major Fowle was ordered to Fort Dearborn, Chicago, to relieve
troops that had been there during the Black Hawk War. At this time there were no regular
chaplains in the arin}', and Major Fowle invited the home missionary, Mr. Jeremiah Porter, a
great grandson of Jonathan Edwards, to accompany him. Mr. Porter had come out to Sault
Ste. Marie the year before, and had organized a little Presbyterian church there. As the re-
moval of the troops virtually removed his congregation, and as there was already a Baptist
chinxh at the Sault, where the Pre.sbyterian remnant could be cared for, Mr. Porter accepted
the Major's invitation. Many years after, the veteran missionary spoke with pleasine of the
little child who brightened the deck of the small schooner that brought the troops to Fort
Dearborn.
The new arrivals at Chicago, in this spring of 1S33, foimd themselves on the edge of the
flowering prairie in a straggling, waterside village, where two-story frame houses were just
beginning to go up among the log cabins,—a village of bareh' three hundred inhabitants, in-
cluding soldiers, traders of the American Fur Company, Indians, trappers, roughs; hard and
wild characters, in the main, with a leaven of four " praying men" among them. These four
gave delighted welcome to the newcomers; for the garrison embraced eighteen professing
Christians, in addition to the missionary, and their coming was to the discouraged few like
"the bursting out of the sun from the darkest clouds." The new conunand, well-drilled and
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well-principled, was, indeed, welcome to all ; for these pioneer settlers knew what it was to
suffer from disorderly, pilfering soldiers. The Major had been in Fort Dearborn before, and
the excellence of his discipline was well known. " Now !Major Fovvle has come," said the
people, "we shall be able to keep some chickens." The Major, although a regular attendant
at Sunday service and at Bible class, was not enrolled upon the list of church members. Yet
he reverenced his wife's Christian devotion, and worked with her for the promotion of Mr.
Porter's labors, feeling that religion would be a sovereign agent for tiie regenerating of
society in those frontier posts. On the first Sunday at Fort Dearborn the Major had the car-
penter's shop swept out and rudely furnished with seats for service ; and from this humble yet
appropriate origin sprang the earliest church of Chicago.
^
While the infant church was making its \vay,—with its plain little house of worship out
on the open prairie, its one silver sacramental cup, and its Sunday-school library that could be
"comfortably carried in a silk handkerchief,"—Major Fowle had been promoted to West
Point, as Instructor of Tactics and Commandant of the Corps of Cadets, winning here, as
everywhere, universal confidence and esteem. It was said that the discipline had never been
so good and so uniform, nor the cadets so well satisfied, as under Major Fowle's command.
Here, at West Point, the little Pauline passed five sunny years, a baby brother and a baby
sister claiming much of her childish attention. The stmdy tot, already possessed of more
than her share of logic, was concerned that the tiny sister in long clothes did not go outdoors
to play. "Mamma, if you don't send Annie out to walk, she'll never know what kind of an
earth God has given her to walk on."
Upon Annie she promptly bestowed her "Mother Goose," finding that classic worthy
"such an intolerable liar, I can't stand her; but Annie is too young to be hurt. She can
just look at the pictures." Pauline was a budding financiei', liking to save her pennies until
they counted up to a goodly sum ; while poor Annie, as the elder sister said disdainfully,
" never could keep two pennies to rub against each other."
The little maiden was carefully trained in all womanly arts. \'erv neat and even are the
many stitches in the pretty hussy laboriously fashioned as a gift foi' the handsome soldier papa,
who had been promoted to the rank of lieutenant-colonel, and ordered to Florida, to take
command of his regiment in the Seminole Indian Wars. The hussy was in his trunk when
the Colonel, having placed his family temporarily in Alexandria, embarked at Cincinnati on
the steamboat Moselle. The vessel was urged beyond her power, the boiler burst, and in the
terrible disaster that filled the papers of the day, no manlier life was blotted out than that of
Colonel Fowle. His wife, almost crushed by the shock and sorrow, began to lean upon her
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eldest child, the little daughter not yet six years of age, who was to be for more than half a
century to come the widow's earthly strength and stay.
Mrs. Durant still remembers the sense of childish importance with which she led her
toddling sister to the dressmaker, to see about their mourning dresses; for the mother, in the
apathy of grief, left to this faithful five-year-old the choice and planning of the pitiful little
frocks. The child's remarkable thoughtfulness and sense of responsibility had already been
strikingly exemplified on the night of her father's death,—a catastrophe of which, in those
days before the telegraph, the family still remained unconscious. A fire raged in the town;
neighboring houses were in flames, and the children, caught up from their beds, were hurried
away to a place of satety. But the sleepy little Pauline had a parting charge for her excited
mother: "Mamma, don't forget papa's trunk with the valuable pajjers in it." This capable,
small mortal also took it upon herself to look after her mother in traveling, as her father had
always done, but with the reticence of childhood she confided to no one how sorel}' it galled
her little soul to go on a half ticket. Her joy was great when, having passed her eighth
birthday, the railroad officials could no longer brand her as "half a person."
The years in Alexandria were quiet, the natural mirthfulness of childhood subdued by the
abiding shadow of sorrow. In less than two 3ears from the father's death the baby boy
slipped from human hold, and three years later the little sister followed. The one surviving
child, early learning the great lesson of self-forgetfulness, was ever her mother's comforter.
Visiting aunts in Boston during this period, little Pauline, eight years of age, came to
know her cousin Henry, ten years her senior, and then a student in Harvard. The poet-
hearted young collegian, handsome, as became his Fowle descent, won the friendship of the
gentle child, whose appearance at the time he afterwards tenderly pictured in verse.
I well remember, cousin,
What voii, perchance, forget;
That fair child, like a rosebud,
The dew upon it yet.
That sweet face, like a rosebud
Just opening to the air,
With something of a maiden,
More of an an^el there.
A pensive grace, dear cousin,
And a thoughtful look was there.
Like a loving girl's in reverie,
Or a mother's in her prayer;
But wiien she plaved in childish glee,
And gayly laughed the while,
A beauty like a breaking wave
Beamed ever in her smile.
The little girl's education was carcfullv looked after. In addition to her mother's teach-
ing, she attended for some time a private school in Alexandria, kept by a Mrs. Kingsford, an
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English ladv, wife of a Baptist clergyman. At home, meanwhile, she was thoroiighlj' trained
in music and drawing, fine sewing, elaborate cooking, and all the domestic arts.
"Oh, yes," a teasing uncle used to say, "we shan't keep her long. When she comes
home from boarding school we'll put out a shingle to tell the world that within may be found
the yoimg lady who, at the age of thirteen, could make anything that man requires, from a
shirt to a loaf of cake. We'll not lie bothered with keeping her long."
The boarding school chosen was one of the leading institutions of the day,—a French es-
tablishment in New York City, under the charge of M. and Mtne. Cauda. The earnest-
spirited young Southerner would have preferred Mount Holj'oke Seminary, but here her
mother stood firm. Mrs. Fowle had heard that at Mount Holyoke the custom prevailed of
introducing the girls to foreign missionaries who came wife-hunting, and this precious, only
daughter could not be so jeopardized.
Mrs. Durant gives amusing accounts of the conditions of life in this fashionable lioarding
school, where the studies were conducted for one half the day in English, and for the other
in French. The girls slept in dormitories, the "long dormitory" holding thirty of the little
iron beds. At the first bell the girls sprang to their feet with military promptitude, sleepilv
hurrying on stockings, slippers, and dressing gowns, turning back beds, opening windows,,
and betaking themselves with all inconvenient speed to the general dressing room above.
Here some sixtv toilets were simultaneously performed, the girls seeking shelter between the
open doors of the tall presses that shared the wall space with the rows of washstands. Ablu-
tions before these washstands were attended with thrilling perils. If water was spilled upon
the floor, the culprit had to copy pages upon pages of French poetry. If the slop was excep-
tionally sloppy, the French poetry—for which one feels acutest sympath\-—had to be learned
by heart. After these appalling toilets the girls flocked back to the dormitories, made their
beds, went to the schoolroom for prayers, and hungrily listened for the breakfast bell.
Here Mrs. Durant passed the years from fourteen to eighteen, making girlish friendships,
and probably learning as much as if she rose later in the morning. The processional prome-
nade along Broadway was not to her liking, and she was allowed to substitute for it exercise
in one of the earliest gymnasiums of the city. The Sundays were usually spent with an aunt in
Brooklyn, to whom Mrs. Fowle, who could not long be absent from her daughter, often came
for extended visits. There were occasional trips to Boston, too, bringing renewal of friendshid
between the winsome schoolgirl and the brilliant, though reluctant apprentice to the law.
]Mr. Durant had had, as a child, an insatiate love of reading. To lie on the sofa with a
book was his delight, in which his parents acquiesced as the surest recipe for keeping their
wide-rtwake bo\- out of mischief. He was a chivalrous little fellow, with romantic day
dreams of his own, and in his boyhood an ambitious class student. But his Harvard educa-
tion was largel}' acquired in the college library. " I studied immensely the last part of the
time I was in Cambridge," he said, " and to great advantage. I had but few recitations, and
saw scarcely anyone, so that I had plenty of time." Greek was a favorite study with him,
but he devoted much attention to English, reading widely and deeplv, and practicing himself
in verse composition, as well as prose. He dreaded the law, being haunted by " that horrid
dream of a legal profession." But after graduation from Harvard, at nineteen, he tlutifully
enteied the law office of his father, Mr. William Smith, in Lowell, the family having removed
thither from Hanover, New Hampshire, wheie Mr. Durant was born. Writing to a friend,
the young graduate said: "I shall studv law for the present, to oblige father; he is in
some trouble, and I wish to make him as happ\' as possible. The future course of my life
is undetermined, except that all shall yield to hoi}' poetry. Indeed, it is a sacred duty. 1
have begun studying law ; don't be afraid, however, that I intend to give up poetry. I shall
always be a worshiper of that divinity, and I hope in a few years to be able to give up
everything and be a priest in her temple."
One year of Blackstone called out this second confidence : "I have not written any
poetry this whole summer. Old Mrs. Themis says that I shall not visit any more at the Miss
Muses. I'll see the old catamaran hanged, though, but what I will, and I'll write a sonnet to
my old shoe, directly, out of mere desperation. Pity and sympathize with me."
After eighteen months of such tyrannical law studies, Mr. Durant, in the spring of 1S43,.
his twenty-first birthday hardly passed, was admitted to the bar. Henceforth there was little
opportunity for poetry. His legal practice ruthlessly swept him into the current of practical
atlairs. "It was impossible," he wrote, "to imagine a school better fitted than this to
develop any latent talent for business, and for breaking up any tendency toward literary tastes."
However incompatible legal pursuits may be with writing poetrj', they fortunatelv admit
of living poetry. But before love in its fullness should reawaken the benumbed spirit of song
in the young lawver's heart, several years were yet to intervene. For him these were vears
of intense mental activity. " His genius, which many believed to be of the highest order,
was primarily a genius for labor." He removed to Boston, establishing his law oflice in the
northeast corner of the old State House, and changing his name, because another Henrv W.
Smith was already practicing law in Boston, to Henry Fovvle Durant. In Boston his law
partner was !Mr. Joseph Bell, brother-in-law of Rufus Choate, in Lowell his father, and his
law business was divided between .Suffolk and Middlesex Counties. Rufus Choate began to
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employ him as junior counsel,—an association of great and varied benefit to the younger man,
who spared no toil to gain the phenomenal success which soon was his. " At the Middlesex
bar he was always in his place, and always alert. He had few associates, every hour of his
time being absorbed by his profession. He apparently took little notice of current questions
of the day. Sometimes he was genial, and sometimes icy, often preoccupied, absorbed, in-
tense, and perhaps imperious, mysteriously making up a case, presenting it, and then retiring,
only to reappear when he had a new case to win ; never reall}' happ\' imless untiertaking
some work of surpassing difficulty, which might fully tax all his powers. It was said of him
that he was more frequently employed in what were considered desperate cases than any other
lawyer of his time. An eminent man in his profession said of him that ' he was the most
persistent, persistent, persistent man he ever saw.' "
Meanwhile, his destined wife was ripening in every womanlj- grace. After her four
years at boarding school were ended, she visited, with her mother, Trenton Falls, Niagara
Falls, and Sharon. Here Mrs. Fowle had a hemorrhage, which determined them on spend-
ing the next two winters in the south of Europe. The first of these was passed with Mrs.
Wiggin, at the villa of the Marquise de La Valette, in Southern France, and the second in
Rome, Florence, and Naples, their summer travels extending into Switzerland, England, and
Scotland. On their return home, Mr. Durant, all engrossed with his profession as his asso-
ciates supposed him to be, found time to meet them in New York. But his beautiful cousin
passed the following winter south, in Augusta, Mobile, and New Orleans, and it was not
initil the latter days of November, 1853, that his soul, long turned to hers,—so his poems
whispered,
—
" Like a pilgrim to liis shrine,"
knew its devotion accepted.
There was one more winter of separation, in which blithest, sweetest love songs winged
their way from the lawyer's desk, where the tedious writs and briefs must have marveled at
them, to Washington and Alexandria. But Mr. Durant had already a practice of ten thou-
sand dollars a year, and the marriage was not delayed. In the following May, her mother's
wedding month, this younger Pauline wore the bridal veil. Then came household happiness
almost unalloyed, love, as the lover had prophesied, deepening with the years.
To Pauline.
Tell me not that love is fleeting, Every day our love grows dearer,
That its brightness fades away; Every night love's holy prayer
While the hearts within us beating Makes the lofty sky seem nearer,
Promise love and truth for aye. While the star of love is there.
Love is still a child immortal,
And his wings will soon expand,
As we near the shadowy portal
To that other promised land.
Whether born in joy or sorrow,
Whether crowned with thorns or flowers,
Love looks forward to a morrow
In a brighter world than ours.
Past the sleep that knows no waking.
Past the night that turns to day.
There the dawn of love is breaking,
There the shadows pass away.
Their Boston home was located, first, on the corner of Bowdoin and Allston vStreets. In
iS6o they removed to 77 Mt. Vernon Street, and in 1S6S to Mrs. Durant's present residence,
30 Marlborough Street. The Wellesley estate was purchased the year after the marriage,
and here the summers were spent in what is now known as the farmhouse. The young wife
delighted in putting to use her domestic accomplishments. In these first summers at Welles-
ley she used herself to skim every pan of milk that came into the house, and make all the
preserves and delicacies. She loved the grounds, and knew each tree by name. She was
interested in raising fowls, and was so proud of nineteen baby turkeys, of a choice breed from
Brandywine, that on a stormy night she and her husband both rose to the rescue of that pre-
cious brood. While Mr. Durant groped about in the thunderstorm, and hunted down, by the
flashes of lightning, one aflrighted turkevkin after another, until all the nineteen had been
caught, Mrs. Durant made a fire in the kitchen stove, and tenderly taking each little gobbler
as it was triumphantly presented by its dripping deliverer, put a drop of wine down its throat
and deposited it in a basket in the oven, to dream co/.ily of Thanksgiving Day until it had
recovered from its chill.
In the spring of 1855 g''eat joy befell them in the birth of their only son, Henry Fowle
Durant, Jr., and in the fall of 1S57 '"* I'ttle Pauline Cazenove gladdened the household for a
brief six weeks. The death of this infant was a poignant sorrow to the parents. Added to
her maternal mourning was Mrs. Durant's keen disappointment that the pain of this loss did
not turn her husband's heart to the Divine comforter. She had herself united with the Presby-
terian church when a schoolgirl, in 1S47, and was as unswerving in her Christian faith as she
had ever been untiring in Christian service. Mr. Durant was a man of essentially religious
nature. An extract from a letter written soon after his twenty-first birthdav to a college
friend is evidence enough of this, although other evidence, as his admiration for the Bible, or
his pleasure in the church service, is not wanting. The letter runs :
—
Dearest Holker : I have but one word to write to you, and that is immortality. It is all I have
learned tor a year, and yet the time has been well spent. Henceforward there is nothing to fear in life. It
came at the right time. Sick with labor and sorrow, in the cold winter night I stood by the great river,
and from the wind among the treetops, and the bright stars, and the ceaseless voice of the waters, I heard
the one word that gives life and strength, and from that time there is no need of sorrow or of weariness.
But with all his delicate instincts and noble aspirations, Mr. Durant had never yielded
his will to God. He now sought escape from sorrow in the rapid rereading of the VVaverley
novels, replying to his wife's entreaties, " You must take yoiu- medicine in your way, and I
must take mine in mine."
Tlie father and mother, thus bereaved, lavished their love all the more abundantly upon
their boy, an exquisite child of rare intellectual promise. Generous-hearted, atVectionate, and
fearless, inheriting the beauty and high spirit of his parents, this cherished son,
"The hyacinthine boy, for whom
Morn well might break and April bloom,
—
The gracious boy, who did adorn
The world whereinto he was born,"
delighted his father's pride and stimulated his father's ambition, giving impetus to every toil
and significance to all the future. He was his mother's close companion and daily joy.
Before her his childish heart lay as an open volume, white of leaf. A friend wrote: "One
incident which occurred only a few days before he was taken ill, I recall at this moment.
Willie, of whom he was very fond, said, ' Harry, I'll tell you something if you wont tell any-
body.' ' I'll tell my mamma,' answered the dear child ; ' I always tell my mamma everything
I know.' "
In his ninth year Harry suddenly sickened and died, and through that illness and that
death the father's life was consecrated to God. This was the mother's consolation,—a joy even
deeper than her unutterable sorrow. Ever sacred to Wellesley College must be the prayer
written at this time by Mr. Durant for their use together, antl daily repeated by them for
many years :
—
"O Eternal and Holy Jesus, because we humbly lielieve that out of th\' great and tendei
mercy toward us thy servants, thou hast not been willing to spare to us the life of our beloved
boy, but hast taken him as a little lamb gently up in thine arms to bear him to sweet and
sacred pastures in thine own Emmanuel's land, therefore we do beseech thee to make this
great sorrow to be to us a means of salvation, a fountain of immortal hopes and consolations.
Grant to us, in our luunilitv, the abiding faith that this our son is not dead, but is alive again
;
that he hath not been taken away from us, but has gone his way before to the Celestial City,
where we, too, may soon enter in to be led bv him to thy feet, if we through our sincere
repentance and by thy saving grace may at last win pardon and remission of our sins. We
beseech thee, also, O Lord, that it mav not be counted as a sin in us if we, in all humilit3'and
lowliness of heart, do now in our affliction cherish the faith that this, our dearlv beloved son,
has fulfilled the mission given to him bv his Father in Heaven, by teaching to us, his earthly
parents, through his death, the worthlessness and vanity of all that this world can give or take
away, and, that mission ended, he, innocent and pure, has gone before us to lead us in the
way of salvation. We pray thee also, O Lord, that through thy holv blessing we maj', each
day that we live in this world, cherish alwavs the sweet and precious memorv of this our
beloved and only son ; and grant of thv most merciful kindness that our love for him and his
love for us, so true and so tender that it never knew any change or shadow of turning, may
become a holy and blessed means of leading us from sin, and all the temptations and sorrows
Jind vanities of this evil world, to the only life which is eternal and that fadeth not away.
"O Christ, teach us to say, the Lord gave, and the Lord taketh awav ; blessed be the name
ot the Lord. And, oh, Lord Jesus, because thou hast also said, out of the great tenderness
of thy divine love, ' Sutler the little children to come unto me, and forbid them not, for of such
is the kingdom of God,' we do, therefore, beseech thee that through thy abiding mercy we
may receive the Kingdom of Heaven as little children, and may one day stand at thy feet with
this our departed child, all our sins forgiven through our sincere repentance, by the mystery
of thy redeeming blood and pardoning grace; there with him, and with our little daughter,
who went before, to worship the Father, the Son, and the Holy Ghost, forever and forever."
A few months after the child's death, Mr. Durant, who, fame and fortune and the highest
legal honors at his command, had quitted the bar, and entered, this layman of "seraphic
speech," into the preaching of the gospel, said to his wife :
—
" Wouldn't vou like to consecrate these Welleslev grounds, this place that was to have
been Harr\ 's home, to some special work for God.'"
On such high foundation stands Welleslev College. From such a costly loss arose our
gain. We know the story of the deciding, the planning, the building, the ojsening, the or-
ganizing,—of all the splendid energies poured into the work by brilliant brain, and fervent
heart, and unconquerable will. At last the dream of youth came true. At last the baffled
poet wrought his great life poem, but out of materials richer than words. Once a year we
are hushed in chapel to hear again the inspiring historv and receive the solemn message of
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that founder who is no longer in our sight. But the beloved founder who is yet with us
hides herself so modestly from recognition and from praise, that of her we know far less than
we would. Yet we cannot be altogether unaware of the ceaseless benevolence of that most
fruitful life. Trained in childhood by her mother's precept and example to enrich the
gift of money by the gift of service, the little hands accustomed to sewing for the poor, the
little voice to reading for the blind, Mrs. Durant in womanhood has borne rich ]iar\ est of
good seed. When a girl in Europe, surrounded by gayeties, she made opportunity for visit-
ing prisons and other refuges of sin and miserv. And so, after their home was left unto them
desolate, while the husband held great audiences enthralled bv his impassioned preaching,
the wife \^ as binding up broken hearts in Dedham Asylum, in Bridgewater Workhouse, in
Boston Jail. For seven years Mrs. Durant served on the Advisory Board of the Massachusetts
Prison Commission. For twenty-five years she has been—and always by unanimous elec-
tion—the President of the Board of Managers of the Boston Young Women's Christian
Association. To this latter institution, as to Moimt Holyoke, she has given generouslv of her
substance.
Her specific gifts to Wellesley it is impossible to completely enumerate. She has for-
gotten, and no one else ever knew. So long as Mr. Durant was living, hu.sband and wife
were one and inseparable in service and donation. But since his death, while it has been ob-
vious that she spends herself unsparingly in college cares, adding manv of his functions to
her own, a continuous flow of benefits, almost unperceived, has come to Wellesley from her
open hand. Freeman Cottage has arisen, furnished and adorned; Waban Cottage has been
enlarged, the Eliot established ; ice houses have been built, and homes for the college work-
men. Valuable tracts of land have been piuxhased. Town water has been brought into
the outlying halls and buildings, the gymnasium has been equipped, the chapel, kitchen, and
laundry supplied with ventilating apparatus. The Botanical department, the Zoological
museum, the art collections have received varied and valuable contributions. The beautiful
Jarvis collection of laces, embroideries, and stuff's has been placed in the Farnswortli School of
Art. Precious engravings have slipped themselves into the Shakespeare cabinet. A fine
bronze placque in honor of Prof. Horsford has been hung in the lihrarv. Cut flowers and
plants from Mrs. Durant's conservatory have continually found their way to studio and bot-
any class, to student frolic and academic festival.
But these and such as these, representing although they do thousands upon thousands of
dollars, are the least of Mrs. Durant's gifts to the College. She gives us an abiding example
of magnanimous character, of Christian consecration. We know her for a shining spirit.
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She lavishes her very life in labor of hand and brain for Wellesley, even as her husband
lavished his. To this work of God she gives herself, and she gave him. It was a woman's
prayer that blossomed in every Christian deed of his. I venture to quote from a personal
letter written by Mrs. Durant this spring of '94.
" I gave mvself to the Lord, Aug. 33, 1S47, and have ever tried to consecrate to Him all
He has given me since. This dedication of myself was a distinct act, and when God gave
me the love of Henry F. Durant's soul, I gave that to Him also."
Katharine Lee Bates.
^s
HELEN AL/MRA 3HAFER, /A. A., Ph D.
(ilimp5e5 of I\\ss 3f)afer.
I^ 7V^E7V\OI^I7\7V^.
SS I sit and ponder how it is possible for me to attempt even a very superficial
record for tiie '94 Legenda of one whose going away has marked the year
1894 with a long shadow for each Wellesley student, there are two or three
pictures which rise to mv mind, and which may not be inappropriate to
these pages.
To the "old girls" there is one spot in the great College dining room which presents
a series of memory pictures. In each one a tall, dignified woman, with an interested, sym-
pathetic face, is the center. The table in the northwest corner was the one long known as
"Miss Shafer's table." Those who have been her "table girls" realized how fully the dinner
hour was a period of relaxation. Then was the time to tell all the fun and frolic, and many-
were the good times then and there planned. Each was sure of an appreciative listener; each
felt sure that behind the smiles was an unusually keen and true sense of justice. From that sense
came the confidence in the wisdom of any decision which jNIiss Shafer might make. The fact
that sometimes the fun narrated was not approved of, hindered in no measure the account
of the next "lark." One never feared that her appro\al might be warped by her former dis-
approval, especiallv if she had the good fortune to hear, "You girls did me so much good;
your fun and frolic was such a relief after the work of the day." At the table the frail health
of Miss Shafer was more apparent, perhaps, than anywhere else. The carefully regulated
diet, the fear of chill air, the love for all that was dainty in china and service, were part of a
delicate constitution.
To a few of these "table girls" came the privilege of gathering for an hour after dinner
one day in the week in Miss Shafer's room, while she read aloud. To some of them, "Little
Lord Fauntleroy" will always possess an especial charm because introduced by Miss Shafer's
appreciative voice. In each memory picture the forms of the girls who played a part in these
"homey" times fade into dimness, and the central figure stands forth, serene and dignified, full
of interest and sympathy, inspiring and begetting confidence—one to be trusted.
Because of this knowledge of interest, sympathy, and justice, other memory pictures now
exist. To all Wellesley girls the President's office is familiar. The editors of the first
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Legenda have only the pleasantest recollections of that office. Whether the sun streamed
through the long windows, flooding all the room with sunshine, as it has a way of doing, or
the rain beat against the windowpane, the recollections are always happv. From the first
application from the Class of '89 for the issue of a college annual, Miss Shafer was always full
of interest. Throughout its whole career she gave her hearty support. In each detail she
was interested. When she felt unable to give her consent to the insertion of some feature, she
always gave her reasons as fully as she could. Occasionally she would sav, "Personally I
should have no objection to that, but it does not seem wise to introduce it ; I would not."
This warm interest has been extended through all the vicissitudes of the Legenda.
There can be but few, if any, of the Wellesley students who knew Miss Shafer as Presi-
dent, who have not had similar experiences in that little office. Perhaps sometimes it would
seem that Miss Shafer saw manifold objections, and that the petitioner would go away with
a feeling that her request would not be granted, only to find that it was granted more fully and
completely than she had hoped. Perhaps she would go away feeling angry because her
request was refused. I think that could not have happened often, and I have yet to find the
Wellesley student who could not and would not sav, "I can always feel sure of the fairness of
Miss Shafer's decision." Again and again have Wellesley students said, "She treats us like
women, and knows that we are reasoning beings."
There is another glimpse which is a most familiar one. It is that of Miss Shafer in her
own parlor at Norumbega, graceful, cordial. Then, more than at any other time, in long,
friendly talks did her absolute absorption in the College come out. It was her life. She
seemed to have scarcely a thought beside it. She was so eager to develop it from all sides.
Wellesley's interests were her own. Often she has said, "I feel that one of Wellesley's
strongest points is in her alumna." And once more, because of this confidence, the alumnae,
as when students, were spurred to do their best, were filled with loyalty for their Alma Mater.
Miss Shafer always welcomed with cordiality any plan or suggestion which an alumna might
have for any department of college life and work. An alumna could not but feel that she
had come into special privileges in knowing how activeh', wisely, and progressively Miss
Shafer was engaged in pushing the interests of the College. It could not but fill one with
amazement to see the manifold threads which so delicate a woman could hold and control.
That they wore upon her more than any one was conscious is now apparent. Her delight in
the tales and jokes of which her keen sense of humor made her the more appi'eciative, was
no doubt enhanced by a desiie for relief from the routine of her daily life. It was almost
pathetic at times. Even more touching was the feeling in these later years that she could not
know the girls; that she did not have their friendship and companionship as she had done.
Lonely and isolated her life seemed at times. At first thought such a saying in connection
with the life of a college president appears strange. On reflection it becomes true.
The pen tributes which appeared in the February number of the We/Ies/ev Alagazine
presented so yaried a view of Miss Shafer, the\' bear the impress of so much sympathy and
loye, that one finds she is but repeating what has been already better said. I can bear
witness only as a Wellesley student and alumna% but there are certain characteristics of Miss
Shafer which have impressed all.
Miss Shafer's keen sense of humor, which enabled her to enter more fully into the life of
the students, her appreciation of f)ther sides of a cjuestion, her ready insight into character,
her charit}', enabled her to call forth the best in those with whom she came in contact As
regards herself, she was a true heroine. Many another woman with her frail physique
would haye gi\en up the struggle. She kept on bravely to the end, and passed into the
larger life from the midst of her duties here. With her, duty was supreme, but duty
transcending itself and becoming privilege. This sense of duty did not crowd upon her and
oyerwhelm her in details. She was always thorough, but she did not lose her equilibrium.
No matter what the pressure of work, she never expressed "hurry" in her manner. There
was always a poise, a self-control. This was all a part of her singular sincerity, simplicity,
and directness of character. It all comes back to her well-nigh complete loss of self.
Wellesley, past, present, and future, has deep cause of gratitude toward Miss Shafer.
Although but just begun, according to her plans, she had already brought the inner organiza-
tion of the College to a high state of perfection. From the intellectual side, many new courses
were introduced under her administration. The crowning point of it all is the curriculum,
but newly introduced, which places Wellesle\ in the front rank ot progressive American
colleges, and opens wide opportunities. Nor was she immintlful of the physical side. Her
constant plea was for a new gymnasium, her constant desire for the health of tlie students.
With all phases of the social life of the students she had sympathy likewise. She recom-
mended to the Trustees the representation of alumnie on their Board. That recommendation
has now been adopted. Certainly these are all indicative of the growth of the College under
Miss Shafer's administration, and of the influence which she wielded. But the most potent
influence is that of her own life. If I should try to formulate an expession of that life in brief,
I should say that in her relation to the students there was perfect justness ; as regards her own
position, a passion for duty ; as regards her character, simplicity, sincerity, and selflessness.
Such was the woman to whom \ve deliglit to do honor, however feebly. Such the woman
whose loss we mourn. Such the woman for whose entrance into Light we rejoice.
Caroline L. Williamson, '89.
EBEH H. HORSFORD, /A. A.
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The following observations concerning tiie appearance and habits of tliis exquisite little





The Pedagogus Wellesleyanus is a familiar sight upon the campus, and owing to its
accessibility will serve admirably as a type of the sub-genus. It ranges from five to six feet
in height, and is in outward appearance a bilaterally symmetrical animal. The genus Homo
among Vertebrates agrees with the group Mollusca among Invertebrates, in that the members
of both groups are enveloped in mantles. The mantle of the Pedagogus Wellesleyanus is
frequentlv very complex, and difficult of comprehension. It adapts itself to the mode of life
and character of the animal. Lavender, green, and bright blue mantles have been observed,
but the prevailing color is a subdued or mottled brown. The scientific investigation of indi-
viduals of this species requires great delicacy of manipulation, for as a rule the Pedagogi are
very sensitive to touch. Though the outward appearance is symmetrical, the animal itself is
rarely so. The species is generally marked bv an unusual de\elopment of certain powers
and the more or less complete atrophy of others; the direction of growth varies, and the result
is a collection of highly individualized units. All possess a backbone of varying degrees of
hardness, most possess a stern-um, some few are blessed with a humor-us. ^Vccording to
some authorities occasional specimens are cold-blooded.*
DISCUSSION OF the SUB-GENUS.
The Pedagogi as a rule are sedentary in habit. Some \arieties are wild, and must be
approached in their native lairs with great circimispection. Others have been ilomesticated,
and are in demand for household pets. Much might be written about individual eccentricities,
but that branch of the subject forms a complete course of stud\' in itself. Besides variations
due to habit, we observe in some peculiarities which are marks of old family precedents,
which have been transmitted to them from ancestors living in remote geologic times.
* A leadiiiii" authority of to.day denies this.
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DEVELOPMENT.
The young Pedagogus begins his career in a very undeveloped condition, and passes
througli several metamorphoses before reaching the adult stage. One of the most curious of
the larval forms, called Studentus, is distinguished by a capacity for fun and a wonderful
agility in evading regulations. When the organ of authority becomes functional, however,
these may gradually atrophv, even the memory of them finally disappearing. An early stage
in the development is depicted in tiie accompanying diagram, and the enormous capacity
for mental development may be observed by a comparison of the accompanying specimen
of the mental attainments of a Pedagogus Wellesleyanus at the age often with a production.
at the age of (?)
.
i._ To a Cla."*."^ in Scriptural cieograpt)^.
We are in a pleasant land,
—
'Tis the land of Palestine:
We're a happy, youthful band,
In the land of Palestine.
And we study of our land,
'Tis the land of Palestine:
We are but a little band.
In the land of Palestine.
2.—The resemblance between phylogenesis and the ontogenesis, whether of an organ or of an organ-
ism, is diminished and to an extent vitiated by the introduction of cenogenesis. Certain characters in
the gonangia of the blastostyles of certain calyptoblastia will immediately occur to the mind as clearly
illustrating this principle.
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A Declaration of Dependence.
When, in the course of human events, it becomes necessary for a class to dissolve the
bonds wiiich have connected them with college life, and to assume, among the powers of the
earth, the separate and equal station to which the laws of nature and their own opinion of
their learning and importance entitle them, a decent respect to their Alma Mater requires that
they should declare the grief which moves them at the separation.
Prudence, indeed, would dictate (this have we learned line upon line, precept upon
precept, from our foster mother) that conditions long established should not be changed for
light and transient causes. But when a long train of courses and matriculations, pursuing
invariablv the same object, has fulHlled its design of reducing us under an absolute sense of
•our profound ignorance, there is its beneficent task ended, and it is our right, our duty to
throw off such conditions and to provide new fields for our future activity. The historv
of the present Faculty in its relations with the Class of '94, is a history of continued kind-
ness and of repeated benefits (sometimes, we confess, these blessings were so disguised that
we failed to recognize them), having in direct object that knowledge of follv which is
wisdom, and that mild and submissive disposition whicli is the crown of womanlv character.
To prove this let facts be submitted to a candid world.
They have maintained, often against our will, laws the most wholesome, and the most
necessary for the public good.
In every stage of our historv we ha\e petitionetl in humble terms tor that which seemed
necessarv and convenient for us ; our repeated petitions have been answered by repeated
refusals. Thus has an overruling wisdom preserved us from error.
We, therefore, the representatives of the Class of '94, do, in the name of the class,
solemnly publish and declare that this Class of
'94 is not, and never can be, unmindful of these
benefits; that nothing can absolve them from their allegiance to their Alma ]\latcr : and that
the affectionate connection between them and Wellesley College cannot now, or at any other




Adelaide M. Abell. Mary C. Adams. Grace C. Albee. Rosa N. Allen. Mari.in \V. Anderson.
L. Gertrude Allien. Lucy C. Barkwill. Eliz.abeth BartlioLuiiew. Eliza A. Bateman. Clarissa Benson.
Sarah H. Bi.xbv. Isabella Black. Harriet M. Blake. Anna H. Blaiivelt. Adeline L. Bonney.
Mary Louise Boswell. Mary Bowles. Ruby P. Bridsnian. F. Christine Brc" pks. Lucy P. Brownell.
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E/APIRICAL EGOS — Coqtiriued.
Julia S. Biittinjtton. S. Julia Burgess. Sarali Burrow es. Isabella Campbell. Marion Canfield.
Grace Carr. Eleanor S. Chase. Catharine R. Collins. Mary K. Conyngton. Louise Cook.
Grace I. Coombs. Virginia Corbin. Elva C. Coulter. Edith R. Crapo. Florence W. Davis.
.Mabel C. Dodge. Helen P. Drake. Susie W. Eaton. Grace 0. Edwards. Caroline W. Field.
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EMPIRICAL EGOS — Coi\tiriUed.
Annette Finnii;aii. Helen Foss. Harriet A. Friday. Cleona Glass. Fannie B. Greene.
Elisabeth B. Hardee. Susan S. Hawley. Mary Herrick. . Helen Ruth Hibbard.
Alma Hippen. Mary H. Holmes. Mary K. Ishani. Bertha C. Jackson. Edith Judson.
Blanche E. C. Staples. Alice W. Kellogg. Eleanor N. Kellogg. Clara Kruse. Abigail H. Laughlin.

EMPIRICAL EGOS — Coritiqued.
Mabel W. Learoyd. Bertha E. Lungiey. Grace K. McFarl.md. Elizabeth M. McGiiire. Effie MacMillan.
Helen .WacMillan. Mary W. Marvell. Laura I. Mattoon. Marv Millard. Marion Mitchell.
Jeannette A. Moultr.n Clara Nichols. Stella M. Osgood. Carrie J. Peck. Millicent L. Peirce.
Grace H. Perkins. Anna K. Peterson. Louise J. Pope. Grace 1. Porter. Edna F. Pressey.

E/APIRICAL EGOS — CoritiriUed.
Lillian Quinby. Caroline F. Raiid^ ijpli. Mary Russell. Mary J. Salter. Evangeline L. Sherwood.
Emily Sliultz. A. Theodora Skidinore. Delia Smith. Levenia D. Smith. Mary Ellen Smith.
Helen R. Stahr. Clara Stanwood. Ethel Stanwood. Annie L. Vinal. Roxana H. Vivian.
M. Louise Wetherbee. Martha C. Wilco.x. Jane Williams. Elizabeth M. Wood. Alice I. Wood.
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E/APIRICAL EGOS — CoritiriUed.
Sarah D. Wyckoff. Edith E. Tuxbury. Bessie C. Tiittle. Mary C. Tracy.
Ellen D. Towiishend. Florence M. Tobey. Blanche L. Thayer. Artemesia Stone.
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THE TRAHSCEHDEHTAL EGO.
Tive . . . Willow.
Masturtium.
Cotor.s . . . Green and 5il\"ci-
Aotfo . . . Doc \e ncxte th^nge.
Class of Ninet\^-Poar.
YELL.
Kah. Kah, RaM Kah, we roar;
WeUc.slcv! Wellcslev! 'o-i-.
Officers.
L. Gertrude Axgicll, Z A
Helex Foss, * 2 .
Ruby I'. Bridgman, T Z E .
Fannie Bradley Greene, S. S.
IsABELLE Campbell
Mary Keyt Isham, Z A
Mary Louise Bosvvell, Z A
Harriet Alice Friday, T Z E
Mabel W. Learoyd, Agora
A. Theodora Skidmore
RoxANA H. Vivian














Adams, Marie Cooper .
Albee, Grace C, C. S. .
Allen, Rosa Noyes
Anderson, Marion Wharton




19 Farrington Avenue, Allston, Mass.
309 College Avenue, Davenport, Iowa.
42 Chestnut Street, Melrose, Mass.
Bean's Corner, Franklin Countv, Maine.
Welleslej, Mass.
506 Bouck Avenue, Buffalo, N. Y.
202 Sawtelle Avenue, Cleveland, Ohio.
Jeansville, Pa.
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Bateman, Eliza A., Agora
Benson, S. Clarissa, Agora .
BixBY, Sarah Hathaway, Agora
Black, Isabella, C. S. .
Blake, Harriet Manning, S. S.
Blauvelt, Anna Hutton, Z A
BoNNEY, Adeline Lois, S. S. .
Boswell, Mary- Louise, Z A
Bowles. Mary E. . . .
Bridgman, Ruby Porter, T Z E
Brooks, Fannie Christine, T Z E
Brownell, Lucy Pearce, Agora
BUFFINGTON, JULIA StEVENS, Z A
Burgess, Sarah Julia, Agora
Burrowes, Sarah, * i;
Campbell, Isabelle
Canfield, Marion, Z A
Carr, Grace Barrelle
Chace, Eleanor S. .
Collins, Catherine Ross, Z
Conyngton, Mary' K., Z A
Cook, Louise .
Coombs, Grace Irving .
Corbin, Virginia J.
Coulter, Elva C. .
C. &
Z E
Crapo, Edith Ray, S. S.
Davis, Florence Wadleigh,
Dodge, Mabel Clara
Drake, Helen Parker, Z A
Eaton, Susie W.
Edwards, Grace Osborne, T
Field, Caroline W., Agora
Finnigan, Annette, T Z E
Foss, Helen, * 2
Friday', Harriet Alice, T Z E
Glass, Cleona M. A. .
Greene, Fannie Bradley, S. S.
Hardee, Elisabeth Bailey, S. S.
Hawley, Susan S., Agora
Still River, Mass.
College Park. Gambler, Ohio.
138 North Hill Street, Los Angeles, Cal.
23 Tremont Street, Taunton. Mass.
715 Corinthian Avenue. Philadelphia, Pa.
Roselle, New Jersey
20S High Street, Portland, Maine.
Avondale, Cincinnati, Ohio.
1 105 Broadway. Kansas City. Mo.
71 Maple Street, Hyde Park, Mass.
348 Franklin Avenue, Cleveland, Ohio.
42 Thames Street, Newport, R. I.
Swansea, Mass.
Silon Creek, N. Y.
Keyport, N. J.
1741 N. Street, Washington, D. C.
Burlington, Vermont.
39 West Emerson Street. Melrose, Mass.
20 Durfee Street, Fall River, Mass.
559 Garrard Avenue, Covington, K_v.
Fort Worth, Texas.
530 Hancock Street. Brooklyn, N. Y.
Charles River Village, Mass.
East McDonaugh, N. Y.
2 Plymouth Street, Back Bay District,
Boston, Mass.
513 North 6th Street, Burlington, Iowa.
1 Grace Avenue, Dorchester, Mass.
55 Linden Street, Montclair, N.J.
517 Pine Street, Manchester, N. H.
Danvers, Mass.
1304 Cass Street, La Crosse, Wis.
Belfast, Me.
90 Gold Street, New York, N. Y.
2043 Arch Street. Philadelphia, Pa.
316 Fourth Street, Warren, Pa.
9 Noxon Street, Poughkeepsie, N. Y.
Auburndale, Mass.
76 Gevinett Street, Savannah, Ga.
25 Myrtle Street, Manchester, N. H.
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Herrick, Mary A. .
HiBBARD, Helen Ruth, Agora
HippEN, Alma H., T Z E
Holmes, Mary Herbert, * -
IsHAM, Mary Keyt, Z A
Jackson, Bertha Christine, Ago
JuDSON, Edith, 4> 2 .
Kellogg, Alice Welch, Z A
Kellogg, Eleanore, Agora
Kruse, Clara M., Z A .
Laighlin, Abigail Hill, Agi
Learoyd. Mabel W.. Agora
Lcjngley, Bertha E., * 2
McFarland, Grace R.
McGuire, Elizabeth M.
McMillan, Effie, T Z E
McMillan, Helen, T Z E
Marvell, Mary W.
Mattoon, Laura Isabella
Millard, Mary, Z A
Mitchell, Marion S., * 2
MouLTON, Jennette a., C S
Nicholes, S. Grace
Osgood, Stella M., Agora
Peck, Carolyn J., C. S.
Peirce, Millicent L., S. S.
Perkins, Grace H.. C. S.
Peterson, Anna K., Agora
Pope, Louise J., S. S.
Porter, Grace L
Pressey, Edna Frances, T Z E
QyiMBY, Lillian Baker, C. S.
Randolph, Caroline Fitz, S. S.
Russel, Mary R.
Salter, Mary J., Z A
Sherwood, Evangeline L.
Shi ltz, Emily Budd, 'i' 2
Skidmore, Anna Theodora
Smith, Delia
Smith. Levenia Dugan, S. S.
Boxford, Mass.
29 Church Street, Gloucester, Mass.
331 South Fourth Street, Pekin, III.
165 Sandwich Street, Pljmouth. Mass.
Oak Avenue, Walnut Hills, Cincinnati, O.
Westborough, Mass.




145 High Street, Portland, Me.
Danvers, Mass.
19 Crown Street, Worcester, Mass.
Cambridge, N. Y.
36 Harvard Street, Rochester, N. Y.
70 Washington Street, Allegheny, Pa.
70 Washington Street, Allegheny, Pa.
25 Highland Avenue, Fall River, Mass.
Springtield, Mass.
64 First Street, Albany, N. Y.
Newburg, X. Y.
E.veter, N. H.
31S Chestnut Street, Englewood, 111.
Pittsfield, N. H.
Wellesley Hills, Mass.
I Elms Street, North Adams, Mass.
Exeter, N. H.
McGregor, la.
Rocky Brook, R. I.
107 1 Main Street, Bridgeport, Conn.
20 Oxford Street, Rochester, N. Y.
Westbrook, Me.
741 East Front St., Plainfield, N. J.
Wellesley, Mass.
Duluth, Minn.
530 West Monroe Street, Chicago, 111.






Stahr, Helen Russel, S. S.
Stanwood, Clara .
Stanwood, Ethel, * 2 .
Stone, Artemisia .
Thayer, Blanche L., C. S.
ToBEY, Florence M., Agora .
Townshend, Ellen D. .
Tracy, Mary Clemmer .
Tuttle, Elizabeth C. .
TrxBiRY, Edith E.
Vinal, Annie L., Agora
Vivian, Roxaxa H. .
Wetherbee, Mary Louise, Agora
Wilcox, Martha C.
Williams, Jane, T Z E .
Wood, Alice Ida Perry, T Z E
Wood, Elizabeth Morris, Z A
Wyckoff, Sarah Delia
Waterburj Centre, Vt.
437 West James Street, Lancaster, Pa.
Wellesley Hills, Mass.
76 High Street, Brookline, Mass.
353 West Monument Avenue, Dayton, Ohio.
Warsaw, N. V.
136 Blue Hill Avenue, Boston, Mass.
2S6 Dixvvell Avenue, New Haven, Conn.
Putnam, Conn.
Corning, N. Y.
North Tonawanda, N. V.
Westborough, Mass.
106 Gordon Avenue, Hyde Park, Mass.
Athol, Mass.
S Highland Avenue, Medford, Mass.
216 Cedar Street, Corning, N. Y.
162 St. John's Place, Brooklyn, N. Y.
13 Greenville .Street, Somerville, Mass.
Dayton, Ohio.
6'
AISS nARIA RUSSELL RUSSELL.
Aerr\ber '94 Ex Officio.
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Otl^icr Candidates for First Degrees.
Henderson, Annie May, '92 112 Leicester Street, Worcester, Mass.
Lemer, May, S. S., '93 2r3 Front Street, Harrisburg, Pa.
Newcomb, Mary D., * 2 '91 37 Seely Avenue, Chicago, 111.
Peckham, Sarah E., '93 Kingston, R. I.
Rogers, Florence S., '95 Brainard Street, New London, Conn.
Slater, Ora Winona Louise, Agora, '93 . . . 911 Sixth Street, N. W., Washington, D. C.






Belfield, Ada M. .













* Hanson, Edith Abby
Hickenlooper, Sarah
Hicks, Grace Edna
39 Sibley Street, Cleveland, Ohio.
347 Munroe Avenue, Rochester. N. Y.
Mt. Vernon, Ohio.
508 Division Street, Rockford, 111.
Highgate, Vt.
5738 Washington Avenue, Chicago, 111.
Georgetown, Mass.
4643 Lake Avenue, Chicago, 111.
478 nelaw:ire Avenue, Buffalo, N. Y.
Greenwich, Conn.
31 South Street, Pittsfield, Mass.
;}2^ Beeler Street, New Albany, Ind.
37 Bellevue Place, Chicago, III.
623 Merideth Street, Saginaw, E. Side, Mich.
Truro, Nova Scotia.
56 Main Street, Rochester, N. H.
Pekin, 111.
Stony Point, N. Y.
Aurora, 111.
6 Eastern Avenue, Woburn, Mass.
116 Dayton Street, Cincinnati, Ohio.


























Robinson, Abbie J. .
RoBY, Edith B.
Sawin, Mary Emmeline .
Sherwin, Nanie a. .
Simmons, Margaret Breck
Smith, Bessie Sargent .
Smith, Charlotte Genevera
Smith, Olue Elizabeth




TooF, Ruth Bessie .
Bennington, Vt.
206 Broadway, Norwich, Conn.
337 N. Griffin Avenue, Los Angeles, Cal.
645 Pearl Street, Elizabeth. N.J.
Westborough, ilass.
Honevbrook, Pa.
413 Perry Street, Peoria, 111.
Auburn, Maine.
Georgetown, Ohio.
Mrs. Charles A. Gwvn, Auburn, New York.
626 Greenup Street, Covington, Ky.
282 East 48th Street, Chicago, 111.
Chicago, 111.
174 Church Street, Middletown, Conn.
Saratoga, Santa Clara County, Cal.
Clinton, Iowa.
Wilbraham, Mass.
25 West 127th Street, New York, N. Y.







Mrs. Frederic Weinschenk, 27 Garfield Street,
North Cambridge, Mass.
1922 Grand Avenue, Denver, Col.
Green End, Newport, R. I.
2 Mason Building, Liberty Square, Boston,
Mass.
Mrs. John R. Garside, 112 West 71st Street,
New York City.
124 Crown Street, Meriden, Conn.
Mrs. William D. Stover, Chicago, III.
Richmond, Maine.
54 East 69th Street, New York, N. Y.
Fort Miller, N. Y.







411 East 2d Street, Jamestown, N. Y.
Rock Hall, Arden, North Carolin.T.
Fort Smith, Ark.
Mrs. Georgf Willett, Norwood, Mass.
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ALICE r. i^REwaxnn
Died August ^5, lie)}.
EDITH Al^I^q MANaON
Died ?lai-c]) 5, 1S93.
?\AI^EEEE EITTLE




Tl)e Class of Ninet>^-Ptvc is tl)e :^est and I^rirjbtest
Class in College.
A. Introduction.
I. Definition of terms.
a. Bv Class of '9s, we mean that body of students which lirought the simshine
of their presence to the College in 1S91, and must leave it once more in
total darkness by their graduation in 1S95.
b. College—Wellesley.
B. Proof.
I. They' have been tolil so.
[Any member of said class will corroborate this statement.]
II. They believe it themselves.
They are continually saying so.-
[See any portion of speech made by '95's speaker, before the student body,
Tree Day, 1S93.]
III. They surpass other classes.
a. Physically, for
Their athletic attainments are fitly symbolized by their class boat, which
is five feet longer than an\' of its predecessors.
b. Mentally, since
Junior Histor\- has no terrors for them, and no fault could be found in
their Midyear examination papers in this subject.
c. iSIorallv, as is shown by the fact that
They have been admitted tu Senior privileges in Junior year.
1 Never refer to your subjei:t in this indefinite way.
- Is this proof?
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C. Refutation.
It has been objected that the Class of '95 are weak.
a. Physicall}-, because they cannot break a champagne bottle without strenous,
and apparently fatiguing exertion. But this objection does not hold, for
a\. Tiiey did Ijreak the bottle finalh .
b. Mentally, especially in botanical science, being unable to distinguish a
maple from a sycamore. But this objection has little weight, for
b\. All mankind is liable to err, and Nature herself takes centuries for her
processes of natural selection.
c. Morally, because there are traces of conceit in their characters. But this
cannot be true, tor
CI. They deny it themselyes.
D. Conclusion.
From all this it appears that the Class of '95 is in all respects, and without any possi-
bility of doubt, the best and brightest class in Welleslcy College. ^
1 Verv slight brief. Either the question is not a debatable one, or you have not given sufficient u-eiglit to the evidence on the
other side.
Tree . . . S>;camorc? Aaple? ,5s,<;aniore - Aaple?
Flower . . Sweet Pea.
Colors .... Lasender and White.
fVotto .... IcI) Dien.
Class of Ninety-Pivc.
YELL.
Wal), Hoo, WaJ); Wall, Hoo, Wah;
'95, '95, yal), ^lai), 'lal).
Officers.
Helen M. Kelsey, S. S.
Grace D. Sweetser
Clara Louise Warren, * 2
Mary Emily Field, Z A
Edith La Rue Jones, Z A .
Sarah C. Weed, Agora
Martha T. Waterman, Agora
Helen N. Blakeslee, Z A .
Sybil \'. Boyntox














_Adams, Mary- Coleman .
Addeman, Grace Louise, Z A
Arter, Frances Blanche, T Z E
AuGSBURY, Winifred, Z A .




586 Columbus Ave., Boston, Mass.
29 Barnes Street, Providence R. I.
39 Sibley Street, Cleveland, Ohio.





Barnefield, Florence May .
Benson, Clara Manter, Agora
BiSBEE, Helen Mabel, Agora
Blakeslee, Helen Noyes, Z A
Boardman, Edith Sever
BoY'NTON, Myra Louisa .
Boynton, Sybil Verona
Brandt, Lillian Emily, * I
Briggs, Jenny Sherman
Brooks, Emma Christy, S. S.
Brooks, Ida May, C. S .
Brooks, Josephine D.
Brown, Elizabeth G.
Caldwell, Mary Grace, Agora
Cannon, Mary Galpin, <I> i: .
Capps, Sarah Ellen, S. S. .
Carter, Gertrude, * i) .
Caryl, Christine, S. S.
Chapin, Mary Elle, C. S.
Chase, Mary Ester, * -
Child, Mary Augusta .
Chute, Annie Gertrude, C. S.
CoALE, Margaret B.
CoE, Sophronia Isabella
Conner, Sara Katharine, S. S.
Curtis, Lillian Fay'
Davison, Mabel Estelle, <fr -
Denison, Eva Mattocks
Denison, Grace Mary .
Dennis Helen, Z A
Dexter, Edith Delano .
Dickie, Cecilia, Agora .
Fackenthal, Katharine, Agora
Faxon, Mary Gannett .
Field, Mary Emily, Z A
Forbes, Florence Therese, Z A
GoDDARD, Susie Ella
Goodrich, Charlotte, T Z E
Hasbrook, Adah May, Z A .
Haseltine, Annie Mabel
45 Summit Street, Pawtucket, R. I.
East Carver, Mass.
Freeport, Maine.
Mason Terrace, Brookline. Mass.
iig Bagley Street, Central Falls, R. I.
640 Haverhill Street, Lawrence, Mass.
Woodstock, Vt.
St. Louis, Mo.
12 Brook Street, Pawtucket, R. I.
4643 Lake Avenue, Chicago, 111.
Baldwinvllle, Mass. 1
14 Mt. Vernon Street, Fitchburg, Mass.
15 Craigie Street, Cambridge, Mass.
Penacook, N. H.
40 Dwight Place, New Haven, Conn.
Jacksonville, 111.
61 Church Street, Montclair, N.J.
5756 Rosalie Court, Chicago, 111.
Saxton's River, Yl.
516 Woodland Terrace. Philadelphia, Pa.
Greenwich, Conn.
Dedham, Mass.
Mount Holly, N. J.
Torrington, Conn.
323 Beeler Street, New Albany, Ind.
North Weymouth, Mass
Rockville Centre, Long Island, N. Y.
Newton Highlands, Mass.
Newtonville, Mass.
30 Central Avenue, Newark, N.J.
148 Summer Street, New Bedford, Mass.
Truro, N. S.
3S South Fourth Street, Easton, Pa.
Spencer, Mass.
89 Carleton Street, Portland, Me.
5888 Cabanne Place, St. Louis, Mo.
Orange, Mass.
Stockbridge, Mass.
The Washington, Kansas City. Mo.
West Main and Stout Streets. Portland. Ore.
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Heilig, Lucy Belle
HiLDRETH, Frances E. .
Hill, Winifred E. .
Howe, Alice Clara
HcNT, Alice Windsor, S. S.
Huntington, Cornelia S., Z A
Jacobus, Caroline W.. * 2
James, Helen 4> S .
Jarvis, Grace Elizabeth
Jones, Edith La Rue, Z A
Jones, Gertrude
Jones, Mary Lillian, Agora
Kelsey, Helen Marian. S. S
Krecker, Ada May
Krum, Flora
Lance, Hattie R. .
Lance, Marian Eno
Leatherbee, Florence K.
Ledyard, Alethea, Z A
Lees, Mabel Winifred .




Merrill, Ma^ , S. S.
Miller, Grace, S. S.
Mitchell, Bessie Campbell
Morrill, Bertha Lurene
Nelson, Kate Winthrop, Z A
Nichols, Clara Louise
Norcross, Alice Whitney-, T Z E
NouRSE, Harriet Almira
Peale, Elizabeth Hale, Z A
Phinney, Emjia Henrietta
Pitkin, Lillie May, * 2
Prior, Mary Davis, Agora
Randall, Adelia Miner





329 Park Avenue. Worcester, Mass.
50 Lake Street, Nashua, N. H.




120 W. Grand Street, Elizabeth, N. J.
125 W. Penn Street, Germantown, Pa.




554S Chamberlain Avenue, St. Louis, Mo.
93 Dana Street, Wilkes-Barre, Pa.
93 Dana Street, Wilkes-Barre, Pa.
85 Westland Avenue, Boston, Mass.
Steubenville, Ohio.
Wellesley Hills. Mass.
160 Oak Street, Taunton, Mass.
413 Perrv Street, Peoria, 111.
128 E. Main Street, Norwalk, Ohio
39 South Street, Boston, Mass.
Woodstock, Vt.
Akron, Ohio.
220 Granite Street, Manchester. N. H.
34 Chestnut Street, Chelsea, Mass.
Calais, Me.
112 Main Street, Woburn, Mass.
16 Claremont Street, Worcester, Mass.
8 Church Street, Marlboro, Mass.
262 Fairview Street, Lock Haven, Pa.
517 W. Market Street. Akron, Ohio.
Oak Park, 111.
13 Pljmpton Street, Woburn, Mass.
930 Henry Street, Alton, 111.
Titusville, Crawford Co., Pa.
84 Gardner Street, Allston, Mass.
Shirley Hill, Manchester, N. H.
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Simmons, Margaret Breck, C. S
Skelton, Iza Bernice





Stark, Elizabeth Allison, * i)












Warren, Claire Louise, * S
Waterman, Martha T., Agora
Watson, Florence Opal
Waymouth, Grace Cromwell, S.
We.wer, Ethel
Weed, Sarah C, Agora
Welch, Alberta Maude, TZE
Wellman, Mabel Thacher, S. S.
Wells, Emma Leslie
Whitehouse, Sarah E. .
Wilder, Helen Louise .
Willis, May Belle
Wilson, Mary Gertrude, S. S.
WooDiN, Grace
Young, Elva Hulburd, Agora
Young, Mary ....
Young, Mary S. . . .
Green End, Newport, R. L
296 Sixth Avenue, Brooklyn, N. V.
Athol Highlands, Mass.
2 Mason Building, Liberty Sq., Boston, Mass.
Woodbourne. Sullivan Co., N. V.
512 N. Church Street, Rockford, III.
40 Mt. Vernon Street, Charlestown, Mass.
38 Linnaean Street, Cambridge, Mass.
Walt'ord, Iowa.
300 Stuyvesant Avenue, Brooklyn, X. Y.
19 Sever Street, Worcester, Mass.
Bucksport, Me.
Reading, Mass.
782 Warren Avenue, Chicago, 111.
20 Scott Street, Youngstown, Ohio.
262 Clinton Avenue, Albany, N. Y.
Fort Miller, N. Y.
Calais, Me.
Baldwinsville. Onondago, Co., N. Y.
125 Stan wood Street, Dorchester, Mass.
429 N. Main Street, Rockford, 111.
40 Hart Street, New Britain, Conn.
Lawton, Mich.
Harvard Street, Cambridge, Mass.
Washington, D. C.
Northfield Seminary, East Northfield. Mass.
447 Le.\ington Avenue, New York, N. Y.
Newtonville, Mass.
10 Loomis Street, Montpelier, Vt.
Box 28, Augusta, Me.
34 Elm Street, Jamaica Plain, Mass.
520 Columbus Avenue, Boston, Mass.
Jarrettown, Montgomery Co., Pa.
Great Barrington, Mass.
-Springfield, Mass.






For as much as man is naturally prone
To evil from his youth, as Scripture doth recite,
It is necessary that he be speedily withdrawn
From naughtiness and sin, his natural appetite.
Give him no liberty in youth, nor his folly excuse;
Bow down liis neck, and keep him in good awe.
Lest he be stubborn : no labour refuse
To train him to wisdom, and teach him the law.
I/ere eiitereth LrsTV Jf\ENTL'S, or Toiith, clad in Jiauntiitg costume of red and '.v/iite,
and singeth the following
:
—
In a herber green, asleep v^diere as I lay.
The birds sang sweet in the middes of the day;
I dreamed fast of mirth and plav :
In youth is pleasure, in youth is pleasure.
Enter NAUcaiTiXESS. Here folloxvetli in dumb shoiv the temptation of L. J. by
Naughtiness. L. J. vicldcth for a time, and doth play many mischievous and -vicked
pranks. His little sister appearetJi upon the scene, and he tormentctti her zvith
grievous tortures, 'till she doth run away zveeping, and Naughtiness clappetli his hands.
Then the sister, grown somczvliat older, appear th once more, ai/d N.\u<;iitiness doth incite
the two to a quarrel, in which they pelt each other with tnissiles till they are weary.
During the whole qiiarrcl both parties shall scream most lustily, and Naughtiness shall
' The author has been accused of plagiarism from an old English morality known as Lusty Juventus
:
but it should be remembered that youth is essentially the same in all lands and ages, and its follies might
well inspire the same sentiments in independent writers.
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dance in glee. Then eiitcreth to thetn Repentance, and taketh L. J. by the hand^
NAVGHTitiESsye/g-Meth death, zchiVe L.J. speaketh:—
sinful flesh, thy pleasures are but vain ;
Now I find it true, as my teachers did say,
Broad and pleasant is the path which leadeth unto pain,
But unto happiness full narrow is the way.
1 followed mine own lusts, the flesh I did not tame,
And had them in derision which would not do the same ;
Yet mercy hath to me been granted.
As well as respite my life to amend.
From the bottom of my heart 1 repent my iniquity,
I will walk in the law unto my life's end.
And my whole delight shall be to live therein,
Utterly abhorring all naughtiness and sin.
During this speech Naughtiness shall slvlv makefaces at the audience, xvinking one
eye and extending the tongue; <?«(/ 7t'//e/? Repentance hath led aivay L. J. he shall rise
and dance right merrily, xvhilc L- J- in the distance is heard to say
:
—
Now Naughtiness, that wicked sprite.
Shall never more our realm aflright
:
For that he lieth full dead I know,
And ne'er again shall cause us woe.
7S




Colors . . . White and Crimson.
?Votlo . . . IJe \^our ain set".
Class of Ninctv3i^-
YELL.
rackets; CrLx ; Ricl^et^ Crix ;
\VeUeslc\;, Wellesle');, 'ifc.
Officers.
Joanna S. Parker, Agora
Martha H. Shackford. Z
Helen F. Cooke .
Julia H. Lyman, <!> 2 .
Cora E. Stoddard, Agora
S. Virginia Sherwood, S.
Sarah L. Hadlev, Agora
Martha A. Bullis
Amy F. Boutelle
Carlotta M. Swett. S. S.
Clara L. Willis, Z A











Adams, Elizabeth S., S. S.
Allen, Dora E., S. S,
Anderson, Katharine F.
Baker, Alberta F., Agora





Navy Yard, Portsmouth, N. H.
25 Stiles Street, Elizabeth, N.J.
1244 Wrightwood Avenue, Chicago, 111.
41 Broad Street, Middletown, Conn.





Belfield, Ada M., S. S.
Blanchard, Augusta IL
Boarman, Alice I. .
BoGARDUS, Belinda M., Agor;
Boutelle, Amy F. .
Brothwell, Belle P.













Cobb, Anne E., Agora
CoLBV, Annie W.






De Cou, Helena, Agora
Dennis, Gertrude L.
Dudley-, Helen M., * - .





Foster, Alice H. .
Foster, Sadie P.
37 West Seconci Street, Frederick City, Md.
Nantucket, Mass
573S Washington Avenue, Chicago, 111.
165 State Street, Portland, Me.
451 Magazine, corner Robin Street, New
Orleans, La.
Mt. \'ernon, O.
12 Mechanic Street, Fitchburg, Mass.
Torrington, Conn.
2 Canal Street, Woburn, Mass.
37 Laurens Street, Olean, N. Y.
Price Hill, Cincinnati, O.
45 Granite Street, Qiiincj, Mass.
62 Central Avenue, Hyde Park, Mass.
Sycamore, 111.
Shelbyville, Ky.
Smithfield Avenue, Providence, R. I.
iS Rockland Street, Taunton, Mass.
Berwick, Kings Co., Nova Scotia.
106 Central Avenue, Chelsea, Mass.
Dover, 111.
Arch Spring, Blair Co., Pa.
Newton Centre, Mass.
34S Manchester Street, Manchester, N. H.
North Brookfield. Mass.
27 Holt Street, Fitchburg, Mass.
Springfield, Vt.
Mount Auburn, Mass.
1630 Washington Avenue, Scranton, Pa.
241 Oakwood Boulevard, Chicago, 111.
Plainfield, N. J.
53 Highland Street, Worcester, Mass.
Riverside, Cincinnati, O.
179 Central Avenue, Dover, N. H.
Winchester, Ky.
i^2q. No. isth Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
Wellesley Hills, Mass.
Pepperell, Mass.
99 West Street, Worcester, Mass.
268 South Main Street, St. Albans, Vt.
So
•Gening, Anna M. .
Geyer, Emma L.
Godfrey, Grace











Huntington, Theresa L., *





Kahn, Irene, C. S. .
Keene, Clara R.
Kellogg, May E., T Z E
Kendall, Evangeline
Kerr, Annie C.
King, Caroline W., T Z E
Kittinger, Margaret M.
Lancraft, Ida M. .
Lane, Amy S. .
Little, Mary E.
Loudon, Eva
LuNT, Mary R. , T Z E .







Miller, Grace M. .
^4 Avon Avenue, Newaik, N. J.
330 Wayne Avenue, Davton, Ohio.




Bardwell's Ferry, Franklin Co., Mass.
272 Fountain Street, Grand Rapids, Mich.
342 Bates Avenue, St. Paul, Minn.
609 Avenue B., Sterling, 111.
16 West Street, Worcester, Mass.
509 Columbus Avenue. Boston, Mass.
2 Hillside Place, Danbury, Conn.
Portsmouth, N. H.
Milton, Mass.
35S Madison Avenue, Albany, N. V.
Abington, Conn.
Melrose Highlands, Mass.
21 16 Minnie Avenue, Kansas City, Mo.
38 South Bow Street. Milford, Mass.
413 North 6th Street. St. Joseph, Mo.
Brighton, Mass.
55 Pomeroy Avenue. Pittsfield, Mass.
Dunstable, Mass.
243 Hamilton Avenue, Paterson, X. J.
Willet's Point, Long Island.
530 Porter Avenue, Buffalo, N. Y.
Fair Haven Heights, New Haven, Conn.
North Hadley, Mass.
510 No. King Street, Xenia. Ohio.
Georgetown, Ohio.
464 West 144th Street. New York City, X. Y.
200 Ashland Boulevard, Chicago, 111.
821 River Street, Troy, N. Y.
20 Spruce Street, Newark, N. J.
143 Henry Street, Binghamton, N. Y.
16 Dix Street, Dorchester, Mass.
Billerica, Mass.
Box 206, Wellesley, Mass.
Le Rov X. Y.
Si
MONTGOMERY, Mary W., Z A
Moore, H. Isabelle
Morgan, Grace E. .





Nutter, Grace A. .
Park, Cornelia, S. S.
Parker, Joanna S., Agor
Peaks, Annie H., Agora
Pullen, Frances K., 4' 2
Rand, Mabel F., C. S. .






Schouler, Alice H., *
Seaton, Sara .
Shackford, Martha Hale, Z A
Shannon, Mary E. .
Sherwood, Sarah Virginia, S. S.
Sizer, Clara A.
Smith, Mary Frazer
Snyder, Elizabeth R.. S. S.
Stoddard, Cora Frances, Agora
Straight, Berta K.
Sweet, Ada W.
Swett, Carlotta M., S. S.
Swett, Sarah Lilian
Thomas, Prudence E.
Townsend, Grace B., C. S.
TowNSEND, Mary L.
TuELL, Annie K. . .
Von Wettberg, Clara E., *
Whitcher, Mary C.
Z A





204 High Street, Germantown. Pliila.. Pa.
43 Warren Street, Woburn, Mass.
St. Johnsburv, Vt
261 14th Street, Portland, Ore.






514 Xorth 4th Street, St. Joseph, Mo.
Reading, Mass.
4 East 67th Street, New York, N. V.
56 So. Clinton Street, Poughkeepsie, N. Y,^
46 West Ninth Street, New York. N. Y.
Madison. N. J.
Elkton, Md.
I Glen Park Place, Cleveland. Ohio.
151 Central A\enue, Dover, N. H.
523 West 4th Street, Duluth, Minn.
66 Courtland Street, Providence, R. L
1303 Euclid Avenue, Cleveland. Ohio.
West Chester, Pa.
2613 Price Street, St. Loui.>-, Mo.
East Brookfield, Mass.
West Mansfield, Mass.
130 Hammond Street, Bangor, Me.
Pittsfield, N. H.




464 Farmington Avenue, Hartford, Conn..
3 Cleveland Avenue, Woburn, Mass.
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WiLKINS, Lydia K., T Z E
Williams, Marv L.
Willis, Clara L., 7. A
Wilson, Annie F. .
Wood, Angle F.
WooDiN, Mary, 4> -
Woodward, Mary A.
Wright, Lottie E. .
Wyllie, Edith E. .
Young, Elva H., Agora
ZiEGLER, Annie E., Agora
218 A Sti-eet, S. E. Washington, D. C
Burnside, Conn.
Palmer, Ma!->i.




910 I Street, X. W. Washington, D. C.
18 Chestnut Street, Chelsea. Mass.
44 Dorchester Street, Springfield, Mass.
I Ellis Street, Roxburv, Mass.
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A ^ong of Ninety and 3even.
There's no dew left on the daisies and clover,
There's no rain left in heaven :
I've said ni}' "seven times" over and over,
Seven times one are seven.
I am (jld,—so old I can write a letter;
My birthdav lessons aie done.
The lambs play always, they know no better ;
They are only one times one.
O library, open your sacred portal,
Where wisdom and learning dwell.
facultv, pour out vour stores immortal,
jMv treasure of thought to swell.
And show me your hall with the secrets in it
:
I will not steal them away.
1 am old; you may trust nie. Just for a minute I
I am 90 and 7 to-da)'.
I wait for my story; the birds cannot sing it.
Not one, as he sits on the tree.
The bells cannot ring it, but long years, O bring it I
Such as I wish it to be.
8S
Tree .... Pine.
Flower. . . Daffodil.
Colons . . . OU\ e Green iiiul CioM.










































22 Boynton Street, Worcester, M.-iss.
Charlton, Mass.
Navy Yard, Portsmouth, N. H.
727 Main Street, Louisville, Kv.
67 Belmont Street, Pawtucket, R. I.
Georgetown, Colo.
317 N. Fourth Street, Atchison, Kan.





































Corson, Ellen P. .
Cowan, Alice B.
Crafts, Phebe R. .
Craig, Eliza P.
Crofut, Florence S. M
Crosby, Cora \V.
Crumb, Geneva
305 Wilkins Street, Jackson. Mich.
Barnardville, Worcester, Ma.ss.
722 Eighteenth Street, Des Moines, Iowa.
Wollaston, Mass.
61 Deering Street, Portland, Me.
92 Atlantic Street, Stamford, Conn.
Wrentham, Mass.
1440 North 13th Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
West Connvall, Vt.
922 Spruce Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
13S North Hill Street. Los Angeles, Cal.
S4 Winthrop Avenue, Revere, Mass.
1263 Bolton Street, Baltimore, Md.
37 Pinckney Street, East Somerville, Mass.
Brookfield, Mass.
Bellefonte, Centre Co., Pa.
355 Broadway, Somerville, Mass.
12 Baldwin Street, East Orange, N. J.
216 West Adams Street, Los Angeles, Cal.
Putnam, Conn.
Andover, Mass.
5540 Cornell Ave.. Chicago, 111.
407 Hanover Street. Manchester, N. H.
5053 Madison Avenue. Chicago, III.
North Randolph, Vt.
314 Andover Street, Lawrence, Mass.
Needham, Mass.
345 Spring Street, Portland, Me.
Box S6, North Attleboro, Mass.
216 Main Street, Amesbury, Mass.
Berwick, King's Co.. Nova Scotia.
165 Hudson Street. Rochester, N. Y.
Morristown, N. J.
31 West Main Street, Norristown, Pa.
65 Powow Street, Amesbury, Mass.












































65 Temple Street, Haverhill, Mass.
20 Mt. Pleasant Street, St. Johnsburj, Vt.
Box 252 South Framingham, Mass.
Westbrook, Me.
12 Mills Street, Sonierville, Mass.
107 North Grant Ave., Crawfordsville, Ind.
Torrington, Conn.
7 Concord Street, Charlestown, Mass.
Gambler, Knox Co., Ohio.
Fairport, Monroe Co., N. Y.
Adams Street, Qiiincv, Mass.
435 Clayton Street, Montgomery, Ala.
196 Arch Street, Allegheny, Pa.
211 High Street, Newburyport, Mass.
So School Street, Woonsocket, R. I.
637 East Capitol Street, Washington, D. C.
17 Dana Street, Cambridge, Mass.
3S Highland Avenue, Fitchburg, Mass.
329 Cabot Street, Beverly, Mass.
Corner 49th Street and Greenwood Avenue^
Chicago, 111.
Ashaway, R- I.
570 West Second Street, Dayton, Ohio.
Orange, Franklin Co., Mass.
45 Congress Street, Belfast, Me.
90 Gold Street, New York, N. Y.
Norwood, Mass.
8 Chauncy Street, Cambridge, Mass.
24 Rockland St., Roxbury, Boston, Mass.
Rapid City, South Dakota.
Lincoln, 111.
39 Summer Street, Keene, N. H.
64 Decatur Street, Brooklyn, N. Y.
35th Street and Virginia Avenue, Kansas
City, Mo.
35th Street and Virginia Avenue, Kansas-
City, Mo.
513 Henly Sti-eet, Knoxville. Tenn.





Gordon, Helen M. .
GovLD, Myrabel J. .
Graff, Elfie .
Griswoi.d, Carrie M.

































17 Court Square, Milford, Mass.
Preston, Conn.
Pleasant Street, Marblehead, Mass.
182 West Brookline Street, Boston, Mass.
Greenfield, Mass.
505 West Fourth Street, So. Bethlehem, Pa.
St. Johnsbury East, Vt.
Rosedale, Ohio.
North Hampton, N. H.
59 Lowell Street, Lawrence. Mass.
Mansfield, Mass.
3 North Church Street, Schenectady, N. Y.
31 Pearl Street, St Johnsburj, Vt.
170 Hawthorne Avenue, Yonkers, N. Y.
Colorado Springs, Colorado.
Middleboro, Mass.




7 Mt. Pleasant Avenue, Newark, N. Y.
Sutton, Mass.
Danversport, Mass.
32 Commercial Street, Lynn, Mass.




Waverly Avenue, Newton, Mass.
Ahmednagar, West India.
I Prospect Street, Bangor, Me.
447 N. Street, N. W., Washington, D. C.
17 Qiiincy Place, Yonkers, N. Y.
109 Luzerne Avenue, Pittston, Penn.
Pittsfield, Mass.
Trumansburg, N. Y.
II Main Street, Marlboro, Mass.
58 Winthrop Street, Springfield, Mass.
14 Gardner Street, Worcester, Mass.
503 East Street, Flint, Mich.
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LiBBY, Mary L.
Lincoln, Maria L. .
Long, Winnie Hale
LooMis, Louise R. .





Marple Marcia T. .
Marvell, Harriet T.
May, Edith








Morrill, Emma A. .
Moses, Josephine A.




O'Brien, Helen F. .









Perry, Temple L. .
Pettee, Helen W. .
Pierce, Mary- E.
PiNGREY', Cora E.
15 Derring Street, Portland. Me.
Oakham, Mass.
261 Chestnut Street, Chelsea, Mass.
Auburndale, Mass.
Walton, Del. County, N. Y.
Box 91, Rochester, N. H.
806 Negleg Avenue, Pittsburgh, E. E Pa.
483 Manhattan Avenue, Xew York, N. Y.
Auburndale, Mass.
Wollaston Heights, Mass.
25 Highland Avenue, Fall River. Mass.
105 State Street, Albany, X. Y.
.941 Third Street, Louisville. Ky.
141 W. 104 Street, New York. N. Y.
420 S. isth Street, Philadelphia. Pa.
Bellefonte, Pa.
20 Bloss Street, Rochester, N. Y.
216 East Main Street, La Porte, Ind.
315 North Michigan Avenue. Saginaw, Midi.
209 Broadway, Pawtucket, R. L
Norwood, Mass
612 East 7th Street, Jamestown, N. Y.
Knoxboro, N. Y.
229 Ballou Street, Woonsocket, R. L
Park Street, Montclair, N. J.
Steinvvay, Long Island, N. Y.
Abington, Mass.
61 Fowle Street, Woburn. Mass.
Sag Harbor, Long Island, N. Y.
Thorndike, Mass.
6 Court Square, Milford. Mass.
Stoughton, Norfolk County, Mass.
Holland Patent, Oneida County, N. Y.
Reading, Mass.
2 Cedar Avenue, Jamaica Plain, Mass,
St. Johns, Mich.
1802 M Street, Washington, D. C.
Sharon, Mass.
South Britain, Conn.
Delevan, Catt. County, N. Y.
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Ranney, Edith E. .
Randall, Elizabeth A
RaXDELL, JlLIA D. .
Rapalje, Louise C.
Raynal, Frida M. .
Ready, Mae 'A.
Rhodes, Blanche E.
Ritchie, Emma G. .
RoBBiNS, PiiiLA Belle
Roberts, Mattie G.








Shortle, Annie J. .











64 N.ihant Street. Lynn, Mass.




1441 Inslee Street, Denver, Col.
10 Tremont Street, Brockton, Mass.
2S Lemon Street, Newark, N. J.
327 Exchange Building. Kansas City. Mo.
Ovid. Seneca County, N. Y.
Indiana. Pa.
St. Johnsbury. Vt.
Great Falls, N. H.
930 Henry Street, Alton. 111.
iS Prospect Terrace, East Orange, N. J.
427 Madison Avenue, Elizabeth, N.J.
Painesville, Ohio.
5037 Lake Avenue. Chicago, 111.
West Barnet, Vt.
Wellesley, Mass.
1306 East Capitol Avenue. Springfield, 111.
Wellesley Hills, Mass.
50 Clyde Street, Pawtucket, R. I.
Box 670, Dover, N. H.
751 West 7th Street, Plainfield, N". J.
Milford, N. H.
2 Thompson Street, Poughkeepsie. N. V.
South Danville, N. H.
130 Water Street, Wilkes Barre, Pa.
Provincetown, Mass.
14 WilloAv Place, Yonkers, N. Y.
Hillsboro, N. H.
Tillipally. Jaflna, Ceylon, India.
The Washington, Kansas City, Mo.
Portsmouth, N. H.
37S High Street, Newark, N. J.
Mansfield, Mass.
Stoneham, Mass.
25 Mt. Vernon Street, Fitchburg, Mass.
244 Mt. Pleasant Avenue, Newark, N. J-
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Wright, Edith E. .
Yeaton, Lillian
Albany, N. Y.
3135 Washington Avenue, St. Louis. Mo>
Hillside Street, Roxbury, Mass.
II Fulton Avenue, Rochester, N. Y.
Farmington, Maine.
Sioux Falls, South Dakota.
519 Essex Street, Lynn, Mass.
Laconia, N. H.
216 Coliseum Street, New Orleans, La.
Treheins, Ohio.
4 Mills Street, Roxbury, Mass.
14 Church Street, Miltbrd, Mass.
Hyde Park, Mass.
North Tonawanda, N. Y.
Bridgton, Maine.
52 Mvrtle Street, Boston, Mass.
Gilbertsville, N. Y.
41 Park Place, Bloomiield, N. J.
70 Wynian Street, Brockton, Mass.
299 N. Montello Street, Brockton, Mass..
409 Winnebago Street, Rocktbrd, 111.
Raritan. Somerset County, N.J.
loS S. Fitzhugh Street. Rochester, N. Y.
loS S. Fitzhugh Street, Rochester. N. Y.
Troy, Ohio.
Hughesville, Pa.





i;5 Washington Street, Winchester, Mass.
Indiana, Pa.
Dayton, Ohio.
Bellevue Avenue, Upper Montclair, N.J.
Bellevue, Huron County, Ohio.
Great Barrington, Berkshire Co., Mass.
108 Park Place, Akron, Ohio.
34 Beacon Street, Chelsea, Mass.




"We have bat faith; we cannot h,now,















Chapman, Lola E. .
Dalzell, Martha S.
Hoyt, Frances G. .
Lord, Carolyn M. .
Mason, Helen V.






153 North i6th Street, Portland, Oregon.
Calais, Maine.
Suffield, Conn.
1427 West loth Street, Des Moines, Iowa.








riower . . . Carnation. Color .... Ijlue.
sSpecial Organization.
YELL.




Lucv B. E. WiLLCox, T Z E
Adeline C. Teele, T Z E .




Emma F. Pilling .
Pearl Newman
Edith Sawyer, T Z E
Alice H. Purvis .
Clara B. Foster .












Beals, Susie Gary 3S9 Main Street, Brockton, Mass.
Blackwood, Janet L 150 East King Street, Lancaster, Pa.
Bowen, Eva M Maratlion, Ohio.
Bullock, Waller I., T Z E 909 Cathedral Street, Baltimore, Md.
Camp, Frances A New Britain, Conn.
Carpenter, Mabel A 10 Clinton Avenue, St. Johnsburv, Vt.
Cass, Margaret A Rochelle, 111.
Clarke, Edith W 4' Irving Place, BulValo, N. Y.
Curry, Minnie C 4 China Street. Chelsea, Mass.
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Hill, Julia A. .
HoLDEN, Lula J.
Holmes, Grace E.
Ingalls, M. L. .
Keller, Mabel
Leavitt, Fannie M.













Richardson, Louise B., Ago
Rockwell, Bertha .
Rogers, Alice C.
Rogers, Bessie F. .
Rogers, Grace H. .
Russell, Carrie L.
Sawyer, Edith, T Z E
S.i^wYER, Edith A. .
3129 Pine Street, St. Louis, Mo.
108 East Maxwell Street, Lexington, Ky.
122 Fourth Avenue, Rock Island, III.
West Newton, Mass.
16 Park Street, Haverhill, Mass.
119 State Street, Portland, Maine.
Welleslej, Mass.
3554 Lindell Avenue, St. Louis, Mo.
911 Sixth Street, N. W., Washington, D. C>
932 P Street, N. W., Washington, D. C.
Northfield, Mass.
116 East Senate Street, Columbia, S. C.
35 Walker Avenue, Bradford, Pa.
24 Monument Square, Charlestown, Mass.
Bennington, Vt.
39 South Street, Fitchburg, Mass.














1118 13th Street, Washington. D. C.
897 Asylum Avenue, Hartford, Conn.
Wellesley, Mass.
Junction City, Kansas.
82 Commonwealth Avenue, Boston, Mass.
South Sudbury, Mass.
East Derry, N. H.
7 Pearl Street, Charlestown, Mass.






Starr, Margaret E., T Z E
Stewart, Flora E. .
Stoxe, Ruth W.
SuGiYE, O Tadzu
Teele, Adeline C T Z E




Van Wagenen, Helen M.
WiLLCox, Lucy B. E., T Z E






779 Asylum Avenue, Hartford, Conn.
15 Washington Street, Petersburg, Va.
Elkhorn, Wis.
S50 Main Street, Worcester, Mass.
Niliara, Bingo, Hiroshima Ken, Japan.
Curtis Street, West Somerville, Mass.
Welleslev College, Welleslev, Mass.
West Stockbridge, Mass.
348 Qi'incy Street, Brooklyn, N. Y.
145 West .sSth Street, New York, N. Y.
Oxford, N. Y.
51J Washington Boulevard, Chicago, 111.
4045 Washington Boulevard, St. Louis, Mo.
Jewett City, Conn.







Societies ® ® « ® ®
A WOR^D TO OUK^ ]^nADnil3.
^^^
I T jV, U\\\c QTcat ptca.sui-e in rccommcndincy to our readers
the foUovinc)
Old and Trastwortbv; Firms.
We alV'aY>i find them attentive and anxious to plecise, and
satisfaction is ffuaranteed whichever firnt our
readers desire to patronize.
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We wish to notify the public that the remarlis accompanying the trade-mark of the Shakespeare
Society went in over our veto.
Editor in Chief.
We wish to notify tlie public that the remarks accompanying tlie trade-mark of the Society Zeta
Alpha went in in spite of our determined opposition.
Assistant Editor.
We wish to notify the public tliat the remarks accompanying the trade-mark of the Phi Sigma
Society went in in spite of our determined opposition.
First Literary Editor.
Third Literary Editor.
We wish to notify the public that the remarks accompanying the trade-mark of the Agora went
in in spite of our determined opposition.
First Art Editor.
We wish to notify the public that the remarks accompanying the trade-mark of Tau Zeta Epsilon
went in in spite of our determined opposition.
Second Literary Editor.
Second Art Editor.
We wish to notify the public that we upheld the action of the Editor in Chief in vetoing the





THE Shakespeare .Society of Wellesley College was founded in April, 1S77.
Its aim was declared to be "the systematic study of Shakespeare as
a means for mental development." Two years later, formal connection
with the London Shakespeare Society was established, :ind a regular correspond-
ence with it was carried on.
The membership of the Society has usually been from thirty to forty in
number. It has always held one meeting" each month, at which, until 'S9, the
members were at liberty to entertain their friends outside the Society. Since
that time, however, the meetings have been closed to all except members.
Since 1S8S an entire play of Shakespeare has been rendered each year.
The work of the Society is literary and dramatic in character, and at each
meeting representations from some of Shakespeare's plays are given. "Working
together in the bonds of good fellowship, the members, by their connection with
the Society, aim to be better scholars and better women.








Grace C. Wavmouth .




























































PATRONIZED BY THE FACULTY.
Heavy Iritellectual (?) Article.
We cor\sider our Arjqual Sprirjg Play a Drawirjg Card.
109
Pl)i 3igma.
THE Phi Sigm:i Fraternity was organized as a local society in the
fall of 1S76, at the suggestion of Mr. Durant, the founder of the
College. Its first formal meeting was held November 11, 1S76,
and its first President was Elizabeth Stillwell.
In June, iSSi, the Society was dissolved. Eight years later it was
reorganized, and held its first meeting after its dissolution, April 19,
1SS9.
In the spring of 1S93, Phi Sigma established a chapter at Wesleyan
t'niversity.
The work of Phi Sigma is essentially literary, and the aim of the
-\lpha Chapter, as expressed in its constitution, is "to offer a stimulus
to scholarly work, to promote good fellowship, and to unite the interests
of the undergraduates. "
Aember^ of tf)e Firn) Q) 2
Places of lousiness.
Principal Establishment . . . Welleslev College.
*l)eUe,slc>j, ."Vass.







































































ACTIVE AHD ENTERPRISING AGENTS IN ALL
PARTS OF THE COLLEGE.
*• We f\ave dorye a rushjirig busiriess all thie year, ar\d expect tl\e rU5l\ to
coqtiriUe Urjtil Corr\rriervcerr\er\t. Our departrryerits are
varied, ar\d we airr\ to excel \r\ eact\.
3l^etch of the Mlstori^. Object, and (Jims of ^cta (Jlpba.
THE Zet.-i Alpha Society (together with its sister the Phi Sigma) was founded in thespring of 1S76, under the guidance of Mr, Durant. Seven girls were chosen by him,
with some aid from Miss Howard, to draw up the formal articles of organization,
and, after their acceptance, to form the nucleus of the Society^ The membership
was at that time limited to thirty. Miss Delia Lyman was the first President, Miss Mary
Strong the tirst Secretary. Mr. Durant's purpose in establishing the Society was to se-
cure for "his girls" a harmonious development of all their powers, and. by opening the
way to independent study, to create in them a love for broad and serious culture as a
power in itself. The wurk of Zeta Alpha was mainly literary, filling out the suggestions
afforded by college work. In the spring of 1SS3, Zeta Alpha was dissolved.
Six years later the question of reorganizing the Greek Letter Societies was discussed.
A petition was sent in to the Academic Council, and on April iQth. Zeta Alpha received
its formal charter; on May 17th the first business meeting was held, at which Miss Sher-
win of '90 was elected President of the Society. The Presidents for the following years up
to the present time were: Miss Sara E. Stewart, '91, Miss Martha McCaulley, '92, Miss
Elizabeth A. Trebcin, '93. Zeta Alpha has now thirty-five active and one hundred and fifty-
two honorary members.
The aims of Zeta Alpha and the work by which it has endeavored to realize these
aims, have their unity in the central ideal. In nature these aims are both moral and
intellectual, both social and individual. The Society aims to develop character by draw-
ing the members together in a little community whose law is one of mutual respect, sym-
pathy, and help, ana whose basis is the sacre'dness of friendship. The intellectual work
is arranged to give training in writing and speaking, and also to supplement the knowledge
obtained in the class room. The subjects may be historical, literary, political, or social.
Zeta Alpha aims to study human thought, whether recorded in literature and history,
or expressed in characteristic phases of modern life and in the tides and currents of mod-
ern movements. In the former it requires the utmost freedom and individuality of opin-
ions; in the latter, independent and practical investigation. In the union of intellectual
work and social development, the Society Zeta Alpha is seeking for its members and for
itself, if perchance it may find— completeness.




































































OUR WELL-KHOWH /AODESTY FORBIDS LENGTHY
REFERENCE TO OUR /MERITS.
We wishi, hiowever, to call atter\tior\ to our bUsirjess-like hjabit of
publisl\iryg ar\riUally a list of our irycorqirjg stock.
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THE Society now known as Tau Zeta Epsilon was started in 1SS9. It
had long been evident to certain earnest college students that a busy
academic life, removed from the more stirring interests of the world,
is but too apt to degenerate into a meaningless routine, devoid of much that
makes life beautiful. Consequently they formed themselves into an organization
known as the "Art Club," for the study of the beautiful in Art, the member-
ship being open to any desiring it. Later, the "Art Club" became a more
formal organization, with restricted membership, mutually exclusive with the
other Wellesley societies, and was known as the "Art Society," the raiso/i
d''eire being the study of the beautiful wherever found, whether in the realms
of painting, sculpture, architecture, music, or literature. Beauty was the guide,
and the whole wide world a studio. Then the social life of the Society was
emphasized, the members drew together in a closer bond, and a society home
was established in the Art Building. Finally it became evident that again had
the organization outgrown its name, and the more distinctive title Tau Zeta
Epsilon was adopted.

















^Ir. A. W. Stetson.
?\cmbcrs.
HOMORARII.



































Lucy E. B. Willcox.
'mmx.
sma
SUCCESSORS TO THE ART SOCIETY.
We do tf^e sarrye old business at the 5arr\e old stand- Though our
outward syrnbols rryay change, our (he)Art
is ever tl\e sarr\e.
THE Agora is a political society, and is the outgrowth of the CottageStreet Political Club. This club was formed in November, iSqo, by
eight '94 Freshmen, at the sugg^estinn and under the leadership of
Maud Thompson. It grew in numbers and continued throughout that
year, though permission to organize was refused by the Academic Council.
The following year, however, permission to organize was granted on condi-
tion that the club become an exclusive society. In November. 1S91, the Agora
was formed with hfteen members. The present membership is forty.five
(May, 1S94). The first program meeting was held in December, 1S91, and the
first open meeting in February, 1892.
The meetings of the Agora have been held since April, 1895. in Elocution
Hall, one of the alcoves of which has been secured for the exclusive use of the
society. F"ormaI program meetings are held on the third Saturday of each
month, and on all other Saturdays informal meetings for the discussion of
current events and for social purposes. Written papers are unknown in the
work of the Agora, notes are dispensed with so far as possible, and some
extemporaneous speaking is required.
The object of the Agora, according to its constitution, is to "create n in-
telligent interest in the political questions of the day, and by free discussion of
them to train its members to take an active and responsible position on all such
questions." This states only the working basis, according to the manner of
constitutions.
The real object is above and bevond this— the development of patriotism
and the attainment of noble womanhood.
The one thing most noticeably lacking in women ofto-day is knowledge of
political questions. Such knowledge, which is supplied by no college course,
the Agora strives to give. But it strives to give more than mere knowledge
of political questions. It strives to breathe into its members the spirit of
patriotism, and to fit them to face the nation's problems; to keep them in touch
with the outside world; to broaden their interests; to counteract the narrowness
of view toward which the isolation of college life must tend; strives to give
them the broadened, ennobled womanhood that these broadened interests give;
to give them that larger conception of life, that higher ideal of womanhood,
which shall lead them, throughout their lives, to work for their country, for
their fellow-men and women. It strives to teach them that a woman must be
broad enough to have a place in her heart and in her life not only for her
home, but for her country and for the world.






































































Mary E. Haskell. Louise S. Richardson.
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WE ARE THE PEOPLE ! !
!
Hew ourselves, we keep up withv all tl^e rjovelties of thje day.
Flags giver\ away free at our wirjter oper\irvg. All of our cUstorT\ers are
carried away by a Gale of er\tl\usiasrrv.
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Grace C. Albee .









































Careful atter\tior\ paid to all rr\atters of classical iriterest,
iqcludirig tt^e subjects of Gothic ar^d rr\oderr(
Arr^ericari Archiitecture.
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Frances E. Lord .
Helen Dennis, '95
Gertrude L. Dennis, "96
Caroline W. Field, '94







Alice W. Kellogg, '94
Sarah H. Bixby, 94
Elkanore N. Kellogg. '94
fuLiA S. Burgess, '94 .











Mabel W. Learoyd, '94 ........ . Clidirman.
Katherine Fackenthal, '95 ....... . Scrrcfary.
IzA B. Skelton, '9S )
Sarah C. Weed, '95 \ Excnitivv Committee.
Ada May Krecker, '95 -'
^h<: (X)ellesle\^ (^bapter of tl)e (Jollege
Settlements (Association.
Helen M. Kelsey, '95
Katherine Coman, Faculty
Edith R. Crap(i, '94 .
Helen James, '95
Cora E. Stoddard, '96
Gertrude Rushmore, '97
BERTH.^ Scribner, Sp.











L. B. Quinbj'. L. S. Richardson. A. K. Peterson.
M. K. Conyngton.







PUBLISHED ^>;XUA.LLV IdV THE SEXIOK CLASS.
Tl)e WcUesle>(5 Magazine.
Editors for '03-'o{..
Mary K. Coxyngton, '94
Anna K. Peterson, "94
Editor in Chief.
Associate Editor
Helen R. Stahr, '94.
Cusinc^ss .Hanagcrs.
Florence M. Tobey, "94.
Alice W. Kellogg, '94.
Emily B. Shultz, '94.
Litcrar\j Editors.
Malde R. Keller, "92.
Louise Richardson, Sp.
Lilian B Quinbv. '94.











































Lucy E. B. Willcox. Sp. .
Katherise Fackenthal, "95
Edith Sawyer, Sp.
May Belle Willis, "95
Ethel Howard, '96







Junius W. Hill, Director.
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E. Wood. S. Beals. H. Gushing.
h. Brown. M. Montgomery. F. Ho>'t. B. Arter.
K. Nelson. F. Forbes. E. Saw\'er.
J. Batchelder. M. Chapin. L. Holden.
J. Yates. M. Learoyd. P. Newman.
M. Rand.
WELLESLEY COLLEGE GLEE CLUB.
Wel(e5le>^ College Glee Clab.
Officers.
Florenxe T. Forbes Prcsii/tii/.
Edith Sawyer Leader.
Mary E. Chapin Biminesf Mniinger.
Ellen M. Clshing Librnrimi. 1
Susie Cary Beals Aecoinpaiiif/.
Junius W. Hill, Director.
T'ns\ Sopranos.
Kate W. Nelson, '95. Emily H. Brown, '96.
Josephine H. Batchelder, '96. Jennie O. Yates, Sp.
t
Seccnd Sopranos.
Elizabeth M. Wood, '94. Frances G. Hoyt, '98.
F. Blanche Arter, 95. Pearl Newman, Mus.
First Altos.
Mary E. Chapin, 95. Mary \V. Montgomery, '96.
Ellen M. Gushing, '96. Edith Sawyer, Mus.
Second Altos.
Mabel W. Learoyd, '94. Mabel F. Rand, '96.
Florence T. Forbes, '95. Lula J. Holden, Sp.
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B. Smith. M. Allen. H. James. W. Au^sbury. A. Stone. F. P.iinter.
E. Hasbrook.
M. B. Willis. M. Keller. M. CanlielJ. G. Woodin.
F. Shirley. D. Allen.
WELLESLEY COLLEGE BAHJO CLUB.




Winifred Augsblry Business Manager.
Dora Allen ....... Faetotuvi.
Banjeurtnes.
Marion Canfield, "94. May B. Willis, '95.
Artemisia Stone, '94. Mabel Keller, Mus.
First Banjos.
May Allen, '97. Florence Painter, 97.
Second Jganjos.
Helen James, '95. Ethel Hasbrook, '97.
Guitars.
Winifred Augsburv, '95. Florence S. Shirley, '95.
Bessie S. Smith. '95. Grace Woodin, '95.




OatdGDr 3porfe and Pa^time^.
A Playstead for the use of this department is in process of preparation.
A conference, composed of committees from the several chisses, together with Miss Lucile
Eaton Hill, Director of the Department of Physical Training-, have in charge the Outdoor
Sports and Pastinics. They have passed the following regulations :
—
I. The Outdoor Sports and Pastimes shall he in connection with the Department of
Phvsical Training.
II. The classes shall all be represented in these Outdoor Sports and Pastimes by crews,
teams, and clubs.
III. There shall be a Field Day, or Field Days, on which inter-class matches shall be
played.
IV. These clubs, crews, and teams shall unite to form a Sports and Pastimes Associa-
tion.
The candidates for all crews, teams, and clubs are selected according to the recommenda-
tions of the Physical Examiner, and according to the grade of work done in the Gymnasium.
In connection with this department there are already formed the following crews, teams,
and clubs :
—
I. Class Crews. 4. Bicycle Club.
3. Class Basket Ball Teams. 5. Golf Club.
3. Tennis Club. 6. Pedestrian Club.
Visiting Committee of Depai'tment of Phv^sical Training.
Dr. Harold Williams, Chairman Boston.
Ex-Gov. W. E. Russell Cambridge.
Mr. Astor Cary Boston.
Dr. Walter Channing Brookline.









Abbv F. Blanchard, "97


























E. Plessey. E. Chace. M. CaiiliclJ. A. 1. WooJ. L. Mattoon. IJ HJw.irJs.
H. Stahr. M. W. Learoyd. E. MacMillan.
T. Skidmore. I. Campbell. H. MacMillan.
HIHETY-FOUR CREW AND SUBSTITUTES.
Cta^3 Crev^.
Ninet^-Foar Crew and 3abstitates.







Marion Canfield, Captain antl S/roke.








Ninet^-Pive Crew and dabstittttes-















Ninet>^-3ix Crew and ^ab^tttates-
I^oat, Loch Leaioch ( Water-biid).



















3pecial Crew and 3abstitates.
Boat . . . Tupelo.
Mabel Keller, Caplahi mid Strok-i-.
Pearl Newman, Coxswain.
Eva Bowen. Carcly.v Lord.
Margaret Cass. Pearl Newman.
Clara Foster. Alice Purvis.
Jeanette Ferguson. Bertha Rockwell
Mary Hastings. Flora Stewart.
Mabel Keller. Margaret Starr.
I.S.?
O THOU FOOLISH FrESHMAN WHO NIBBLEST
MUCH OK Huvler's
;
O THOU HEEDLESS SoPHOMORE WHO TAKEST
NOT THV DAILY WALK
;
O THOU RECKLESS JuNIOR WHO SITTEST UP
LATE O' NKiHTS,
See TO WHAT a pass thou wilt COME IF
THOU TURNEST NOT FROM THY E\IL WAY !
O THOU POOR Senior who hast committed
ALL these sinful DEEDS, AND WHO HAST
HAD NO SA\'ING TRAINING OF THE GYM-
NASIUM SORT, SEE WHAT THOU ART !
O THOU PITYING READER, WHO HAST GOLD,
PLEASE DIE AND
GIVE US A QYMNASIUM.
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Editorials.
To one who has never tried it, the publication of a Legenda, consisting merely of class
lists and new and original ideas, may seem an easy matter. When we first entered
upon that task we felt that, although not altogether easy, it was certainly possible.
This was nine months ago. Since then we have learned a great deal. We have found that
the class lists may be obtained with fair accuracy, but we have no longer any delusion about
new and original ideas. We have grasped the fact that they are impossibilities. Our first
bit of enlightenment in this direction came when, confiding to a fellow-editor what we
supposed to be a bright, new idea of our own, we were informed, with surprise and indig-
nation, that the idea was hers, and had been imparted to us for consideration some days
before. This was discouraging, but we did not give up. Wifli a childlike faith—which in
the light of our later experience seems truly pathetic—we went on protlucing idea after idea,
and carefully writing each one down, so as not to forget it, we would communicate them to
our fellow-editors amid enthusiastic congratulations. And then we would go away and find
those same ideas in all sorts of places : some would turn up in preceding Legendas, others
in daily papers, and others in the works of classic writers; some dated back to Adam, and
others, as far as we could discover, were only as old as Homer. After a while we scarcely
dared to open a book of any kind, for fear of finding one of our ideas in it. We went on,
however, in the mad search for the original until we were completely worn out ; then we
turned to the class lists. Oh, the relief of those lists ! The names had been selected, com-
bined, and even spelt for us; no need of originality here— originality would be actually out
of place. It is to those class lists that we now point with pride as the really creditable
feature of the book ; and for those who scoft" at the absence of original ideas, we have only
pity : we know by what painful experience they must attain to the knowledge that there
is no such thing as an original idea.
-* * *
Since the eventful evening when the resignation of the Lege.nda Board was so con-
spicuous by its absence, we have been sailing under false colors. In the pages of this book,
the product of our labors, the everlasting memorial, not onlv of our willingness to serve our
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Class and our College, but also of our ability to do it, we desire to make public coofession of
the wherefore of our not resigning. It was not modesty that restrained us ; not a desire to
escape the tolling of the silver iterance of class appreciation ; nor was it the love of peace,
expressed by refraining to add more fuel to the fire of Class elections ; nor was it a spirit of
love, a desire to do unto others as we would liave them do unto us : nay, none of these,— but
a business contract with our printer !
* * iis
On April i6tli the Legenda goes to press. On April 17th the Legenda Board
anticipate drawing a long breath ; we may even find time to bow to our friends in the
corridor. On April iSth we expect to go to chapel, and those of us who have not more than
two papers the next week are extravagant enough to hope to do a little necessary mending.
Then, perhaps, as the editor sits quietly musing over some long-forgotten shoe button, sud-
denly there will come to her niind an idea whose brilliancy would have made '94's Legenda
a shining light for ages to come ; oi', as she blows the tlust off of her neglected books, a joke
will rise up before her, fresh and original as the first pun made in Eden. Or, while the Art
editor peacefully weaves conventional designs into the heel of a stocking, there will dawn
upon her a conception whose beauty is only surpassed by its novelty. But all in vain come
the crowding thoughts, merry, and new, and bright : time and the printer stay for naught.
The ideas which might have been the glory and the crown of our Legenda will sink back
into the oblivion whence they came, or else be ignominiouslj- chopped up "to coldly furnish
forth" a week of daily themes. Such is fate ! But then, perhaps it might make us conceited
if the Legenda had been any brighter than it is.
-* * *
We have noted with some astonishment that although the Class of '94 counts among its
members many ardent advocates of equal rights, it has not carried out this principle in the
matter of Senior privileges. We have but to turn to the coast of Connecticut, or the Jersey
jungle where the Tiger roams, to behold our brothers of the cap and gown spinning their
tops and trundling their hoops with all the dignity and self-satisfaction which only a Senior
privilege can confer. But we sit here in the darkness of oppressed womanhood, classed by
the law with children and idiots, with no tops, no hoops, no marbles,—nothing to show to the
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world our intellectual advancement. We would, therefore, propose that hencefortii the
jumping-rope be the accompaniment of the cap and gown at Wellesley. We should thus
prove beyond all question our right to stand shoulder to shoulder with the men of our genera-
tion ; and, moreover, on the .esthetic side, add an attraction to the College. What could be
more picturesque than the graceful flow of the gown as its wearer soared over the rope.'
Indeed, we can imagine nothing more impressive than the campus, of a pleasant afternoon,
covered with a hundred or more "sweet girl graduates" in varying poses of airy flight.
Since '94 has failed to take this step in the progress of Welleslej-'s development, let '95, as
soon as the new gowns arrive, add this reform to the long list of her glorious deeds.
* * *
How long will ye try our patience, O delinquents.' How long will your selfishness pro-
voke our fury.' Do neither daily notices, nor earnest pleading, nor threatenings, nor even the
tears of the foragers and factotums, move you.' Can nothing induce you to attend Class
meetings, O ve lazy and thoughtless maidens.' Many have been the evenings we have urged
you to come ; many have been the night watches we have waited in vain for the seats to be
filled which your absence made vacant. O tetnporal O mores 1 Neither time nor eternity
can wipe from our memory the vivid remembrance of those weary and sleepy seasons.
Where were you the first night, last night, and all the intervening nights, while we were
waiting for you.' Are you aware that the assembled company of students knew what you
were doing on those nights.' Knew that in your absence you were calmly planning their
destruction.' Their destruction, I say ; for by your absence were you not stealing from them
their precious moments, the loss of which caused their annihilation, their failure, their
flunks, in the duties of the morrow.'
O dii immortales ! Would that some power in heaven or on earth could show you the
error of your way ! Would that you could be made to turn from your path of evil ! Take
warning while still there is time, before the destruction which you prepare for others be
brought upon yourself. Show no longer this unequaled selfishness ! Do ye, each and all,
show your loyalty to your Class and College bv prompt attendance at every meeting !
-* * *
We, the Business Editors of the '94 Legenda, on completing our last task in its behalf,
humbly ofter sundry words of counsel to those who, undertaking the management of the
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next Legenda, will assume our responsibilities. From our recent experience with the
business world we have gleaned various bits of useful knowledge, by the recital of which
we hope to forewarn and to forearm you : —
I. Begin early in your Senior year (or before, if possible) to know
I. The Printer.
3. The Advertising Agent.
3. The Photographer.
This does not mean merely to be acquainted with an individual in each
profession, but to know the type of such a person; in short, know what a
printer is, and what an advertising agent is, or can be.
N. B.—Learn any little eccentricities to which the latter class is subject.
II. Know what it is to make a book,—asto size, thickness, color, print,
engraving, advertising, and COST.
N. B.—To elect a course in domestic work in any department, the head of uliich
is expecting to issue a book, will be the best way to get plenty of experience with
every little detail in such matters.
III. Know the nature of contracts.
N. B.—Take a course in Political Economy, if necessary. If not possible, any
lecture after chapel on not keeping appointments may help indirectly.
IV. Show to what degree a true college student can make a good
business woman by her promptness in keeping engagements, accuracy in
business transactions, and general business-like demeanor.
N. B.—Any previous training in correspondence, typewriting or bookkeeping
will be of inestimable yalue in accomplishing this end.
And now, oh '95 ! if you will but study thoroughly these suggestions, pursue tiie pre-
liminary comses of stiidv here prescribed, and, above all, read carefully all the advertisements
in our Legenda, we feel that your success is assiu'ed ; nay, more, we hope, and confidently
expect, that you will make monev enough, and be unselfish enough after you have made it,












The grind begins once more.
We observe Fast Day.
A request is received from an admirer of '95 to name his new hair restorer "The Wei-
lesley College Sweet Pea Hair Lotion." [Fact.]
Dr. J. Heinston, of Brooklyn, preaches in the Chapel.
New gowns.
Commissioner Morgan speaks on the Indian question.
In bookstore; meinber of department of Mathematics : " How much are the matches.'"
" Three cents a box." " I want three boxes. How much is that, please.?"
Dr. \V. H. Thomas, of Lowell, preaches in the Chapel.
Junior social to Freshmen.
Professor of Literature to self-possessed Junior: " What are the author's views on this
subject, Miss ?" " I have not reached that point; I have not quite finished
the essay." "Ah, you began at the end and read backward.-' This is on the first
page."
The young lady who tiiinks the soles of shoes are made of wood, decides to make her-
self a new spring gown of green and purple crinoline.
Prof. E. B. Andrews, of Brown University, preaches in the Chapel.
Lecture on Tennyson, with readings by Prof. Bliss Perry, of Williams College.
Forensic subjects posted :
—
I. Is domestic work a cause for moral degeneracy on the part of the students.''
II. Does strict veracity prevail in the letters written by the Sophomores to the Pro-
fessor of Elocution .'
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SO-
UL Is it therapeutically scientific to ditlerentiate the active principle from the crude
drug in medicine ?
IV. Should the library be used as a place for social gatherings?
V. Should the College confer a degree upon students who omit meals to grind?
\'I. Is the algo-fungal theory of lichens tenable?
VII. Has the atmosphere of Wellesley fossilizing properties?
VIII. Is the five-o'clock prayer meeting at Stone Hall justifiable?
IX. Ought not the Agora, as an organization which favors political reform, to be
opposed to the Swett-ing system?












The Faculty entertain '93.
Soangetaha christened to the tune of " Champagne CharUe."
Ninety-Six's first class social. Everything suited to their age and inte
Dr. William H. Willcox, of Maiden, preaches in the
Chapel.
Mr. Jacob A. Riis, of New York, lectures on " The
Children of the Poor."
Instructor in Hebrew : " But I should not have interrupted
you, Miss
;
perhaps you were going to say some-
thing to the point."
Rev. H. P. Dewey, of Concord, N. H., preaches in the
Chapel.
Ninety-Five plants maple (alias sycamore) number two.
Dr. William H. Willcox, of Maiden, preaches in the
Chapel.
Junior Temperance Debate.
The Faculty at home to '94. (Great run on excuse blanks.)
Professor: " I really must be going to mv office hours; they






Ninety-Three's Legenda comes out. Ye gods and little
fishes ! !
3. Professor on her way to consult a physician about her
alarming insomnia, falls asleep in the Boston street
car, and does not awake until car stops at terminus ~-
of line.
4. Dr. Alexander McKenzie, of Cambridge, preaches in the Chapel.
6. Exams, begin.
Old gentleman visiting Art Building: "There,
Sarey, that's Apollo ; and this here's Apol-
linaris, his wife."
Float.
G. B. Willcox, of Chicago Theological Semi-
nary, preaches in the Chapel.
Last day of exams.
Hymn 60S given out in Chapel.
"In vain I task m_v aching brain,
In vain the sage's tlioiights I scan;
I only feel how weak I am,
How poor and blind is man.
And now mv spirit sighs for home,





22. One of our editors in earnest conversation with sister who expects to enter college as
Freshman in September: "When you come to college there will be some class
secrets you cannot tell even to vour sister. For instance, when we go back in
September, '94 is going to appear in caps and gowns. That's something which








Academic year begins S A. m., September 7th-
Arrival of '97.
Preliminarv instructions to Freshmen.
I. Write liome to mamma.
ir. Tell us all about " our class " in the High School.
III. Make yourself perfectly at home in the Faculty parlor and Society Hall.
IV. Decide which of the societies you will join.
V. Be sure to take the teacher's place at dinner. If that is not attainable, take the
opposite's.
VI. Go into the elevator as soon as tiie door is opened, so as not to keep the Faculty
waiting for you.
Little '97 is introduced to domestic work.
Overheard in the bookstore: "Will you please give me everything a Freshman needs.?"
Dr. Randolph McKinn, of Washington, preaches in the Chapel.
Dignity drapes itself in black.
Sophomore Reception.
Secretary to Board of Examiners as new member of the Faculty is presented: "Oh!
there is no need of an introduction; I know all the Freshmen."
A few ( .'' ) requests for change of elective presented to the Council.
Prof. W. H. Ryder, of Andover, preaches in the Chapel.
]SIiss , '97, consults professor as to advisability of keeping up Greek, in view of her
joining a Greek Letter Society-.
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19- Head of College Hall at close of lecture on Rules and Regulations: " Young ladies^
this ten o'clock rule is no light matter."
23. Third anniversary of the first and only absence from recitation of Anna Theodora Skid-
more, '94.
24. Dr. A. H. Qiiint, of Boston, preaches in the Chapel.
29. Instructor in Junior Rhetoric : " What are they digging that trench for.?" Professor of
Philosophy : " Perhaps to put the Juniors in after they have ended their brief
course." Instructor in Rhetoric : " Oh, no ! It's too deep for them."
30. In German class, Freshman translating: " I am to-day into the city been." Instructor:
" But that is not right, Miss ." Freshman : " Oh, yes it is I I looked up every
word in the dictionary, and have them all written down here in my book."
Sii
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3. Sophomore could not perform her Cliemistry experiment, as she had been unable to find
the H,0.
7. Ninety-Four's class history: "The Taming of the Shrew," after Shakespeare (along
way after)
.
1 1 . Section-books appear.
13. Tennis association dissolves.
It azr
14. Class elections.
"But, children, you should never let
Your angry passions rise
;
Your little hands were never made
To tear each other's eyes.
Let dogs delight to bark and bite.
For 'tis their nature to ;
Let bears and lions growl and fight.
For God hath made them so."
—Isaac Watts.
i6g
15. Rev. J. H. Ecob preaches in the Chapel.
16. Lecture by Mr. Clark.
18. Office hours for College Settlement dues.
21. Lecture b_y Miss Stebbins in the Chapel.
22. Prof. W. N. Rice preaches in the Chapel.
2=;. Lecture by Mr. Clark.
26. Psychological monstrosit\- incident.*
30. Lecture by Mr. Clark.
31. All Halloween.
Freshman comes to pay her laundry bill.
*' See page 194.
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T. Announcement that '97 will raise $1,350 for the athletic field before Christmas.
4. Mrs. Claflin reads to Seniors " Reminiscences of Whittier."
5. Rev. P. S. Moxom preaches in the Chapel.
6. Ninety-Seven's basket-ball nine organized.
7. Election Day.
Instructor in Senior Bible : One of the first things about Zarathustrianism is
that they believed in a constant advance toward an ideal state of protection."
(Note: The instructor is a Republican.)
10. Prince Wolkonsky.
Students give three cheers for Prince ?
12. Rev. J. \V. Bixler, of New London, Conn., preaches in the Chapel.
15. Lecture by Mr. Horace Scudder.
We talk woman's rights.
16. Dr. McKenzie talks to stutlents.
Professor of Elocution, illustrating : "And this is the gesture one uses when she says,
'Oh ! I've had a good dinner ! ' But you'll not use it very often."
19. Dr. Walcott Calkins preaches in the Chapel.
21. Forty-four Seniors and fortv-five Juniors have unexcused absences from Chapel.
26. Rev. A. S. Fuller preaches in the Chapel.
27. Professor Goodale.
30. Thanksgiving.
Things we are thankful for :
—
The advertisements.
That we do not have beef more than fourteen times a week on an average.
That there are still one or two members of '94 who are not chronic invalids.
Senior : "I don't see how Harriet Martineau ever got her hair up that way; do you?"
Freshman : "I'm afraid I don't know her. I know a good many girls by sight, whose
names I haven't learned yet."
Dr. D. Merriman preaches in the Chapel.
Ground broken for athletic field.
Ninetv-Four receives the Faculty.
Another run on excuse blanks.
On account of '94's good record, tlie privilege of registering for absence from college is
extended to '95.
Dr. J. L. Hurlburt preaches in the Chapel.
Miss Atwood, Chairman of Christian Association of Smith College, speaks in the Chapel.
11. Reception for Mr. and Mrs. Gilder.
12. One hundred and thirty dollars and fifty cents have been alreadv raised by '97 for the
athletic field.
13. "If any one shall be so unfortunate as to be exposed to any contagious disease during












We all register before 8 a. m. If not, why not?
Exams, begin again.
Illness of President Shafer.





3. HgS in Chemistry I. and boiled codheads in Zoology.
5. Snow fight between '96 and '97-*
6. Black eyes and court-plaster.
7. Class in Zoology attend lecture in Boston. Gentleman in railroad station, seeing
professor expounding theory of evolution to crowd of girls, inquires whether she
is a patent medicine woman or an
evangelist.
10. Contribution received by Legenda Board.
"Stupidity of E. B. S.," fully illustrated
by the author.
12. Dr. H. H. Furness, from Piiiladelphia,
reads from "As You Like It."
vSt. Valentine's Day.14
TI)e Valentines U^e Write.
These violets, inasmuch as they par-
take of the nature of not-Being, which
must, as the bond of not-Being, have the
Being of the not-Being, just as Being
must have as a bond tlie not-Being of
not-Being in order to perfect its own




THE CLASS IN PHILOSOPHY X.
regard to the nature of Being and
74
not-Being; that is, of the perfection of not-Being. But, inasmuch as they partake of the
nature of Being, they partake of the nature of the Being of the Being, and of the not-Being
of the not-Being, and so must also partake of the nature of that true wisdom which regards
OUR PROFESSOR
with a love and reverence which is eternal, underived, ever abiding, unchangeable.
19. Class photographer to one of the twins: "Why! you've aheady had one sitting this
morning."
20. Ninety-Six votes to keep the rules.
21. Head of house reports not a single light up after ten last night.
23. "We're going to have a birthday celebration at our table to-night." Absent-minded
Senior: "Why! W^hose birthday is it.^"
25. Bishop C. B. Galloway preaches.
26. Mrs. Susan S. Fessenden speaks in Chapel.














Eight hundred people remark that "Jvlarch comes hi like a lamb."
Junior .Social for Freshmen.
Legenda Board holds a meeting at Rehearsal.
Constitution of Tennis Association exhumed from "Catacombs."
" Birdie" cuts chapel. Excuse, " Prevented by an angel."
Ninety-.Seven elects her Freshman president. Little dears heart-broken because no one
tried to haze them.
Reading by Professor Palmer in .Stone Hall parlor.
The fire is lighted.
Head of house reading notice: " Thirty per cent otl' if twenty-five go; sixty per cent
oft' if fifty go! one hundred and thirty-five per cent oft' if more than seventy-five
go!!!
Freshmen announce to College at large their candidates for Tree Day officers.
Ninety-Four has a quorum.
Art Society moves into its new hall.
Freshman : "The Agora is going to have an open meeting to-night, and they've invited
lots of Freshmen. Isn't it nice of them.'"
Beginning of '94's last vacation.
One of our editors to Editor in Chief: "Well, there's one bright thing in the Legenda

























THERE'S no limit to the knowledge she has picked up here at College.
You may look through many ages, and inquire of all the sages.
Seek the learning that was burning in their mighty brains ; then, turning,
Go to '94 for answer to your questions hard.
Ask it if you will in Spanish, French, Italian, Greek, or Danisii;
She may answer you in Sanscrit, Hebrew, Latin, all of it,
Or she'll sprechen it in Dutch : it won't matter very much,
For she's the infant prodigy now grown to high estate.
She is posted on theology, and zoology, and psychology
;
Had a course in philology, embriology and geology.
And in all the other ologies ; taught in all the other colleges
On this or on the other side of anv ocean.
She can manage a micrometer, dynometer, or photometer;
Measure lens by a spherometer, and the air by a barometer;
Measure wind by anemometer, set in place a cathetometer.
Or use any instrument you may devise.
She'll elucidate mathematics ; hydrostatics, or pneumatics ;
Show she's versed in neumismatics, or the laws of social statics.
She'll discuss all things aquatic, though erratic, quite emphatic ;
That she knows a thing or two you must admit.
All the men of ancient times, down from Adam to old Grimes,
Polycarp and Alexander, Sophocles, Anaximander,
Dido and Democritus, Solon and Theocritus,
Thucydides, Eurii^edes, Thales and Diogenes,
Theodosius and Eustachius, Epictetus, Aristarchus,
Euclid, Anaxagoras, Aristotle, and Pythagoras,
You will fail to find a name she doesn't know.
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She can name to \ou the wars, give result, events, and cause ;
First the contest witii the Devil, international, then civil.
She will tell the name and date, give the leaders and their fate,
Or any other facts that you may care to know.
She'll describe the latest station that's acquired by any nation,
Be they Goths, or Franks, or Vandals,—them she knows even to their sandals ;
Aztecs, Peruvians, and Mexicans, .Scandinavians, Russians, Te.xans,
Do they live in present ages or in prehistoric time.
Music, politics, and art, may be conversation's part.
Or it may be Browning's sonnets, or the very latest bonnets,
Poets, authors, and the fashion; anytiiing that you may chance on,
.She can talk and talk and talk until you're tired.
There has recently been discovered a fragment of .1 dialogue, wliicli seems undoubtedly Platonic.
Some eminent scViolars, it is true, have questioned the genuineness of the fragment, on the ground that
the external evidence is far from convincing. These have not given due importance to the internal evi-
dence,—which to us seems so clear as to leave no shadow of doubt as to the authenticity of the Weno.
The style all through bears a close resemblance to that of certain admittedly Platonic writings. In places
we are strongly reminded of the Phaedrus and of the Theaetelus. There are also suggestions of the Re-
public. We should be inclined to place the Weno in the later and more mature period of Plato's writing,
—
for he has seemed to gather up all that was best and finest in the styles of each one in this dialogue.
TI)e Weno.
Socrates : "My dear Weno, whence come you, and whither are you going.' "
Weno : "I am come from Stratonicus, Socrates, and I am going to take a walk outside
the wall, for I have been in his paroikodomemai since Kalia hiera,^ which is a long while, and
our friend Lege, O Anthrope,^ advises me to walk in the country. Come with me ; let us go
to Tupelo, and sit at some quiet spot and continue the subject on which we were conversing."
Socrates: "Yes, let us continue the conversation; but do not let us go to the point you
mention, for I am a lover of knowledge, and the men who live in the city are my teachers,
—nputKO(^ofii//ia. - Ka'/ta ttpa. ^ ''f/^, *^ av&pu>,^f.
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and not the trees and tlie country. Let us ratlier go to the bibliotheke,'' the general gather-
ing place."
Weno : "Certainly, Socrates, if you wish ; but why not to the arche^ of the angaron,.
may I ask .'"'
.Socrates : "Merely because there are no chairs in he tore angaron arche. If in he bib-
liotheke any question of history, ethics, or science should arise, Godfreippus and Pierkites are
ready to answer it for us."
Wexo : "^'er3•true; I had not thought of that."
Socrates: "Well, now, having arrived I will sit down, and you had better do so like-
wise, and choose any posture in which you will be most comfortable. To return, then, to our
discussion, you consider your .State the perfect one.^"
Weno: " Yes, Socrates."
Socrates : "Then relate to me the composition."
Weno : " Certainly. I have told you how the State was increasing constantly ; now it is
our design that the State may increase to any limit which is consistent with unitv ; that is
the limit."
Socrates : "Yes; that is excellent. But the larger the State grows the more time, and
art, and skill will be needed by the guardians; who, as we said before, must be the older, the
wiser, and the more reasonable in order to rule wisely over the younger, the more ignorant
and the more foolish.'"
Weno : " Surely, Socrates ; and to aid in this, there is a wise provision in the State which
exists not elsewhere."
Socrates: " What is that, Weno.?"
Weno : " You know, Socrates, that each one of the subjects has something to do in the
State. Now of these subjects the wisest, the bravest, and the most patient are selected, and
each guardian has one."
Socrates : "What are these attendants called, Weno.' "
Weno: " Hitherto they have been known as " domestic girls" ; but, Jewettacus, one of
the guardians objects seriously to the term."
Socrates : " But can she suggest a better.' "
Weno: "No, Socrates, she cannot; but you might."
Socrates : " Well, then, let them be called guardian angels, for that expresses both what
they are and what they need to be. But in a State so rapidly increasing there must be many
S4
more subjects than are needed for this purpose. Did you not say that each one has some-
thing to do in the State?"
Weno : "Yes, Socrates, certainly. All subjects within the limits aid in the lighter man-
ual labor, or in the clerical work of the offices, libraries, and departments of instruction.
Much valuable information and discipline are thus secured to the subjects, though the time
occupied is never more than one periodos^ daily."
Socrates : " Indeed, Weno, there is much wisdom in this provision. I see clearly that
it must greatly lessen the number of mercenaries and slaves necessary for the administration
of a State, and so indirectlv increase the revenues. But has it not its disadvantages.' "
Weno: ''I think not, Socrates."
Socrates : " I should like, if I may, to ask a few questions, Weno."
Weno: '-Certainly, Socrates. I will try to answer discreetly, and if I make mistakes
you will be sure to correct me."
Socrates : " Do all the subjects perform this iluty willingly.'"
Weno : "It must be confessed, Socrates, that many do not."
Socrates : "To sucli, then, the labor is compulsory.'"
Weno: "Yes."
Socrates: "But it would seem, then, that the work would not always be performed
to the satisfaction of the State."
Weno : " Your objections shows great discernment, Socrates. But to a\-oid this difficulty
there are special officers appointed, and thej" in their turn select suboidinates,—supervisors,
called hegemones, '— so that no work can with impunity be neglected."
Socrates : " That, too, is a beneficent provision, Weno. But this effect upon the moral
nature of the subjects should certainly be considered, since it is more important than the per-
formance of outward duties."
Weno: "Yes, Socrates; but do you not see tiiat the influence of this work, rendered
heartily, is invaluable in producing during the years of mental training habits of accuracy,
self-reliance, and genuine sympathy with all workers.'"
Socrates : "No doubt you are right, Weno. But have you not said that the service is
in many cases not rendered heartily.'"
Weno: "Yes."
Socrates : "If that is so, must there not be frequent unpleasantness between the subjects
and the officers you mention .'
"
Weno : " That is true."
Socrates : "And the soul of the guardian is full of spirit, is it not.'"
Weno: "Yes, Socrates."
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Socrates : " But these spirited natures, although they have the advantage of being un-
afiected by any danger, even by that of going up to the lophon^ after dark, are apt to be
furious with everybody who opposes them?"
Weno : " Very true, Socrates."
Socrates : " And all come to fear them when they are angry?"
Weno: "Most true."
Socrates : "Then do you not see where that leads you, Weno? Can the best work be
done by a subject when he is fearful?"
Weno : " Certainly ncjt, Socrates. But then, the subject becomes accustomed to the
wrath of his guardian, and in any given case merelv does what Homer in the Odyssee repre-
sents Odysseus as doing in the words,
" ' He beat his breast, and thus reproached his heart.
Endure, O heart ; far worse hast thou endured.
And wilt endure.'
" And therefore tliis difficulty which seemed so great, tiu'ns out to be none at all, but an ad-
vantage ; for thereby is much control taught to the youth, than which nothing is more useful."
Socrates : " What vou say is true, Weno, but it suggests to me another question I
should like to ask."
Weno: " Proceed, Socrates."
Socrates: "I will. Tell me, Weno, do not the subjects sometimes try to evade and
circumvent their supervisors?"
Weno : "I cannot denv that, Socrates."
Socrates: "Then, Weno, vou must admit that the subject will become keen and
shrewd ; that he will learn how to flatter his superior officer in word, and to indulge himself in
deed ; that his soul will become small and unrighteous. Dangers and fears which are too
much for his truth and honesty will come upon him in early years, when the tenderness of
youth Is unequal to them, and he will be driven into crooked ways. From the first he will
practice deception and retaliation, and he must become stunted and warped. Can you deny,
Weno, that such will be the result of the s^-stem?"
Weno : " It is proven, abundantly proven, Socrates."
Socrates: "And there are many more proofs that this system is a pernicious one,
which, if you would like, we can discuss."
Weno : " No, Socrates, I am fully convinced ; and if you could only persuade everybody,




HILE awaiting the distribution of the mail, a Legenda editor stops to
talk to a Freshman, as betits a good society member.
Freshman: "Oh! you're on the Legexda, aren't you? Im
going to buy one this year.
"
Editor (smiUngly) : "That's very gratifying, I am sure. What
has thus early convinced you of the merits of the Legenda.'"
Freshman: "Well, my roommate will not have her picture taken for me. But she is
on the Banjo Club; so her picture will be in the Legenda, and I'll get it that way."
Editor (somewhat crestfallen) : " That is not a great compliment to the editors."
Freshman : " Oh, well ! I haven't known vou long enough to want voiir picture yet."
The editor disappears into the mob at the post-office door, silently meditating on the ad-







HE Editor in Chief of the Wcllcslev Magazine, too full of indignation to
contain herself, confides her feelings to the girl who happens to be walk-
ing along the corridor beside her.
Editor: "I cannot understand how anyone can think a man like
Mr. able to take the direction of a great publication like the
Magazine'."
Freshman (warmly): "I'm sure I quite agree with vou. He is
t suited to the Welleslcv Magazine I"
editor resolves henceforth to confine her criticisms to the sanctum of the Magazine
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Patent I5ibrar>^ Cap.
DESIGNED especially for the use of stiulents in the Library.
The visor screens tlie eyes from the electric lights; the
padded ear-pieces prevent injury to ear drums from the
noise ; the cape at the back protects from draughts ; the electric
light at the top, connected with a pocket battery, is useful in the
dark alcoves. This cap is also adapted to imderground exploration,
and will be of value to those who visit the Catacombs. Being
made in the class colors, it will aid the factotums in identifying
those needed for their quorums.
Originatit>^.
HE present demand for originality is abominable. No one but a genius can
live comfortably
; and if an ordinary mortal is deluded into thinking that it is
a just demand, he cannot walk, or eat, or sleep, or perform any of the ordi-
nary functions of life, without a guilty feeling that he is plodding along in a
lieaten track. Does he chance to meet a friend, he withholds the pleasant
word of greeting for fear of saying something commonplace. Does he see
some object of beauty in his daily walk, he is compelled to refrain from describing it for
lack of novel phrases. Dubbed a plagiarist if he presumes to express himself naturally, he
sneaks through his existence, and continually sighs because he was not born in primeval
times, when all thoughts were original.
i8S
A R^iddle.
THE room is crowded with Philosophy students, who are awaiting the comintr of the
Professor, at whose shrine of learning they mentally bow down in adoration. They
are all enthusiastic in the subject, and, with one accord, emphatically declare its ascendency
over every other study. Zealously they discuss the question for the approaching hour. But
a messenger brings word that the lesson for the day must be suspended, on account of the
illness of the Professor. Tell me, ye Wise, why do the faces of the students beam with joy.?
A A^odern Improvement.
N the dajs sung by old Homer,
When Odysseus was a roamer,
Eos used to come and waken
Weary mortals from their sleep.
But in Wellesley she's not lingered,
—
Morn's fair daughter " rosy-fingered,"-
For the girl her task hath taken
Who the corridor doth sweep !






Head of Domestic Department stands gazing at Delinquent Freshman, who holds broom and
pan of dust in her hand. A hymn is heard from the distant Chapel.
H. OF D. D. (severely) : "Don't you know you ought not to be doing this work
now ? "
D. F. (humbly): " Yes'm ; but isn't this better than not doing it at all.''"
H. OF D. D. (still severely) : "That matter must rest with your own conscience."
D. F. (earnestly) : " Don't you see,—no one but me will ever suffer if I don't go to
Chapel; and think how many people would be inconvenienced by all this dust!"
H. OF D. D. leans against the wall for support, while D. F. carries her dust to the dust-
shaft, — and a passing .Senior smiles behind the sleeve of her gown.
Tl)eir /\elancl)ot^ Aien.
Three girls from vacation the railway took
;
Each entered the car with saddened look.
And seeking out a retired nook.
Awaited the Wellesley call.
A bright little maiden of four or more
Watched from her corner of ininutes a score ;
Then softly let fall into father's ear
The question, "Why are so many here.^"
"Hush, little daughter," he gently said.
As he turned on his shotdder her curly head
;
"If 'tis a funeral, as I take it to be,
'Tis a sorrowful day for all the three."
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— IVellesley Prelude.
Tf)e I\ec(,Qirements for a Class Treasurer.
CLEAR, level head; precision and exactness developed by a rigorous course of
mathematical training; the entiie absence of sensitiveness ; an unlimited
store of patience and perseverance; a faith in the generosity of mankind
that nothing can shake ; above all, a cheerful countenance.
" O riddle me riddle," the schoolboy said
;
" O tell me, thou maid with blue eyes,
The ditierence between the Welleslev thou lovest,
And the great gates of Paradise."
" I can riddle your riddle," the Freshman replied;
" A diBerence in patrons is all :
St. Peter is guardian of Heaven's gate,
While Wellesley's gate keeper is Paul."
Tl)eme No. yi.
RUBBED my eyes in bewilderment and gazed around me. A bent,
emaciated figure crouched in the shadow of my lamp, and gave forth
from time to time the most heartrending sighs. "Speak!" I
^^e;j gasped. " What are you .' Why are you here.'' Speak." With a
groan he turned and faced me, and I saw a little old man, bent
almost double; his face was wan, and in his eyes was a look of unsatisfied longing that
pierced the heart. Then in a sepulchral voice he whispered: "I am the ghost of the idea
for the thirty-second theme. Pity me!" and vanished.
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I^oat 3ong.
The dark o' the night was comin' fast,
For 'twas avenin', afther tav was past,
An' jist the time whin boatin's swate,
An' gals come down all dressed so nate,
Bay jabbers.
The Cap'ns were followin' after the rist,
A-runnin' down hill like all possist,
An' like an old tin fish horn rung
The accints of the Freshmen tongue,
Bay jabbers.
The Sophs area-watchin' 'em up on the shore
;
First up goes one, thin another oar.
Boats goin' this way, thin goin' that,
An' now one crayture's lost her hat.
Bay jabbers !
"Pick up that hat," the Cap'n said,
"An' jam it quick on tlie top o' ver head
;
For the way is long, and the lake is wide.
An' the boats must be hauled up side bv side,"
Bay jabbers.
Steer shy o' that sailboat out on the lake,
Or your fayther'll be telegraphed to a wake.
That's Hunnewell's boat ; there's a man inside,
An' ye must kape up the College pride,
Bay jabbers.
" Wait a bit, now," says one, " and rist.
For the dress I have on is me very bist.
An' the boat has a lake, an' thewather's high,
An' I'll jist haul it up to kape it dry,"
Bay jabbers.
The bell is ringin'f or half past siven
;
From six till thin is the time that's given :
An' they'll have to row at an awful rate
To be at the hall at a quarther of eight.
Bay jabbers I
But with all their rowin' they don't get in;
So jist to punish thim for their sin
Tliey lock thim out of the beautiful gate,
Cos they're not in at a quarther of eight,
Bay jabbers.
So they sit thim down on the cold stone steps.
As if they were nothin' but common Preps ;
And nobody comes to let thim in.





Scene A Welleslev class room.
Dramatis Person.s . . Professor of Philosophy.
Class of Students.
Time Two minutes after the lunch bell.
PROFESSOR LO(y-TITUR.
OW, to recapitulate, if opinion is purely individual, there is no possibility of
error. For instance, if vou should look up and see a blue horse with a red
tail, green teeth and purple eyes, come in at the door, there would actually
be such a horse there for you."
Class glances involuntarily at door. Door opens. Enter Professor of
Physics, gazes at class, and retires in confusion. Professor continues her
remarks ; these, however, are lost on the class.
The College pin they did talk o'er,
When a Senior raised one question more :
" Why don't the Faculty have one, too.?
The letter F for them would do."
The junior slowly shook her head ;
"There might come times," she gently said
—
"April first would be one, you know
—
When they might not like to go labeled so."
Welleslev Prelude^
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Tl)e Lament of tl)e llnatl)letic Aaidcn.
I
'JM born a centurv late.
And I'm utteilv ouf of mv sphere;
jSIv ideas are all ont of date,
And so are mv talents, I fear.
I used to play tennis, and row,
Or walk for an hour with a friend
;
But now all my pleasures must go.
All my simple delights ha\ e an end.
'Tis only the crews that may row,
And I,— I belong to no crew;
My methods in tennis are slow.
And not scientific or new.
Now, basket-ball looks very nice.
But then I am not on the team
;
And to play golf I must pav the price
Of joining that club, it would seem.
But walking,— it surely remains 1
No, there's the pedestrian band,
That wanders all over the plains,
And climbs all the hills in the land.
And what's a poor maiden to do
Who isn't athletic at all,
Who's no time to row on a crew.
Or learn scientific baseball .'
No time, since she has a desire
To do some brain work now and then ;
And, somehow, her lessons require
A minute or two spent on them.
It seems there is nothing to do
But give up all ideas of fun,
And exercise watching the crew,
Or seeing some brilliant home nm.
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T])e 3taff tt)at Dreams are nade Of.
Vjyi
'^^T was a weird night— a night for ghosts to be abroad. The storm played a wild
1.
symphony through the shivering woods; the snow, driven by the reckless wind,
whirled in blinding masses, making the atmosphere white. Half waking from
a deep sleep, I became conscious of a presence in my room,—a presence which
seemed to bring with it the chill of the storm without. Gradually it approached
my bed, until it bent over me, whispering : "What were the causes for the failure of consti-
tutional government under the House of Lancaster.' If a man can throw a cricket ball fifty
yards vertically upward, how for can he throw it on a horizontal plane.' What is the essen-
tial difference between the poetry of Milton and that of Spenser.' Wherein is Zarathustrian-
ism a higher form of religion than Buddhism .' What — " I heard no more. Wlicn I next




'\^E a cold in my head ;
I snufBe and sneeze ;
My smell-sense has fled ;
I've a cold in my heatl.
My eyes are all red ;
My voice is a wheeze ;
I've a cold in my head ;
I snufBe and sneeze.
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" ^ Word to tl)e dJise."
Senior Wardrobe is not a convenience for Freshmen. From various recent
occurrences it is to be feared that this is not distinctly understood. It is
doubtless very pleasant for the Freshmen— to find a resting place for
their wraps in a location more available than the regions commonly
known as the "Catacombs. " But it is not so agreeable for those mem-
bers of the College community who have been taught through three long
years to regard the article of furniture in question as sacred to the myste-
rious something known as "Senior Dignity." Therefore we would
respectfully recommend that a notice to this effect be placed in a conspicu-
ous position on the Freshman bulletin board, and that the Class of '97 be
requested to consult the same immediately.
vcd to ^location.
[Written in Soi'hic Pent-tetra-animate'r.]
To do thee justice, is the tongue
Not made for speech, in ardor wrung.
And yearns expression e'en in empty thought.
Ah, cruel ! as with rvthm deep
I breathe, I hold, give out, in sweep
Of soimd intent, the glowing voice is caught
In faltering elements ; then quick
Before faint eyes there dances thick
A myriad blue stars,
—
powers that hold
Conditions of our rise and fall
;
And now I fall.
But stop ! that fall
.Starts from the center, and the members fold
Upon themselves,— examples of the wise
Progression of the trained, unconscious mind ;
And, paradox—in falling do I rise,




N OT so many months ago, when June breezes ceased to blow,I had friends,—five friends, in trutii, a friendship rare;
Now no August heat doth blight, but that friendship's vanished quite.
Why? They've come from great Chicago and the Fair 1
1
Oh, communion once was bliss ! Who would then have thought that this
Would encounter greater strain than it could bear?
Once I hung on every word,—that was long before I heard
What they'd seen in great Chicago, at the Fair I
Once I ever longed to know of their goings to and fro ;
Who would then have thought tiiat now I shouldn't care,—
Shouldn't care for anything ! O the changes time will bring
When 'tis spent in great Chicago, at the Fair !
An Agnostic.
DON'T care whether Bougainvillia is gymnoblastic or calyptoblastic, nor why
the second derivative of space with respect to time represents acceleration, nor
how William Rufus influenced the development of English institutions, nor
what Buddhism teaches of the nature of a sentient being, nor what a fringe of
consciousness is. I don't want to know anything.
An Attempt at Catalectic Verse.
O NE awesome night at half-past twelve,At center of Fifth Floor,
The grislv shape which haunts that place.
Once, by myself, I saw.
And thus it moaned: "I am, alas!
The ghost of a pickled cat
;
My home was once in Natick town,
I hunted mouse and rat
;
" When one sad day they boxed me up.
And sent to Wellesley,
Where my ninth precious life was ta'en
To serve Zoology.
"Much of myself is gone ; the rest
All pickled here you spy,
And on Examination night
Alone set free am 1.
^'Tlien, wandering forth for one brief while.
The iiiurderous maids to see,
I spare them not who spared me not
For cruel Zoology !
"And dance and vovvl around the beds
W^hereon my murderers lie;
And then I wis they rue the day.
On which thev made me die."
Vivisection.
From the Welleslev Prelude.
If vivisection merely
AfHicted dogs, and such,
Although it would be shocking.
It wouldn't hurt so much
As when a human " cwur " is rent
In twain bv human touch.
I pray you, then, have mercy
On me, a lover true.
Whose heart, in bleeding sections.
Is carried oft" by you.
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A 5ai'nplc of a Freshman Class Aeetino;.
HE other morning the Freshmen remained after chapel for a class meet-
ing. The chairman rose and announced: "I have an invitation for
you from the Juniors. They are going to give a social for us next
Saturday afternoon. Now, be sure to come, all of you ! " Whereupon
the chairman sat down again, and the members of the class made a
unanimous rush for the door.
Happv children I Roberts has not yet subjected them to his stern:
sway.
^^ Tl)oagl)ts.
HAD some prettv thouglits one day
Go flitting through my brain;
I took my pen and paper up.
Then they were gone again.
Thev were as bright as butterflies.
That go from flower to flower
;
I chased the happy creatures
For quite a half an hour.
But once when I had grasped them,.
The beautiful bright things,
I found I'd brushed the color oft':
They, too, had powdered wings^
That they are torn and colorless.
My thoughts, I now deplore,
And wish I had them back again,
Just as thev were before.
(3 5^^f-^oiisoling 3o^ito<^^>5-
jES, Mr. Raskin's literary style is truly an enviable one. It is clear and
rhythmical. His is the power of giving language a spiritual grace.
His habits of thought show delicate shades of consciousness. His^
thought is excellent; his choice of diction exquisite. I wonder if un-
divided attention to literary work is the secret of his success. I hope
so. There is some comfort in supposing that even one of the giants of
literature could not devote himself to expressing excellent thought in
perfect form, and at the same time carry on a conscientious study of
Mathematics, Philosophy, Hebrew, Political Econom}', and German
Literature; and assist in household duties, and take an active part in society life, and help
in the Legenda, and suffer almost hourly interruptions because of social and political duties.
I Wonder, Don't ^oq ?
If girls who talked on concert night
To guests in hall,
Could only hear how very like
A clarion call
Sovmded their sweetness in
The ears of all,
I wonder if 'twere possible




O Love, the glory of thy being's essence
Hath shined upon me wondrous bright.
The "isness-of-the-as-it-were " is filling
My soul with light.
Across the threshold of my consciousness
Hath passed the percept of thv loveliness.
Time, space, what are thev to the soul that loveth ?
I blow them from me with a breath !
An (7 priori oneness hath united
Our souls till death.
Though thou art far, our spirits meet and kiss
In transcendental and eternal bliss.
ON A WIXDV DAV.
Office Hoars for Cocintersigning Bxcases.
P'
jEASE sign my excuses," the Freshman said,
As she laid them down in a row;
The reason I didn't come back on time.
Is because I forgot to, you know." *
*A nict.
Tl)e Law of Compensation.
DISTRESSED-LOOKING maiden stood before the dread tribunal of the Do-
mestic Department at College Hall. She pleaded guilty to the crime of forget-
ting two da^s in succession the substitute work she had promised to do. It
would probably go hard with her, for it was not her first oflense, and she
trembled as the judge pronounced her fate.
" Well, Caroline, you are not very reliable, are you ?
"
"No'm; I'm afraid not" (very meekly).
"I think, Caroline, in the future when girls ask you to do their work, you may say that
I wish them to get some one else. It will not be best for you to substitute any more."
"I suppose you are right," was the submissive reply; and she turned and passed
through the corridors where hard-working, conscientious girls were sweeping for their friends,
and she thought of the happy Thanksgiving recess which was coming.
Life is a grind,
Work is a flunk
;
You think, think, think,
And you get nothing thunk.
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I^efore and After,
HE sat for hours and labored and tliought
;
She scribbled, and scratched, and erased;
She counted her words and averaged per cents.
And endeavored to write with taste.
She finisiied, at last, with a sigh of relief.
And legibly copied it all.
She strove to make punctuation correct,
Nor in worn-out diction to fall.
And then slie laid it, with trembling and fear,
On the altar of Rhetoric stern ;
And waited and hoped for a wearv week
For the child of her brain to return.
It came at last, but with tear-dimmed eyes
She scanned its familiar face.
Was it this that had been her joy and pride,
That had seemed so full of grace 'i
The glaring letters compelled her gaze;
"Avoid" and "remodel" they said:
"Felicitous choice"— and a question mark—
After "unsatisfactory," she read.
She gazed about her in lilank tlespair,
Then desperately seized her pen.
"I must write another ere nine o'clock!"
And she labored and thought again.
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SIGXS OF THE TIMES.
Sign of Spring : all trespassers chased oB'the Norumbega lawn.
Sign of a lecture after chapel : Lord's Prayer and one liymn.
Sign of a Freshman class meeting: general flunk.
I reached the door, my hand I raised,
But stopped astonished as I gazed
;
For there before mv anxious sight
Fluttered a paper large and white.
This is the legend that it bore
That caused me sadly to leave the door
:
" Busy 1 Don't knock, not even you
;
I'm taking a systematic review I"
-J. B., 96.
Traditional sign of a Senior class meeting: Senior president attends chapel.
Sign of changing the subject : Mention before a '94 Wabanite of a triangle or his Satanic
Majesty.
Sign of a flood : Approach of day set for Shakespeare play.
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A Page from a nistor^^ Notebaol^.
WARS OF THE S NOSES.
A. Causes.
I. Mediate.
a. Inherent oppo'on f Sophs & Fieshm.
b. Amb'n f '97 to make herself conspic.
Explan.—orig. verdancy.
II. Immed.





Much coldness & some madness ev. on each side.
Fort taken b. fee (N. B. look up ts pt. in contemp. hists f both sides).
Gt. cheerg amg spects—who froze s stifls pokers.
C. Results.
I. Dir.
.Se\ 1 biuised noses, i vy blk eve (on ts. sub)., ref. to contemp hist f
Virg.)
No decsn eflll. Botii fac'ns cl. victy. (Bal. f evid. on side f '96.)
II. Indir.
a. (Look up in someby's else n. bk.)
b. Gt. extrav. in matter f excuse blks.
c. Empty class rooms.
d. Crutch & inval. chr. worn out.
e. Resid't frmen tinned out f hosp'l.
Qii. E. D. Could a rat-demon strand 'em.?
N. B.— Find out what this has to do w. e. subjt.
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Is Zeta Alphas' symbol a gravy bowl or a teapot?
No ; '95 will not plant an\' more trees. Ninety-five is sick o' more trees.
The common property of'/' 2' and Z A,
—
tlie grip and the piano.
Noted in any Legenda Board meeting: "Isn't this too personal.^"
"This thing of mine is very bad and incomplete, I know. I wish you'd make suggestions,
and I shall be glad to be sat on."
(il)oagl)I^na>5ptoisq:Qes\v.
Phthioux chmeighsc chteighmb Ifeorps Ikowtenlfyrrhusnetz ghoulmgmuightcteaucz,
-eausp louayghaughwrmpbd rcesghailnsleon.
Phonetics .
To . . .
Make . . .
Time .
For . . .
Conference
Committees
Use . . .
Reformed .
Spelling





v,-ali\ knotcledge, of/f«, ca//, myrr//, bury, demes//c, wal/j.
lou^^, loKgh. calm, phle^>'«/, g«/nea, oug/i/, indie/, b(Y///fin, czar.
b<'««t_v, ra.s/berrv-
coAmel, (\uay, enoug-/t, \aiiff/i\., ;:';-ap, sew/stress, /'(/ellium.
Worcr.s'ter, hiccou^'-//, said, ki/«, \s!c, women, a«xioiis.
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Notes on the Cbief Rcgalations of WeHesle\5 College.
B^ A TRESHnAN.
It is understood that, in oeneral, the rules are made for the purpose of being broken ; but
if on any special occasion— such as your first week in college, your sixteenth birthday anni-
versary, or the day you receive your first lecture from the head of the house— you should
decide to regard the regulations, I have prepared a reliable exegesis of some of the more diffi-
cult points, which I now unhesitatingly submit to posteritv.
I. Without permission from the President^ students zcill not join or leave any depart-
ment of instruction nor attend any courses except those to -vJiicIi they are assigned. Pei-
mission is not recjuired, however, for the department of instruction conducted by the Sopho-
mores, or the course of cultivation by the members of the several societies.
II. Students xvill punctually attend all college exercises ; viz., prayers, clasi-room
appointments, domestic -work, etc. The word "punctually" admits of various interpreta-
tions, according to the context : in connection with pravers, it means during the singing of the
third stanza, or later ; with recitations, it is usually taken to mean before the end of the period.
With domestic work there can be no fixed rule, as the interpretations differ according to the
activity of the superintendent; once a week is a good average.
III. Public literary exercises ivill be submitted to the approval of the Professors in
charge of tlie departfnents of Rhetoric and Elocution, and then changed afterwards to suit
yourself.
IV. At 10 P. M. students ivill promptly extinguish their lights, retire, and preserve
quiet. " Promptly" is a contracted expression for " after the second visit from the corridor
teacher." After " retire," understand the words " to your own rooms or some one's else."
"Qiiiet," in this case, indicates a little more than the usual degree of quiet preserved in the-
dining room during dinner.
HEALTH DIRECTIONS.
I. Students should exercise not less than an hour dallv in the open air ; but regular
practice in the Gvinnasiu/n mav take the place of one half hour of such exercise. Or
exercise in sweeping the corridor mav be substituted for both.
II. Students are warned an-ainst irregularity in diet. Tiie College provides aa
extremelv regular one.
III. Every study parlor should be provided zvith a thermotneter. A mean tempera-
ture of /0° is advised. In the north rooms the temperature is a good deal meaner.
/«/• must be kept in '^safety" stands. It is then warranted to be in a state of constant
and uniform overflow, so as to reduce all of vour gowns to a uniform spottedness. They tnay
be purchased at the College bookstore,—at double prices.
Students -will not remove these cards from the rooms. If nou wish to carr\- a copy
constantly with you, for purposes of reference and stud\-, we advise vou to piuchase our
annotated edition.
Side Tatl^s vitl) Oar (itrls.
Under this heading we will cheerfully answer all reasonable Questions
SENT us BY OUR GiRL READERS.— THE EDITORS.
Anxious Freshman and others.—Such requests for old examination p.ipers are con-
stantly received at our office. We cannot approve of the unscholarlv process usuallv known
as "cramming"; but a systematic review previous to examinations is very helpful, and to aid
in such review we gladly publish the following typical questions :
—
Mathematics : Supposing the average girl to be 5 ft. 2 in. in length, 3 ft. in breadth (in-
cluding sleeves), and i ft. in depth; how many girls can be contained in the Post
Office (10 ft. X 3 ft.) at one time.''
History: What is the date of the Reformation.'
Ans. Feb. 20, 1S94.
BotaiiY : Distinguish between a sycamore and a maple. (See Annals of Class of '9=;.)
Greek: What is the significance of '/' 2' and Z \? (Considt \oung woman mentioned
in Calendar, September iSth.)
Piivsics : Calcidate pressure to square inch on surface of each individual in the mob at
the Chapel door at the moment wheti the organ stops playing, and amount of force
necessary to close doors.
Dolly.—We do not advise applying lor membership in any of the more exclusive asso-
ciations, but consider you perfectly eligible for either of the triangle societies. You ask for
further information concerning them. The merit of the older society is attested bv the char-
acter of its founder, whose likeness is worn by all its members. The younger
\L ' is the oflspring of Zeta Alpha. The significance of its name is not, as many
have supposed, "Dear Things," nor yet "'Doll's Tea Partv," but has reference
to ihe thought which was in the mind of the charter members when the society
was formed, in their Freshman year: "•Destined to Zeta Alpha."
Unsophisticated Fresiimax.—Yes; it was a mistake for you to offer to pay the
College physician for her services.
Anxious Ix(;!Lther. — No, there have not been any mob riots that we know of at the
boat-landing. The broken oars, paddles, etc., to which you refer were probably left bv friends
who borrowed boats without the owners" knowledge, and forgot to mention their mishaps.
From the Rural Districts.—Wellesley has not yet established an agricultural de-
partment. You evidently refer to the ploughed land between Music Hall and Stone Hall.
That is our athletic field.
Injured vSophomore.—No; we do not think you could bring a breach of promise case
against the Junior who used your room as a wardrobe, study, and rendezvous during the
whole of last year, and then failed to invite you to join her society. You should have recog-
nized that as an essential part of the process known as "cultivating Freshmen," and should
not have built your hopes upon it, since it is not generally considered at all binding. We are
sorry for your disappointment. Do not let this experience ruin your life, Init learn from it to
place your confidence where it is better deserved.
Goldilocks.—Mv dear child, don't think of meddling with such a dangerous thing as
HjSO^ I If you need a hair wash; try Wellesley College Sweet Pea Lotion. Since the in-
ventor has been so kind as to name his hair restorer in honor of the Class of '9^, he should
have the patronage of every loyal Wellesley girl.
Sweet Sixteen.—No; it is not good form for a Freshman to go to a Junior class
meeting.
Wearied Braix Worker.—For light reading in the summer vacation, any of Hegel,
the Wellesley JJanazi/ie, and Bishop Stubbs' Constitutional History of England.
NoRUMBEGA vSexior.—The technical name of "the little black spot" in the eye of a
fish, is the iris. If vou desire any information as to its use, "ask yourself."
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Inquiring Faculty.—We cannot say that we are in favor of voluntary chapel. The
pernicious effect of this system is clearly shown on pages 177 and 17S.
Inexperience.—We consider the following recipes thoroughly reliable.
Ai-criimenf a la Bojilanger : Take one question which cannot possibly be decided, either
affirmatively or negatively. Add one or two ilelinitions from the Century Diction-
ary. Gather not less than fifty good, bad, and indifferent articles on both sides of
the subject. Mix thoroughly. Let simmer for a week or two, and set aside to
clarifv. Then mass your material well, and flavor with concrete evidence. Serve
clear, with persuasion, and garnish plentifully with authorities.
Petition to the Academic Cotuicil: Roll a wish, real or fancied, in a mixture of respect
and humility. Spread evenly over a large sheet of paper. Garnish with red tape.
This dish is rather difficult for beginners. Do not be discouraged by failure at first.
Daily Theiiie: Take any commonplace object ; cover with a thick layer of description ;
smother in associations, and fiavor with moral sentiments, cynical reflections, or
soaring aspirations, according to taste. Sprinkle plentifully with references to the
Ideal, and garnish with quotations. This will insure a "fairly successful" result.
Acceptance of Invitation to a Society: Cover gratified expectation—or, if that cannot
be secured, disappointed hope— with a light froth of joyous surprise. Set aside to
cool, until any appearance of hot haste is removed. A grain of flattery will make
the dish more palatable to some.
Refus a la Mode,—a Cold Slaiv-ter of Hopes : Take the green and tender hopes of a
whole society. Crush them thoroughly: mould in conventional form. vServe with
a dressing of lingering regret.
Economical Juxinit.— It certainly does pay to buy your cap and gown at the beginning
of vour .Senior year. It will save you money, for
(i) It will be unnecessary to buy either a spring or fall wrap.
(3) The gown takes the place of a mackintosh on rainy days.
(-5) It serves as an opera cloak on Monday evenings.
(4) It is the most dignified and convenient garment in which to appear when the
fire alarm sounds at 2.30 A. M.,—even if worn upside down.
(5) It is a handy penwiper.





The dogs do bark,
The Seniors are coming to town
;
Some to work,
And some to shirk.
But all in cap and gown.
"Student, student, quite imprudent,
How does your record grow?"
" With Math, exams., and German crams,.
And Forensics all in a row."
This Senior girl wrote petitions
;
This Junior girl discussed.
This Soph'more girl made good resolutions;
This Freshman girl said, "I must."
This Five-year girl said,
" t^^ee, quee, quee, I'm out of the fuss."
There was a _young college with curriculum new
;
She had so many students she didn't know what to do.
Some she sent to the village ; to some she gave rooms
;
And some she conditioned, and sent to their homes.
Little Bopeep
Has lost some sleep,
And doesn't know when she lost it.
Leave her alone,
And she'll go home
With all her nerves exhausted.
Young Mr. Love-to-Flirt
Tried with Miss Dove to flirt ;
^Manner not new.
The harder he tried, the softer he grew.
Wellesley, W^ellesley, have you anv boat.'
' Yes, madam, that I have ; best kind afloat."
One's for the Seniors, the Juniors have one.
And one's for the Sophomores, equaled by none."*
*Probabl_y refers to " Sophomores," not to " boat." It is supposed that the exigencies of verse pre-
vented the author from adding, " In their own estimation."
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There was a young woman, as I have heard tell,
Wlio went to Wellesley her learning for to swell.
She went to Wellesley on registration day,
And she fell into Curriculum Way.
There came a philosopher ^vhose name was Kant,
And showed her knowledge to be but scant.
He proved her knowledge to be so verv small,
That what she thought she knew she knew, she didn't know at all.
\\'hen all this at last the young woman found out.
She became bewildered, she began to doubt;
She began to wonder, she began to cry,
"Lack o' mercy on me ! Am I really 1.'
" If I be I, as I do hope I be,
There are things-in-themselves that I do see
;
If I be I, they'll turn out to be real,
And if I be not I, they'll prove themselves ideal."
So when the young woman began to analyze,
Phenomena only met her searching eyes.
She became discouraged, she began to cry,
" Lack o' mercy on me ! This is none of I ! "
There was a young woman put on a committee;
Seventeen quires she wrote with two stubs.
"Why should you work so?" I asked her in pity,
For she held office in twenty-three clubs.
"Young woman, young woman, young woman," cjuoth I,
"O wherefore, O wherefore, O wherefore so spry.'"
" I want to reform things from ocean to sky."
" But 3'ou'll break down, you know, by and by."
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Little Jill Hoiner
Sat in a corner
Computing the value of-:
She sat up till twelve
In her prolilcms to delve,
And said, "What a good girl am I!'
Little Miss Aluffet
Sat on a tuftet
Cribbing her drawings for Zoo.
There came the Professor
And tried to address her,
And frightened Miss Muftet c[uite blue.
There was a voung woman, and what do vou think?
She scrilihled with nothing but pencils and ink.
Pencils and ink were the chief thing she carried,
And yet this poor woman still hoped to be married.
Sing a song of Cliapel,
Just at half past eight
;
Four and twentv breathless girls
Bv a closed door—late.
When the door is opened,
(jirls begin to sing.
Is not this a merrv tale
Before the world to fling.'
Little Miss Crooks
Has lost her books.
And she can't tell where to lind tiiem.
If she onlv roams
Through the Catacombs,
She will see where kind friends have assigned them.
The Magazine Board sat up in its tree.
Looking as happy as happy could be.
Till Legenda came by, and remarked with a grin.
We're not going to put your photograph in.
Hard times such as these mean economy's vise,
And we long ago planned that ourselves appear twice;
And if wc appear twice, there'll be no room for vo/i
:
Don't cry, dears, for, prithee, what good will it do?
2lS
This is tlie College Beautiful.
This is the bell that rings in the morn,
And oft asunder dreams hath torn
For maidens fair and all forlorn,
By whom are brooms and dustpans borne,
Which sweep the matting, somewhat worn.
On the floors of the College Beautiful.
Baa, baa, Wellesley, have vou got a rule.'
Yes, sir, yes, sir, two whole pages full.
Part for the Seniors, Juniors too, and .Sophs
;
A lot for the Freshmen, but none at all for Profs.
AVhen our good Steward ruled this land.
He was a goodly king;
He gathered crusts, stale biscuits, too,
To make a bread pudding.
A bread pudding that steward made.
And put ten raisins in.
And for it cooked a wondrous sauce.
All pink and white, and thin.
No Faculty did eat thereof.
Nor did a student munch
;
Yet what they could not eat that night.
They had next day for lunch.
The President of '94 and sixty girls, one night.
Stayed in the P. L. R. three hours for naught, then winged their flight.
TO z .\
Little girl blue
Come blow your horn.




Three wise maids of Wellesley
Were alarmed by a mouse.
If the mouse had been madder.





The Century, April, 1S90.
BY the promise of noon's blue splendor in the dawn's first silver}' gleam,By the song of the sea that compelleth the path of the rock-cleaving stream,
I summon thee, recreant dreamer, to rise and follow thy dream.
At the inmost core of thy being I am a burning fire,
From thine own altar-flame kindled, the hour when souls aspire;^
For know that men's prayer shall be answered, and guard thy spirit's desire.
That v\ hich thou vvouldst be thou must be ; that which thou shalt be thou art.
As the oak, astir in the acorn, the dull earth rendeth apart,
Lo, thou, the seed of thy longing, that breaketh and waketh the heart.
Mine is the cry of the night wind, startling thy traitorous sleep;
Moaning, I echo thy music, and e'en while thou boastest to reap
Alien harvests, my anger resounds from the vehement deep.
I am the solitude folding thy soul in a sudden embrace;
Faint waxes the voice of thy fellow, wan the light on his face
;
Life is as cloud-drift about thee alone in shelterless space.
I am the drawn sword barring the lanes thy mutinous feet
Vainly covet for greenness, loitering pace or fleet.
Thine is the crag path chosen; on the crest shall rest be sweet.
I am thy strong consoler, when the desolate human pain
Darkens upon thee, the azure out-blotted by rush of the rain.
All thou dost cherish may perish ; still siiall thy guest remain.
Call me thy foe in tliy passion ; claim me in peace for thy friend :
Yet bethink thee, by lowland or upland, wherever thou wiliest to wend,
I am thy angel of judgment ; mine eyes thou must meet in the end.
—Katharine Lee Bates, 'So.
(J "^ong for To-da^.
a ROWETH the morning from gray to gold ;Up, my heart, and greet the sun !
Yesterday's cares are a tale that is told,
Yesterday's tasks are a work that is done.
Yesterday's failures are all forgot.
Buried beneath the billows of sleep.
Yesterday's burdens are as they were not;
Lay tiiem low in the soundless deep.
Share thy crust, and ask no dole;
Offer the cup thou wouldst ne\er drain.
Only he who saveth iiis soul
Loseth all that he fain would gain.
Smile witli him who has gained his desire;
Smile the gladder if at thy cost.
It was his to win and thine to aspire
;
It is his to-dav who loved the most.
Pluck the flower that blooms at thv door
;
Cherish the love that the day mav send :
Cometh an hour when all thy store
\'ainl3' were offered for flower or friend.
Gratefully take what life oflereth,
Looking to heaven nor seeking reward,
So shalt thou find, come life, come death.







was that tliey loved the children,
The children usetl to say
;
For there was no doubt
That when school was out,
At the same time everv day,
Down by the wall,
Where the g^rass grew tall,
Under the hedge of the hollyhocks.
One b}' one.
At the touch of the sun,
There opened the four-o'clocks.
It was that they loved the children,-
But the children have gone away
And somebody goes
When nobody knows,
At the same time every day.
To see by the wall,
Where the grass grows tall.
Under the hedge of the hollyhocks,
How, one by one.
At the touch of the sun,




3TRONG daughter of the Truth, with uplift eyesTo catch the sweetness of thy Father's face,And learn His will for thee, keep thou thy place
Far vanward, where the hymns of glor}' rise :
Guide, thou, my weaker footsteps, who art wise!
Teach me to know the great and wondrous grace
Of thy fine self-lessness, and speak apace
The word of life that in t!iv heart's depth lies.
Like Him who is the pattern for us all,
Thou art, in less degree, the wav, the life.
The truth, to me, thy child. . . . No shades can creep
Along thy pathway, neither sound of strife
Fall on thine ear; for thy soul's peace, so deep.
Is hid with Christ in God, bevond recall.





rRESH the dawn is hieaking,Purple grows the skv ;
Orchard birds aru wakinsj;,
Meadow grasses shaking
Dewy banners dr^-.
Which, pray, think you is the sweetest,
JDay that hngers, or night that is fleetest?
All the silver night,
All the night of Way,
Apple blossoms bright
Drifted clear and white.
In the moonbeams lay.
Which, pray, think you is the sweetest,
Day that lingers or night that is fleetest?
Wan the wind flowers wait,
Petal opal-tinted ;
At the Orient gate
Comes their king in state ;
Gold his auguries glinted.
Which, pray, think you is the sweetest.






LL day I vv:ilk in labor's ilusty ways,
And find in present work my joy ; at eve,
Of care and toil, not loath, I take my leave.
And on my quiet couch give place to praise
!
Far upward to the shadowy blue I gaze,
And watch the stars the great sun's loss retrieve.
My soul, in one, doth past and future weave,
And Hope and Mercy chant accordant lays.
The souls I love, distant however far,
Come forth like stars that brilliant day hath hid,
And look with large, kind, comprehending eyes,
Upon me through the gloom, serene and wise.
How can I lonely be, those friends amid
Whose love no change of time or place can mar?
-Josephine A. Cass, 'So.
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Oat on tl)e Cliffs at Twillgl)t.
Wellesley Magazine.
OUT on the cliffs at twilight,With sea-winds in one's hair,
The breadth and sweep
Of the mighty deep,
And the sigh of the ocean's prayer.
One hears it confess
Its sinfulness
In the sob of its ebb and flow,
While soft— sweet,
—
Close at one's feet,
The waters come and go.
Out on the clifts at twilight.
The flowers their silence keep
;
The roses fold
Their hearts of gold
In their petals, and go to sleep
;
But their fragrant prayer
Is in all the air,
As they rustle to and fro,
While soft—sweet,
—
Close at one's feet,
The waters come and go.
Out on the clifl's at twilight,
Only one's self and God,
A lone star-ray
Athwart the way
That no man's foot has trod.
Will He hear up there,
If one sa\'s a pra^'er.''
The fireflies flit and glow.
While soft— sweet,
—
Close at one's feet,





VER the city the mist looms gray ;
Smoke from the chimneys is shifting and streaming ;
The gilded Cross on the spire is gleaming—
A single rift in the cloudswept day ;
And over the city the mist looms gray.
The red brick rows stand gaunt and grim
—
Sentinel posts of trade's contriving ;
While faces seamed with its craft and striving
Peer from the dark to the daylight dim,
Where the red brick rows stand gaunt and grim.
An April swallow is floating slow
High o'er the roofs and the vellow river;
Careless is he of the hearts that quiver
Where hurrying feet past the bridges go
—
The April swallow is floating slow.
Onward presses the pilgrim throng;
None shall know of the goal that awaits them,
—
None but the Dreamer whose dream creates them.
Pouring His thought through the world along
As onward presses the pilgrim tiirong.
Above them Justice the balance holds,
Her tall white form from the prison lifting ;
Little she recks of the shadows drifting
—
She whom the bandage of blindness folds;
Above them Justice her balance holds.
All we would know the fog shuts out :
What of the heart of the day's dull history
—
Glory or gloom at the core of the mystery.'
Madness or vision the truth of the doubt.'
But all we would know the fog shuts out.
Over the city the mist looms gray
;
Smoke from the chimneys is shifting and streaming;
The gilded Cross on the spire is gleaming^
A single rift in the cloudswept day ;
And over the city the mist looms gray.
—Lillian Corbett Barnes, '91.
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THE night is drear and the stars are dim,There's a feeble moon o'erhead
;
And a gray mist clings to the rigid earth
Like a face cloth over the dead.
I must find my way through the trackless vague, An hour ago, at my lightest word
Though Tm loath, I'm loatli to go;
I must leave the light and the life I love,
For I died an hour ago.
I know I am dead, for my form lies there.
And my friends are weeping around.
They had given their lives for me ;
Now I call in vain, for their ears are deaf,
And my tears they cannot see.
There is no place left in the world I knew,
'Midst the friends I loved, for me;
And I clasp them in vain with shadowy hands, They are blind and deaf, and the earth is cold.
And my voice has lost its sound. And the night is gloomy to see.
I must wander forth through the cheerless mist.
Though the way I cannot know;
And there's never a friend or a ray of light
:
Oh, I'm loath, I'm loath to go!
Vespers.
THE obedient throb of the musicResponds to the ivory kevs
Like a prisoner unresisting
Through despair of its release ;
And aloft, with a holy radiance
Divine with the Sabbath peace.
The gold of the college motto
Is gleaming down.
And the lights above the altar
Are a crown.
One shuts one's eyes, and the music
Still throbs to the ivory keys,
'Till it throbs itself into memories
Whose voices never cease
;
And one's heart goes silently with it
Into other scenes than these.
The gold of the college motto
Is gleaming down,
And the lights above the altar
Are a crown.
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On Reading Poe's "£;igeia.
"
The Litekarv World, iSSo.
BEHOLD a lonely turret chamber, hung
I With gleaming tapestries, whereon are wrought
Dark arabesques, tliat mock the gazer's thougiit,
By subtle change to demon shapes. High swung
A lamp of twisted gold, with many a tongue
Of serpent flame : swift apparitions, caught
Anil prisoned fast in carven ebony : naught
Save leaden windows, whence no light is wrung.
What means this horror of enchanted gloom .'
O wizard poet, what this sound of woe.''
This weird, low music of the wailing wind,
Sweeps ever round the ever-darkening room !
''Behold, the open mystery doth show
The haunted chamber of the poet's mind I
"
—Marion Pelton Guild, '8o.
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oAt vSea.
Boston Transcript, November, iSSS.
H, splendid is the wide, unbroken reach of sky !
Splendid the one great sapphire of the sea !
The lone white gull is flitting homeless by,
And the wild waves exult in Titan glee !
And with a strong, incessant, tireless motion.
Like a soul-purpose which no doubt assails,
The mighty ship advances o'er the ocean.
But I am weary for a quiet nook of land.
Full of tall mapli^s and light-swaying ferns
;
The mountains guard it tenderly, a giant hand,
And safe within the red field-lily burns,
Like flames on Summer's altar. I am longing
For silent steadfastness of solemn hills,
Where vain ambitions will no more come thronging.




The Century, Aphil, 1S90.
MALL fellowship of daily commonplace
We hold together, dear, constrained to go
Diverging ways. Yet day by day I know
My life is sweeter for thy life's sweet grace;
And if we meet but for a moment's space.
Thy touch, thy word, sets all the world aglow.
Faith soars serener, haunting doubts shrink low,
Abashed before the sunshine of thy face,
Nor press of crowd, nor waste of distance, serves
To part us. Every hush of evening brings
Some hint of thee, true-hearted friend of mine
;
And as the farther planet thrills and swerves
When toward it through the darkness Saturn swings,






To the tune of " Appeau, Love, at thy Window."
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1. Breez - es from \Va - ban blow
2. Swift - ly we move thro' the





















Now in our baric fair and state
Leave it, but back thro' the still
Fare - well now to the breez
ly.
ness,





F'loat we a - way and a - way
;
Mes -sage of niu - sic we send.
And moon of the sil - v'ly light.
Ra - diaiit moon - beams and
That now with the rhythm of
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the oar, For we are the crew of nine - ty - four.
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mamma,take me home ; Ev - 'i y bod - y here 's so
they say I must expand, To meet the broader needs of























why did I from you roam,
I think I 'm fat e - nough

















and then they kindly say, Plenty time to get spatziergehen in.
they make me go to sleep, No matter how unlearned my lessons are.
.Spoken.
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row, row, row, And for - en - sics all in a row.
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Music by Edith Sawyer.
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mat- ics to delve, And said what a great girl am I? Lit - tie Jii:
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sat up till twelve Mathe - mat -ics to delve. And said what a good girl am I, . . . .
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Words by Alice Welch Kellugo. Music liy .Ir.Nius W. Hill,
for the Wellesley Glee Club.
1 H- H-
/ •
1. She is sliilled in Math - e - mat - ics, And knows more of Hy - dro - sta - tics Than I
2. She can French and Ger - man speak, And can write in an -cient (Ireek, Get - ting
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forms ex - per - i - ments, With the
deals hard blows at Russians, In his
knows a plant or tree. On the
di - vers el



























































































































4 Like a statue she can j)ose.
And interpret learned prose
In a way that makes my pulses wildlv beat.
||:.She has studied poetry lyric,
Epic also, and satyric,




More than all, the little sinner,
She can cook as good a dinner
As a hungrv man would ever wish to spy.
||:And I challenge the world over.
If two folks they can discover.
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Albany Teachers' Agency . . . .
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Cambridge School, Cambridge, Mass
Capen, Sprague & Co. .
Carter, H. H.
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Eastern Teachers' Agency .
Eimer & Amend
Fall River Line
FisK Teachers' Agency ....
French, Abram, Company
Grace, James J. .... .
Grimmer. C. P.
Hall, Martin L. & Co.
Harcourt Place Seminary, Gambier, Ohio,
Haskell, H. C.
Hearn, Charl-es W. ....
Hinds, A. S
Hollander, L. P. ,.S: Co.
HoLLiNGs. R. & Co. ....
Holmes, The, Company....
Horsman, E. I. .....
Houghto.n & Dutton ....
Houghton, Mifflin & Co.
Howard Seminary, West Bridgewater, Mass
Lnternational News Company
Jenkins, O. A. & Co. ....
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John P Lovkll Arms Co.mpany .
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Kakas & Sons ......
Kennedy's Champion Bisii its
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O. A. JENKINS & CO.
.Successors to GEO. N. BIGELOW & COMPANY
407 Washington Street, Boston.
KiNB Hats, Rich Kurs.
Sole Boston Agents for Connelly's New York Round
Hats and Pattern Bonnets.
Special Designs in High-grade Millinery.
FURRIERS AND LADIES HATTERS—^^
Walking and Sailor Hats a Specialty.
O. A. JENKINS & CO.






The Fisk Teachers' Agencies.
Everett O. Fisk & Co , Proprietors.
PRESIDENT.
4 Ashburton Place, Boston, Mass.
MANAGERS.
4 Asliburton Place, Boston, Mass.
4 Ashburton Place, Boston, Mass,
4 Ashburton Place, Boston, Mass.
4 Ashburton Place, Boston, Mass.
4 Ashburton Place, Boston, Mass.
70 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.
70 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.
106 Wabash Avenue, Chicago, III.
Room 3, 131 Third Street, Porthmd, Ore.
120 1-2 So. Spring St., Los Angeles, CaL
. 32 Church Street, Toronto, Can.
Send to any of the above agencies for loo-page Agency
Manual. Correspondence with employers is invited. Regis-








W. O. Pratt .
B. F. Clark .








Merriam, G. & C. Company,
Merrill Piano Co.
Michigan Central R.R.
Moseley, T. E. & Co. .
North Packing and Provision Co.











Read, Wm. & Son .































Seligman, J. & Co.
Shattuck & Jones .
Shepard, Norwell & Co.
Shreve. Crump & Low .
Silver, Burdett & Co.
SouLE Photograph Compan
Springer Bros.
SqyiRE, John P. iv: Co.
Statistics . . .9. 15, 19, 23
St. Denis Hotel, N. Y.
Stearns, R. H.
Stowell, a. & Co. .
Sturtevant & Haley
Tailbv. J. & Son
Thorp ^: Martin Co.
Thurston, John H.
TUTTLE, H. H. & Co.
Verse
Wadsworth, Rowland & Co































L. P. Hollander & Co.,
Nos. 202 TO 212 BoYLSTON Street, and Park Square, Boston.
ALSO aSO KIKTH AVENUE, NEW YORK.
ORDER DEPARTMENTS:
Costumes, Coats, Riding Habits, Millinery.
READY=MADE DEPARTMENTS:
Capes, Coats, Traveling Wraps; Dresses for street,
Outing and House Wear ; Trimmed Hats.
KiNE DRESS GOODS, GLOVES, PARASOLS, UNDERWEAR.
SAMPLES AND PRICES SENT ON APPLICATION.
ABFJAM FRENCH CO.
China, Crockery and Glass Merchants,





Comb and Brush Tray, Pen
Tray, Pin Tray, Puff Box,
Powder Box, Paste Box,
Match Box, Stamp Box, Ink
Stand, Ring Stand, Tall Can-
dlesticks, Low Candlesticks.
To BE SOLD IN SET8 OR SINGLE PIECES.
These Bureau Sets come in Havi-
land and Cauldon ware, rosebud pat-
tern, very decorative and useful.
Wedding, Engagement,
Anniversary, and Compliment^





PHOTOGRAPH MATERIALS.— Our prices on everything in tliis line are the lowest in Boston, and we












The best of all Ready Sensitized Papers. We receive it
fresh from the maker semi-weekly, and are authorized
by them to guarantee every sheet. If it will not
work well we repl.ace it with new.
4^5 SxS 6}ixS}i 4i5pergross.
18c. 35c. 50c. $1.50
All Other Sizes in Proportion.
21c.
Hard Rubber Trays.
5 X S 6'j X S's' Sx 10
49c. 63c. 98c.
Bromide Paper.
517 5 ^i S 6'i X S)^
3Sc. 39c. S8c.
All Other Sizes in Proportion.
Cameras, Lenses, Shutters, Plates, Chemicals, etc.,
etc., of every description, at the lowest prices in the
world.
Corner Tremont and Beacon Streets, BOSTON.
Shreve, Crump & Low
Company
147 Tremont Street, Boston.
Diamonds, Watches, Gems.
Canes, Umbrellas.
FINEST STOCK OF STATIONERY
CLASS-DAY INVITATIONS
COLLEGE PRINTING OF EVERY
DESCRIPTION
Shepard, Norwell & Co.
When you wish to buy
Gloves, Laces, Hoisery, Art Drapery
Silks, Fretwork, Screens
Or any kind of
.-. DRY GOODS .-.
Shepard, Norwell & Co.'s
Winter Street, Boston.
Goods sent by addressing our Mail Order Department




'Hi, hi! conductor, lii ! " she cried;
He stopped the car, she stepped inside:
Sing linlcy, dinky, dido.
Whereon a man jumped to his feet.
Reniartcing, "Madam, here's a seat;"
And she rephed with manner sweet,
"O Hnky, dinlcy, dido."
O linky—wh;U^" inquired tlie man;
Why. linky, dido," she began;
" O linky, dinky, dido."
' Ah ! " he exclaimed, with pulse astir,
' Am I correct if I infer
Your way of saying 'Thank you, sir,'
Is, 'Linky, dinky, dido?'"
'Oh no," she hiughed, with manner g.ay;
'That's not my purpose when I say,
'My linky, dinky, dido.'
I'm trying to evolve a song
To celebr.ate with praises strong
That Hook and Eye they call DeLong,
With linky. dinky, dido."
' Let me assist," the fellow said,
And straight she followed as he led
With linky, dinky, dido:
Hear Gabriel shout his final trump
;
Perfection can no higher jump.
And here's an instance, 'see that HUMP?
O linky, dinky, dido,"















































































M. J. CONANT & CO.
COMMISSION DEALERS IN
Butter, Cheese, Eggs, and Beans
21 and 22 South Harket Street, 27 Chatham Street
'^-'-^°Tv].c..r. BOSTON, MASS.
STUDENTS CAN EIND AT our StorE-^-^_^
A CHOICE SELECTION OF FINE AND MEDIUM GRADE
Boots, Tennis and Gymnasium Slioes
WalkinSf 5h0eS '" ^" *^^^ "^^ styles, including the "BLUCHER'
STUDENTS AND FACULTY. HENRY H. TUTTLE & CO.
435 Washington Street, Boston, Mass.
Univiounted Photographs ok
Hncient anb /Ifcobcun XlXHork8 of Hvt
Representing the Masterpieces (if Painting;. Sculpture and Architecture
VIEWS FROn ALL PARTS OF THE WORLD
Mounted Photographs for framing in great variety ; all the new subjects as fast as published. Artistic framing
to order Over 14,000 subjects in stock. Mail orders receive prompt attention. In writing please men-
tion the Legenda.
Soule IPbotoGvapb Company ^^ S Washington SxrketBOSTON
The WettestcY Legenda.
"^yE XIA.KE A SPECIALTY OEL
Fine Steel Engraving and Embossing.
<:i^ <Ci^ ^c^ *o
The latest and correct styles in Engraved ^ We Make a SPECIAL OFFER to furnish
Calling Cards, Invitations, Etc. CO^ a Monogram, or Two=line Street Die,
Samples and estimates cheerfully ^S^ ^"^ Two Quires Finest Paper, and
furnished.
^^
Envelopes Embossed, for $2.68.
'^z^ ^::> ^i» <;:>
THORP & MARTIN CO., Manufacturing Stationers,





You tried them ?
The WeUcslCY l^egenda.
5TURTEVANT & HALEY
BEEF AND SUPPLY COMPANY
Wholesale and Retail Dealers in
Beef, Pork, Lard, and Hams,
Smoked and Dried Beef,
Smoked, Corned, and Saltpetered
Tongues. Tripe, Sausages, Etc.
-38 ANID -40 KANEUIL HALL N4ARK:ET,
BOSTON.
Slaughter House,
No. 1 1 Brighton Abattoir.




Can always be ensured if, after exposure to the sun
and rough winds, ladies will use
Hinds' Honey and
Almond Cream.
It is particularlj recommended for
Chapped Hands,
Face and Lii-s, Rough, Hard or Irritated Skin,
Pimples, Scaly Eruptions, Wrinkles, Chil-
blains, Burns, Scalds, Wounds, Chafing, Ivy
Poison, Stings and Bites of Insects, Inflamed
AND Irritated Piles, Salt Rheum, Eczema,
and all the various conditions of the Skin of like
character.
The Superiority of
Hinds' Honey and Almond Cream
Consists in its wonderful purifying and healing properties and cleanliness.
It is unlike any other preparation for the Skin and Complexion, in that
it contains no Oils, Greasy substances or Chemicals, neither Starchy or Muci-
laginous principles to obstruct the pores of the skin ; is quickly absorbed, leaving
no trace of its use, and cannot injure the most delicate or sensitive skin.
A Sample Bottle FREE by mentioning this Book.
PREPARED only by
A. S. HINDS, Portland, He.




























THE BOSTON COOKING SCHOOL . . . '"TZi;! .«..
Use and recommend -=r-^
Pure Leaf Lard ^^
It pays to use the PLirest foods, as purity is essential to health.
Nothing- can equal the Pure Leaf, tried out in the old-fashioned way.
G"uaranu:"puHtT"''''' JOHN P. SQUIRE & CO., Bostoii, Mass.
G. A. SAWYER . . .




Basement No. ? Faneuil Hall Market
Slaughtering Establishment at





is recommended by phjsicians of all schools, for restoring brain force or nerv-
ous energy, in all cases where the nervous system has been reduced below
the normal standard by overwork, as found in lawyers, teachers, students and
brain-workers generalh'.
Dr. C. H. Goodman, St. Louis, says: " Have used it for several years,
with especially good results in nervous prostration, the result ot mental ef-
forts ; also in sleepless conditions of brain-workers."
Descriptive pamphlet free on application to
D t e u .* H 1 •* • RUMFORD CHEMICAL WORKS, Providence, R. I.Beware of Substitutes and Imitations.
For Sale by all Druggists.
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pine Ghina, Qiass and Lamps.
'J^HE subscribers offer an extensive stock of tlie
best products of English. French, German,
Austrian, and Domestic Potteries and Glass Fac-
tories, — embracing every household requisite in
this line. (J
JN the Art Pottery Rooms (third floor, take lift)
will be seen choice specimens adapted to Wed-
ding GIFTS; also an extensive exhibit of Engage-
ment Cups and Saucers, from the low cost to the
most expensive specimens.
JONES, McDUFFEE & STRATTON,
Seven Floors
Inspection Invited
Fine China, Glass and Lamps.
r20 FRANKLIN STREET, BOSTON, MASS.
FALL RIVER LINE.
Boston and New York
STEAMEKS :
Puritan, Pilgrim, Plymouth, and Providence.
Pullman Vestiuuled Express Train composed of
Parlor Cars and regular passenger coaches, leaves Park Square
Station, Boston, week days, at 6 p. m., running through to
steamer at Fall River in eighty minutes. Due in New York
7.30 A. M. Annex boat connection between Pier 2S, North
River, and Jersey City and Brooklyn, on arrival.
Splendid Orchestra on each Steamer.
Tickets, Statt-rooins, etc., secured at
No. 3 Old State House, corner Washington and
State Streets, and at
Park Square Station, Boston.
J. R. KENDRICK, GKO. L. CONNOR,
Gen. Manager. Gen. Pass. Ag*t.
L. H. PALMER. Agent, No. 3 Old State House,
BOSTON, MASS.
Sfiore Line (Ra") Route to New York.
9 A. M.— (Colonial Express) Week days, Boston to '\\'ash-




{ Bay State Limited) Week days, due in New York
3 P.M. A \'fstibuled train composed entirely of parlor cars
and parlor smoking car. Buffet service.
10.03 A. M.^(Day Express) Week days, due New York 4.30
p. M. Buffet Parlor Cars and through coaches.
1 p. M.— (Afternoon Express) Week days, due New York
7.30 P.M. Buffet Parlor Cars and through coaches.
3 p. M.—(Shore Line Express) Week davs, due New York
9 p. M. Parlor Cars, Parlor Smoking car, and through coaches,
with Dining car between Boston and New London.
5 p. M.— (Gilt Edge Express^ Daily, due New York 11 p.m.
Parlor cars. Parlor Smoking car, and through coaches, with
Dining car between Boston and New London.
7.30 p. M.
—
(Federal Express) Daily, Boston to Washing.
ton without change. PuMman Vestibuled Sleeping cars and
through coach to Philadelphia. Buffet service.
12 p. M.
—
(Midnight Express) Daily, due New York 7 a.m.
Through Sleeping cars and " Allen " Compartment cars.
Tickets, Drawing-room car seats and Sleeping-car berths
secured at 3 Old State House, and at Park Square Station.
J. R. Kendrick. Geo. L. Connor.
51/ Vice Prt-.^iifcut. Pass. Traffic Manager.
New York, New Haven & Hartford R.K.
L. H. Palmer, Agent, No. 3 Old State House, Boston, Mass_
iS
Tl)c Wctlcstcv LcQxnda.
Tt)e Average Age of sStadents b^ Classes.
The WetlestcY L/eg^enda.
William S. Butler & Company
Bonnets
I
HiaH =CLASS MILLINKRY NOVELTIES,
Nos. 90 to 98 Tremont Street
BOSTON, MASS.
Trimmed Millinery Department
Second Floor No. 160 Rue Montmartre
Dana Hall School,
Wellesley, flass.
Thorough preparation for College work,
with opportunities for advanced study in
French, German and Music.














And is made in all the correct sizes, styles, and finishes,
with Envelopes to match. Complete samples
upon receipt of 4 cents in stamps if your
dealer does not keep them,
Sahuel Ward Company
Paper Merchants, Stationers, Engravers, Printers
49 and 51 Franklin Street
BOSTON, MASS.
Proprietors of the celebrated Boston Linen,
Boston Bond and Bunlver Hill Writing Papers.
Foreign Teachers'
Bureau,
No. 3 F'ARIv STREET,
Boston, JVlass,
..EIGHT YEARS ESTABLISHED.
We need teachers at all times lor
all departments of private school
work.
DREKA
..Fine Stationery and Engraving House...









STEEL PLATE ENGRAVING FOR FRATERNITIES, CLASSES AND COLLEGE ANNUALS
All work is e.xecuted in the establishment under the personal supervision of Mr. Dreka, and only in the best manner. Unequaled
facilities and long, practical experience enable us to produce the newest styles and most artistic effects, while our reputation is a
guarantee of the qualit>' of the productions of this house.
Designs, Samples, and Prices sent on application.
The WettesleY L,egenda.





Spi^ingfield Line . .
.
. . BETWEEN .
.
BOSTON AND NEW YORK.
Trains Leave Either City at ... .
9.00 A. n. (except Sunday), due at 3.30 P. H.
11.00 A. n. (except Sunday), due at 5.30 P. fl.
4.00 P. n. (Daily), due at 10.00 P. H.
1 1.00 P. n. (Daily), due at 6.40 A. H.
DRAW1NG=R00M CARS ON DAY TRAINS. SLEEPING CARS ON NIGHT TRAINS.
For time tables, reservations in palace cars, tickets, ov information of any kind,
call on nearest ticket apent, i>r
A. S. HANSON, Qen'l Pass. Agent,
BOSTON, MASS.























































X. E. NlOSELEY Sz COMPANV
®© Fine shoes ®@
A larg:e assortment for Young Ladies, in all the latest and leading- styles, for walking
or dress wear. Oxford Ties in Goat, Calf, Kid, Patent Leather, or Russet Color in great
variety. Riding Boots a specialty. Prices reasonable. Discount to Wellesley College.
•46Q WP^SHINGrTOK STREET, BOSTON
Cutler Brothers & Comrany
WHOLESALE IMPORTING AND JOBBING
Druggists and Chemists
NOS. 80 BROAD AND lO ^ 12 HAMILTON STREETS
Lowe & Reed. 1826 T
—
>
Reed, Cutler & Co., 1861 JZ30ST0N, JVlASS.
iViARTiN L. Hall & Conipany
@© Wholesale .
13 AND 1-4 South xMari-cet VlrOCei S ^
33 ANU 34 Chathaive Streets
A. J. ADAMS
FRED. P. VIRGIN













Onyx and Cut Glass.
DAINTY CREATIONS IN SHADES TO XIATCH.
R. HOLLINQS & CO.,
Importers and Manufacturers
523, 525 XA^ASHINQXON STREET,
BOSTON.
.Opposite R. H. White & Co.
Live and Boiled Lobsters,
Fresh Shad, Blue Fish, Salmon,
Kippered Herring, Soused Mackerel,
Canned Smelts,
QUEEN OLIVES, LIMES,
PLAIN, SWEET, AND FANCY MIXED PICKLES.
All kinds of
RIVER, LAKE, AND OCEAN FISH
Bright, fresh goods; prompt delivery; prices right.
VISIT THE OLD AND RELIABLE
PEOPLE'S FISH MARKET,




Trunk and Skate Straps.













472 and 474 Broadway
J. M. SULLIVAN D. W. SULLIVAN
GEO. H. CHESSMAN & COHPANY
General Commission and Produce Dealers
No. 21 SOUTH SIDE FANEUIL HALL MARKET
BOSTON
Established in ISTO Branch, 454 Boylston Street
Y. M. C. A. Building
^Wr ANDREW J. LLOYD 6c CO.
TRADEMARK. OPTICIANS,
IMPORTERS AND IvIAN UKACTURERS.
Nos. 323 and 325 WASHINGTON STREET, BOSTON, MASS.
To avoid mistakes, please notice tliat THE WASHINGTON STREET STORE IS OPPOSITE THE OLD SOUTH CHURCH, and
all Cases accompanying our Opera, Field and Marine Glasses, Spectacles, Eye Glasses, etc., bear the accompanying Trade Mark.
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EATI-EY'S HOTEL, A. Baii.FY, Pn)i.ri.i.>r.
Thi3 hotel is ..n the line of B'-^tnu ami Albany R.R., three quarters of
an hour's ride from Boston, and is rumn rti-d by way of coach to Wellesley
College, passing the hcautiful i-stuti.' nf 11. II, Ifunnewftl, Guests conveyed
from depot and Collcere tree of ehurpe. Fir-it-tla-s Iimtv -^tahle connected
with house. Also, Proprietor of Bai]i-v\ llo-.tioi Kxiinv-ii and Welleslev
College Baf^a^e Transfer Co. Teleuhiiii.' .niin.-.tjnii tnoiMlepot and Col-
lege to Hotel. First class in every respect. Ternis rraMinahle.
Packer'5 Tar Soap
Is undoubtedly the best Shampooing agent known.
It does not dry the hah", but makes it soft and
glossy; and is refreshing and beneficial to the hair
and skin. Physicians order its use in treatment of
Dandruft", Baldness, and Skin Diseases. It im-
proves the complexion.




Advanced Freshmen .... 9
Freshmen z^^i
Resident Graduates .... 11
Candidates for Batchelor's Degrees 666
Noncandidates for Degrees . . 68
Total Ximiber 1S93-94 . . 745
Total 666
Resident Candidates for higher Degrees .
Nonresident Candidates for higher Degrees
27
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The iA^ONDER OF Hehling!
CURES
CATARRH, RHEUHATISn, NEURALGIA, SORE THROAT, PILES, WOUNDS, BURNS, AND
HEnORRHAQES OF ALL KINDS.
Used Internally and Externally. Prices, 50c., $1.00, $1.75.
POND'S EXTRACT CO., New York and London.
Furs! Furs!
Jackets, Sacques and Mantles
We sliow the largest stock in Boston, all our own manufacture,
and made in the latest Paris styles.
Our Shoulder Capes are made from all the fashionable furs, and
are in all the new styles. We make a specialty of repairing and
remodeling Sacques, Jackets and Capes.
Edward Kakas & Sons, The Leading Fur
162 Tremont Street, Boston, Mass.
28
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CAPKN, SPRAOUE & COMPANY
LUBRICATING AND BURNING f\ If ^ NAPHTHA AND GASOLENE
8 CUSTOM HOUSE STRKET, BOSTON.
TRY IT
CAPODONE, FOR THE TEETH
*^
A LIQUID SAPONACEOUS DENTIFRICE
%
Fref-ared and sold B^'
OTIS CLAPP & SON, Boston and Providence.
CHARLES W. PBRRY,
Apothecary
Pure Drugs and Toilet Articles, Perfuim^ery, Etc.






Caterer an^ (Jonfectione r.
Will give prompt attention to all orders. Skillful and







Custom Garments ht Populkr Prices.
Sole Agents for the Famous P. & P. Kid Gloves.
The Most Elegantly Appointed Specialty Cloak House in
America for Ladies.
MEDIUM AND FINE GRADE GOODS ONLY.
31
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Exercising Machine. Price, $5.00.
Ladies' Shirts and Blouses, $3.75 and up. Made to special or-
der : Ladies' Jackets and Skirts. Entire suits for street wear, out-
side garments, storm ulsters, waists and blouses. Samples and
models now ready at very reasonable prices.
New Shirtings now ready. French Madras, English Oxfords,
Scotch Cheviots, and Wash Goods, For men's negligee and
outing shirts : for ladies' and children's waists and blouses, or
sold bv the vard.
Seashore and Country Outfits. Ladies', men's, and boys' negli-
gee shirts, fishing shirts, rowing shirts, bathing suits, ladies'
sweaters, men's sweaters, towels and wrappers at Noyes' Bros.
Lounging or Blanket Wrap. For the sick room, nursery, bath,
steamer traveling, railway carriage, and yachting, for men,
women, children, and the baby, $2.75 to $35, with hood and
girdle complete. For railway car or steamer traveling they are
a positive luxury and comfort. Fifty choice patterns now in
stock or made to special oi'der.
NOYES BROTHERS,
Washington and Summer Streets, BOSTON, MASS., U. S. A.
...REFERENCE BOOKS...
Maturin M. Ballou (editor).
A Treasury of Thought. An Encyclopaedia of Quotations.
S\o, full ^ilt, $3.50; half calf, of half morocco, $6.00.
Pearls of Thought. i6mo, full gilt, $1.25; half morocco,
$2.50.
Notable Thoughts about Women. Crown Svo, $1.50.
Edge^Tools of Speech. Svo, $3.50; half calf or half mo-
rocco, $6.00.
Clara Erskine Clement.
Painters, Sculptors, Architects, Engravers, and their
Works. A Handbook. With manv Illustrations. \\"ith
Index of Artists, Authors, Amateurs; Chronolofjical
Tables of the Principal Painters of the Italian, Flemish,
Dutch, German, Spanish, French, and English Schools,
with Dates of Birth aud Death. i2mo, $3.00; half calf,
$5.00; tree calf, $7.00.
A Handbook of Legendary and Mythological Art. With
about 175 Descriptive Illustrations. i2mo, $3.00; half
calf, $5.00; tree calf, $7.00.
Christian Symbols and Stories of the Saints, as lllus>
trated in Art. Edited by Katherine E. Conway.
With many full-page Illustrations. Crown Svo, gilt top,
$2.00; half calf, $5.00; full levant, $7.00.
The same. New Edition (not illustrated). Crown Svo,
$1.50-
Stories of Art and Artists. Illustrated. 4to, $4.00; half
white vellum cloth, $4.50; half calf, $7.50.
Clara Erskine Clement and Laurence Mutton.
Artists of the Nineteenth Century, and their Works.
A Handbook containing 2050 Biographical Sketches.
Fully revised. i2mo, $3.00; half calf, $5.00; tree calf,
$7.06.
George Willis Cooke.
Cuide=Book to the Poetic and Dramatic Works of Rob-
ert Browning. Crown Svo, gilt top, $2.00; when bought
in connection with set of Browning's Works, Riversuie
Edition, $1.75.
Sold by (ill Booksellers. Sent, postpaid, by
HOUGHTON, MIFFLIN & CO., Boston.
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HENRY M. BURR & COMPANY
Novelties in Millinery
Ax POPULAR PRICES
490 WASHINGTON STREET, BOSTON
Class of NinetA^-FOCtr-irresfiman <lear.)
Average Age....... 19 years, S months.
Average Height ...... 5 feet, 3.3 inches.
Average Lung Capacity . . . . 13S cubic inches.
Class of Ntnet>^-POQr :^Oat CreW-{KovemJ.er, 5eiiior Ueai.)
Average Lung Capacity .... 159 cubic inches.
Average Strength of Back .... 139-7 pounds.
Average Strength of Chest .... 57 pounds.
..HENRV C. HASKELL..
11 John Street, New York,
DKSIGNER AND NlAKER.
Society Badges, Fraternity Pins, Rings, Emblem Jewels of every description.
Medals—Trophies for presentation, from original and artistic designs.
Wlien you want anything in above line, will esteem it a favor to submit special designs, with
estimates, or answer enquiries by mail.
We send design plates FREE upon request.




^jiecioi vlttcntton 4nii<'n to '\*ilo"(k-
PHo. 352 '?)0«i;..(|toH $tmi,
Booi-c AND Pamphlet Binding in All Its Varieties.
ROBBRT BURLBN,
PAPER RULING,
BoOIv AND PaIVLPHLET BiNDINQ,
$0 Arch Street and 197 Devonshire Street,
BOSTON.
Special Attention Paid to Binding of Large Illustrated Works, Engravings, etc.
Old Books Rebound, and Folios of Every Description Made to order.
PASSENGER ELEVATOR AT 197 DEVONSHIRE STREET. FREIGHT ELEVATOR AT 56 ARCH STREET.
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BAUSCH & LOME OPTICAL COMPANY










NEW YORK. N. Y.
H. L. LHMRENCE S CO.
Wholesale and Retail Dealers in
POULTRY .*' OwmE
Smoked Tongues and Honey Comb Tripe ^
STALLS 46 AND 48 FANEUIL HALL HARKET
H. L. LAWRENCE
J. P. LAWRENCE
F. H. HOSMER Boston
35
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Geo. a. Pi-UTVYTVYER iSt Co.
531 and 533 Washington Street.
Now Open . . The Latest Productions in Ladies' and Misses'
Spring Costumes, Wraps,
Coats and Waists.
A Great Variety of Styles from which





Family and Day School.
It has individual advantages tor a
limited number of family pupils and
a full course successfully fitting for
leading colleges. A certificate admits
to Wellesley.
Walnut Hills, Cincinnati, Ohio.
HPQ600RT PLAGE SEPIIPRY
Gambikr, Ohio.
MRS. ADA I. AYER-HILLS, B.A., Principal.
rnms school was founded in lSS7 with a Faculty
I drawn entirely from Wellesley College. College
preparatory and linishing courses. An estate of
twelve acres. Location of surpassing beauty and
healthfulness, in the Episcopal educational center of
Ohio. Elegant buildings, tastefully furnished. Supe-
rior in its teaching force, and in all its appointments, it
was founded to be the most completely equipped and
desirable school for girls west of the Alleghany Moun-





^ ^he §)Qr\\oT (Jlass photo^rc\pl7er of (/^ellesley (Jolle^e, '94 * *
TiQCULD respectfully inform ail students tliat by the nature of his contract
with the Senior Class, all students and friends of students of said Cc>llege
are entitled to and will receive the tinest of photographs, at reduced rates, at his
studio in Boston, to which you are invited to call and inspect the specimens on
exhibition. Obtain tickets for the purpose of sitting: at reduced rates, up to June
20, 1894, of the Senior Class Photo. Committee, Miss Eleanor S. Chace, Chairman.
Very respectfully,
392 BOYLSTON Street, NEAR Berkeley Street, charles w. hearn.
Boston.
J. TAILBV & SON,
..Florists..
Opposite railroad statio>j, wellesley, N'Iass.
Cut Flowers and Plants of the choicest varieties
constantly on hand.
Roses, Carnations, Lilies of the Valley, Violets, English Primroses in their season.
Bulbs in Variety.
Floral designs for all occasions, arranged at shortest notice. Orders hy mail or ottierwise promptly attended to.
Flowers carefully paciied and forwarded to all parts of ttie United States and Canada.
37
3n (Appeal.
Maidens, give me your attention,
Listen all to what 1 say,
I a subject now must mention
That I've thought on many a day.
Now, you all have noticed, doubtless,
That our building seems to be
A center of attraction boundless
For dogs of high and low degree.
But you mav not all have pondered
On each aspect of the case.
When endearments vou have squandered
On favorites of the canine race.
!Manv of us love the canine,
Love to see his sportive play
;
Having him in recitation
Helps to while the time away.
Love to see him walk sedately
Up and down the chapel aisle
;
Or parade, with motion stately,
Li the dining room awhile.
But, alas ! tliere'e some among us
Who the species don't adore;
Do not relish, just at midnight.
Hearing scratching at the door.
So I earnestly request you.
That when next a dog vou meet.
And desire to show him favor,








Boston Traveller, May q, iSqS-
Among the pianos of the present day
-commanding marked attention by the best




THE HERRILL PIANO COMPANY,
From the Nezo Tork Music Trade
Revie7t\ under date of Dec. ij, iSq2.
We have examined the pianos manu-
factured by J. N. Merrill Boston, and un-







We sell no others.
S. S. PIERCE &. CO., Boston
ARTISTIC LUNCHE5
and how to use BURNETT'S COLOR PASTES; a dainty
little book, by Helen Louise Johnson, may be had by
sending your name and address to
JOSEPH BURNETT & CO.,
27 Central Street, Boston.
^y^^t
Highest of all in leavening A
) strength. — V. S. Gov't Report, (g
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The Largest Sporting Goods House in the World.
AYO
RACER. 19 lbs.
I ATF^T strictly High Grade.
f^wy All Sizes and Prices.
^^1^3 1. Latest Improvements.
POINTERS \ Strength, Speed, Weight,
OIE ' ^" ' ' "" I Ease of Running.
JOHN P. LOVELL ARMS CO.,
NVL Manufacturers and Jobbers in Arms, Bicycles,
Sporting Goods,
BOSTON, MASS.J liicycle Catalogue free to all.
"Send for one— it will interest you.
Agents Wanted.—Write for terms.










High-class Manicure, 50 Cents.
Hair-Dressing in all Branches.
Good Books
Were never so cheap as now
We make a specialty of carrying' the most
Complete line possible of
Books of real value, covering all
Departments of literature
We sell Books at a liberal discount from publishers' prices
Paper-covered Books and Cheap Editions a specialty
De Wolfe, Fiske & Co.
The Archway Bookstore
Nos. 361 and 365 Washington Street, Boston
.K^Send for our Catalog:ue.
RAYMOND'S VACATION EXCURSIONS.
ALL TRAVELING EXPENSES INCLUDED.
Fifty-Eight Summer and Autumn Tours.
To the principal resorts of New Eiit;i:iiid. tlie MicUie States and Canada, incliidinj; tlie White Mountains, Isles of
Shoals, Mount Desert, Moosehead Lake, Montreal, Quebec, the Saguenay and St. Lawrence Rivers, Lake St.
John, Lake Meniphremagos', St. Andrews, St. John, " The Land of Evangeline," Hahfa.x, the Br.as d'Or Lakes of
Cape Breton Ishuid, Prince Edward Island, the Hudson River. Saratoga, Lake George, Lake Champlain, Ausable
Chasm, the Green Mountains and the Berkshire Hills, the Adirondacks, the Lehigh Valley, V/atkins Glen, Niag.ira
Falls, the Thousand Islands, Trentr>n Falls, etc.
Excursions to Alaska, outward via the Canadian Pacific Railway, and homeward through the Yellowstone
National Park ; July 9th and 23d.
Excursions to Colorado, Utah, and the Yellowstone National Park, and also to Colorado and Return;
July 23d and August 13th.
Excursion to the Yellowstone Park and Return, and also tii the Yellowstone Park and Across the Con-
tinent, returning via California and Colorad(.i; September 3d.
Winter tours to Mexico. California, the Sandwich Islands, etc.
Fourth Grand Excursion to the Old World.—A Special Train through Central and Northern Europe, with a
visit to the Land of the Midnight Sun, the party to leave New York by the North German Lloyd Line, June 26th.
Other tours to follow.
. . . .
Send for descriptive book, mentioning the particular tour desired.
RAYMOND & WHITCOMB, 296 Washington Street, opposite School Street. Boston, Mass.
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K. B. CLARK Washington Street,
WELLESLEY, MASS.
Choice Groceries
Fresh Fruits, Nuts and Confectionery. Canned Goods, Kennedy's Crackers.
All orders will receive prompt attention.—A. B. Clark.
ESTABLISHED iSlS.
BR00K5^ROTH ER5,
Broadway, cor. 22d St., N. Y. City.
CLOTHING AND FURNISHING GOODS
Ready Made and Made to Measure.
FOR SPRING AND SUMMER OF 1894.
In announcing' the opening of the season's goods, we desire
to call most particular attention to the fact that we have avoided
the present general tendency to reduce stock, and have in no
way curtailed ours, either in quantity or variety. On the con-
trary, we have added several new classes of garments not
hitherto obtainable ready made. In style and cut we have en-
deavored to guard against those exaggerations of fashion so
generally found in lower grades of ready-made garments.
Our Furnishing Department embraces a most complete
assortment of articles in that line for Boys as well as Men.
We would call especial attention to a line ol leather and wicker
goods in this department, including Luncheon Baskets for two,
four, six, or eight persons, also Leather Traveling and Kit
Bags, Sheffield Plate Flasks, Riding Whips, Crops, etc.





Seventeen miles from Boston. Students
carefully prepared for Wellesley and other
colleges for women.






IMPORTERS AND RETAILERS OF
Dry Goods
FINE WOOL DRESS GOODS IN LATEST DESIGNS.
Black and Colored Silks,
Ladies' Garments, Duchesse Gloves, Passementeries, Laces,
Ribbons, Underwear, and Handkerchiefs.
The newest goods, most reliable qualities, and exclusive styles, always to be found:
in these departments.
Chandler & Company
Winter Street, Boston, Mass.
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mm Hall SGHool for Girls
\^^AS removed in the summer of 189> to
a new and much more extensive build-
ing'. It now others the finest accommoda-
tions of any school of this character in New
England.
The number of pupils is limited to twenty.
Five of the teachers are resident. Music and
the modern languages are prominent features.
The School reopens September I8th.
Address




A PRIVATE School for Young" Ladies-
Prepares for Radclitfe, Wellesley, Vas-
sar, and other colleges. There are Grad-
uate Courses for young ladies who have
tinished their work in other schools, but
do not care to go to college. There are





salary of ten thousand dollars a year for a woman teacher
woulci have seemed preposterous a few years ago, yet we can
secure it if we can find the woman. The chairman of the nom-
inating committee made personal application to us. *' It is not
a question of salary," he said, " hut of the woman. We would
rather pay ten thousand dollars than less if she is worth it."
We are not over-confident of finding her. We mentioned some
of the hest women teachers to him. All of them had been con-
sidered, and upon one of them the lot niitiht possibly fall. But
there were points in which she did not quite meet the ideal of the
committee. In fact, the right woman is not now in the front
rank. She is doing quiet work in a modest wav in some seclu-
ded school, and must be fflfl nfin ^^hy he came to us. If
discovered. That was vlUiUUU the choice must be made
from those already known to Ikj good teachers, he wouldn't
need to come to an agencv. We wish we knew where she is.
Perhaps some reader of this can help us. " First a woman,
then a lady, then as much more as you can get " AH this, of
course: this is our old motto, on which our success has been
liased. But this must be a grand woman—such a woman
among women as Mark Hopkins was a man among men. And
a lady who has or w-ill acquire social distinction—be recog-
nized as pre-eminently a lady. And there must be considerable
more to get too. Dear, dear, when she has been foui.d it will
be easy to say, "Why, of course." But just U/nUAU
now we are puzzled. Who will help us find the WUIVlHri
THE SCHOOL BULLETIN AGENCY
C. W. Bardeen, Manager, Syracuse, N. Y.
BEACON HILL
Stationery Store.
Special Prices to Students on
Paper, Blank Books, Cards and College
Invitations.
Also Stylographic and Fountain Pens.
H. H. Carter & Company,
3 BEACON STREET, BOSTON.
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MEDAL AND DIPLOMASWORLDS FAIR CHICAGO.
fOR PUF\E LEAF LARD.HAMS.BACON.
DRY, SALTED AND PICKLED MEATS.
BARREL POl^K. PURE LARD. SAUSAGES.
THElB
^^^- NORTH STAR h^^d
SURE TO PLEASE.
HOWARD SEMINARY.
"VyELL endowed school for girls Laige and expe-
rienced corps of regular and special teachers.
Academic and College Preparatory courses of study.
Special preparatory Course to fit pupils for the regular
courses. Certificate of the Principal admits to the
Colleges. Thorough training in Classics, Mathematics
and English History to prepare pupils well for College.
Excellent opportunity for the study of Music, Art,
Elocution, French, and German, under teachers who
haye had exceptional advantages in this country and in
Europe.
Careful attention paid to the health of pupils.
Buildings Large, convenient and well equipped. School
building and residence entirely separate. The location
is quiet, healthful and accessible, on the Old Colony
Railroad, twenty-five miles south of Boston.
For full information send to the Principal,
HORACE MANN WILLARD, D.Sc.
West Bridgewater, Mass.
YOUNG LADIES'JOURNAL
Published Alonthly on the IS«h day of the month
preceding its date.
]=*ACH part contains all the
latest Paris Fashions,
with Gigantic Fashion Sup-
plement of many Figures,
and Colored Fashion Plate
of twenty-four Figures, be-
sides numerous Stiiries, New
Music, New Embroidery De-
signs, Patterns, etc. Price,
30 cents a copy ; or yearly,
54.00. including the extra
Christmas Number, post-
paid. For sale by all news-
dealers, and by
THE INTERNATIONAL NEWS COMPANY,
83 and 85 Duane 3treet,








"There is an atmosphere of home comfort and
hospitable treatment at the St. Denis which is rarely
met with in a public house, and which insensibly





FINE HALF TONE COPPER PLATES.
7 and 9 State Street,
BOSTON.
My little boy, aged three years, had a severe
Cougti all Winter, resulting from La(irippe. For
two weeks we did not sleep at night. When the
paroxysms came on he had to be held up to keep
him from choking to death. Though we had
physicians, and the boy
took medicine all the
lime, he never seemed
lo get any relief until I
began to "give him Piso s
Cure for Consumption.
He would sleep sev-
eral hours after taking






I j as soon as he could get
breath. Sometimes I
gave him three doses during the night, and after each dose he would go to
sleep. We are now giving him the third liottle, and he is so nenrlv well
that a dose taken occasionally is all that is necessary.—Mrs. A. H. Smith,
Bald Knob, Arkansas, April 21, 1893.




Historical Atlas and General History. Royal octavo. 2ij
pp. of text; iq8 Progressive Colored Maps; )o Genealogical
Charts, by Robert H. Labberton. Price, $2.00. Library
Edition, half morocco and gilt. Price $3.50. Invaluable to
the student of historv.
Historical Geography of the United States. i2mo-. 45
Colored Maps, with text, by Townsend MacCoun. Price, 00
cents- " The greatest mechanical aid for the study of United
States Historv during a generation."
Institutes of General History. By President E. Benjamin
Andrews. D.D , LL.D., of Brown L'niversity. Price. $2.00.
Principles and Practice of Morality, or Ethical Principles
Discussed and Applied. By Ezekie! Oilman Robinson. D D .
LL.D.. late President of Brown LIniversity. i2mo. cloth,
2P4 pp. Price. Ji-so.
The Elements of Psychology. By Prof. Noah K. Davis, of
the Uni\er5ity of Virginia. Scholarly, critical and exhaus-
tive Price. St. 80.
For sale by lead ng booksellers, or mailed by the publishers
on receipt of price
l\'e pnhh'sh siiptfior tr.xt-books for all ffrndes of instruc-
tio7i, from the primorv srhonl to the university. Our nezv
i/lusfrated Cataloffu.- for iSqj is noiv ready, mid I'.'l/l be
mailed free upon afflieni ion
.
SILVER, BURDETT & COMPANY, Publishers,
Boston. New York. Chicago. Philadelphia.
LADIES
The Latest and Most Correct Styles in
niLLINERY
Can always be found at ... .
THE BOUQUET
134 TREMONT STREET.
MOURNING GOODS A SPECIALTY.
Orders taken at Residences.
STERLING
UNION GARMENTS
In Silk, Wool . . .
Merino and Gauze




The Bates=0'Brien Manfg. Co.
47 Winter Street, Boston.
Catalogue Free. q q q q q
FRENCH BOOKS
Readers of French desiring good literature
will take pleasure in reading our
Romans Choisis Series, 60 cents vol.
. . . and . . .
Contes Choisis Series, 25 cents vol.
Each a masterpiece and by a well-known autlmr.
They are used e.xtensively throughout the
country for class-reading, as many have notes
in English.
List sent on application ; also complete catalogue
of all publications and imported editions
of foreign books.
WILLIAM R. JENKINS,
851 and 853 Sixth Ave. (4Hth St.), N. V.
49
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Telephone, Boston 3313. Telephone, Brighton 23-3.
NOT THE LARGEST, NOT THE OLDEST.
BUT THE BEST.
DREWSEN'S French Cleansing and Dyeing Establishment,
No. 9 TEMPLE PLACE, BOSTON.
All goods returned in one week; earlier if desired Stage Costumes in one day.
Special.—Curtains and Blankets cleansed to look like new, $1.00 per pair.
Open from 7 A. M. to 7 P. M.







T^. TP. CoV^^DRKY CoiVCPJ^NY,
Preservers a^nd









128 KANEUIL HALL N/lARKET, lSO«TON.
(Jn (^rtbrop Odz.
There was a simple arthropod
Did sail the summer sea
;
They caught him in a lobster pot,
And brought iiim home to me.
I cut iiis little carapace
About his little gills,
And watched his unsuspecting heart
Beat soft, subconscious thrills.
I ierked his little walking legs.
And hewed them, one bv one.
From oil" their basal segments.
Just as it should be done.
I tore his little systems
From out his body-wall.
Till of that simple arthropod
Was nothing left at all.
There's nothing left but diagrams
Of what he oiiglit to be,
—
And there's an empty lobster pot




Messrs. Springer Brothers are always prepared
to show a rich and varied assortment of new
and stylish CLOAKS of every description, which
the young- ladies of Wellesley College are cor-





Fashionable Coats, Jackets, Capes, Silk Waists, Petti-
coats, Skirts, Fur Capes, Outing, Boating,
and Lawn Tennis Suits, etc.
Ladies' Cloaks for Street Wear, Carriage, Railway, and Ocean Travel, for the Opera and
other dress occasions.
Latest and choicest European styles and novelties, and elegant garments of Springer
Brothers' own celebrated make.
Special Discount ti> Students and Teachers.
Springer Brothers • • •
Carriaj2:es . . .
10 and 12 Bedford Street.
Retail and Custom Department
500 Washington Street, cor. of Bedford Street, BOSTON.






Good Teachers with Good Records.
WE invite competent and well-qualified teachers for
all departments of school work, whether experi-
enced or not, to register with us, and pledge our best
efforts to advance their interests.
Teachers recommended to school officers without
charge. Correspondence invited.
HARLAN P. FRENCH, Manager,





Divide in Four Parts equal













The Ke^v '* I'nabridifed.'*
It is the Standard (f tlu- I'.S. Suiirciin- r.mrt.of the T'.S.
<;nv't 1 'riming » tttice, and uf iiiiic-lfiiths o( the S<hii<illM.(.ks. It {^
waniily ((uniiifinled hy every State Su|ierinternienl cf Sehuol;;.
The One Great Standard Authority .
Hon. D. J. Brewer, Jusliee of I'.S. Suiireiiie Court, writes: " The i
Internatidnal is the perfection of dictionaries. I commend it to all
J
as the one great standard authority."
Ask your Bookseller to show it to you.
G. & C. Merriaiti Co., Publishers,
Springfield, ^ass., U. S. A.
o^-Send for frep pro?pPctns ront.:iininp specimen pagts, etc.















FRAME OF CHOICEST ASHX
HEAVILY REINFORCED X
THROAT
-uTT IN .poUSHED.fjY.u SILVER^
Handle AND" hichlV" mahoC^'witH 'screws ,
TWINE WRAPPED HANDLE MAKING THE EASIEST AND MOST^
„ EFFICIENTCRIP OBTAINABLE ^
THE TUXEDO"IS BUILT FOR THE NEEDS OF THE





Send the Bride Something
A "Rochester," for instance. One of mir
Iiandsonie Rochester Banquet Lamps will please her;
and, in fact, with one of our fashionable silk shades,
there is more show for the money than anything
you can get. The choicest bric-a-brac in the palace
of a Vanderbilt reveals nothing finer. We can send
a lamp by e.xpress.
SEND TO us FOR OUR ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE AND PRICES.
The Rochester Lamp Company,
42 Park Place and 37 Barclay Street,
^roi New York, N. Y
'The Rochester" is the name of all that is good
and beautiful in a lamp.
The Wellcslcv Lcgenda.
The Pleasures of Travel
over the Lake Shore and Michigan Southern Railway
extend to millions of people annually, and it is constantly
receiving' an increased recognition.
Its reputation for high speed with comfort and safety,
its punctual service and elegant equipment, have made the
Lake Shore famous and superior as a passenger route between
the cities of
Chicago, Toledo, Cleveland, Buffalo, New York and Boston.
ROUTE OF THE
'NEW YORK AND CHICAGO LIMITED,
ONLY 24 HOURS,










"The Niagara Falls Route."
In connection with the
BOSTON & ALBANY
and NEW YORK CENTRAL
forms the route of the
North Shore Limited




Wagner Palace Sleeping Cars of latest design
and construction, and unexcelled Dining Car ser-
vice on all through trains.
<2> ^:^ <::^
ROBERT MILLER, Gen'l Supt., Detroit.
0. W. RUGQLES, Qen"l Pass, and Ticket Agent, Chicago.
W. H. UNDERWOOD, Eastern Pass. Agent, Buffalo,
57
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THE WONDERFUL WEBER TONE
Is found
ONLY in the
WRITE FOR ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE
....WAREROOMS....
Fifth Avenue and l6th Street, New York.















CATALOGUE SENT ON APPLICATION.
Manufacturers,
WM. READ & SONS,
107 Washington St., Boston.
155 Washington Avenue,
FOUNDED, 1814.
^ BOARDING and Day School for Girls. Halls and
rooms spacious, airy, and attractive. Location
unexceled. Buildinj^s heated by steam. Pupils of six
years received in the Primary Department. Drawing,
French, and German form a part of the three courses of
study. Educational equipment of the best. Students
prepared for college. Academy certilicate accepted at
Wellesley. Boarding pupils limited to twenty-five.
Home life healthful, refined. Christian.
For catalogue apply to the Principal,
LUCY A. PLYMPTON.
Hon. Wm. L. LEARNED, LL.D., President of the Trustees.
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